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To: Goshen Residents
From: Town Clerk/Tax Collector and Administrative Assistant
It has come to our attention that you, the residents of Goshen, may have concerns
regarding the hours, policies, and needs of your Town Office. We would like to take this
opportunity to address some of those concerns.
The many duties of the Town Clerk/Tax Collector include issuing motor vehicle
registrations and titles, issue passenger plates, and renewal decals as a courtesy to the
residents. The Office also issues dog licenses, marriage licenses, birth and death
certificates. We publish all zoning and sub-division regulation booklets and Transfer
Station Coupons 'in house'. This is less expensive than paying an outside printer as we
have in the past. Our office also issues Transfer Station Permits and manages all
revenues generated by the Transfer Station.
This office is responsible for the billing and collection of the following taxes: Timber
Tax, Current Use Penalty Tax, Excavation Tax on Materials, Property Tax, Tax Liens,
Tax Deed Sales, recording and release of liens. We compile the State required Tax
Collector's Report, which records the Town's revenues and is submitted annually to the
Department of Revenue in Concord, NH. We do all property transfers and updates. We
also type and record minutes of Town meetings, manage and update tax maps and
property listings, handle all calls and questions, as well as sale of town items including
History of Goshen books & supplements, Videos, T-Shirts, Raffle tickets, etc. As a note,
all employees in this current office are Public Notaries.
In the past, we have also produced all the pages in the town reports, and last year began
to publish the full report ourselves 'in house' to save the town money and hopefully
produce a better report. This year's town report contains the requested listing of taxable
properties adding over $800.00 to the total cost of producing the report.
The Administrative Assistant to the Selectmen is responsible for the AP/AR (accounts
payable/receivable), prepares all timber tax paperwork, (intents, reports, and assessment
of tax), all property transfers and updates, elderly exemption applications, veteran's
exemptions, town payroll and insurance (medical, dental, vehicle, buildings), retirement,
child support payment deductions (when necessary), personnel files, state and local
audits, current use releases, and tax assessment forms. This position also manages
Property Inventories, (labeling, stamping, recording changes), assignment of ballot
clerks, elections issues, all town related advertising, transfer stations issues, (certification
classes, billing, etc), AP/AR for the highway, fire, and police departments, coordinates
with the town treasurer, handles selectmen's issues, meeting minutes, schedules the
agenda for Monday meetings, handles correspondence and follow-ups, town hall rental,
town report pages, contacts for quotes and employment positions, all state reports,
budgets, revenues, pistol permits, etc. All questions for selectmen go through the
Administrative Assistant first. We are the "hub" for the town, and we 'multi-task' most
of the time.
Shown in Photo from Left to Right:
Wilbur Hodgman, Don Hurd, Harold "Skip" Hawkins, Billy Harold, John Chartier,
Norman "Buck" Trudeau, Frank Hodgman, and Bert Teague. Some Veterans missing from
photo.
We are asking for new software because our software provider, BMSI, has discontinued
the older "DOS" version and updated to a "Windows" version with many improvements.
They will no longer support the older version after December 2004. The main computer
is a 5 year old Pentium II and will not run the new software. As the two computers in the
town clerk office share the software they must be networked. From experience we have
found that it is much easier to network 'like' computers. The Administrative Assistant's
computer must have new software as the State ofNH has discontinued the "CAMA" tax
assessment program and will no longer support it after June 30
th
, 2004. The new
software is necessary for the re-evaluation of property scheduled to take place by 2005.
If the computer in that office is also the same it will be possible to network that one to the
tax collector's and this will enable the assessor's changes to be automatically updated
whenever any changes are made to property values. This will be essential with the re-
eval taking place. Our personal size copier has about 100,000+ copies on it in just 3
years and will continually increase. Please support the office staff on Warrant Articles
8,9,& 10.
We must prepare ourselves for the growth taking place in our town. The portion of work
assigned to the Town Clerk position increased 4% in the past year and 132% in the past
10 years. This does not include the increase in property transfers or tax business. Our
town is growing quickly and will continue to. Take a ride through the town and on the
back roads and look at the changes taking place. It will surprise you.
We have also discussed implementing extended hours for the Town Office. We feel that
there are many safety issues which need to be addressed, such as: no second exit in case
of an emergency, no emergency lighting if power is lost after dark, non-secured area for
office employees and confidential information, and poor outside lighting, which currently
would make evening hours unsafe. We believe if these safety issues were addressed
extended evening hours would be possible. A previous attempt to have the office open
the last Saturday of each month was made during the summer of 1999. At that time very
few residents took advantage of the hours. However, with the continued growth of
Goshen and the increased work, this may be something we could try in the future if we
had support from townspeople.
If you have any concerns or questions about office hours or policies, or Warrant Articles
8,9,orl0_ please feel free to stop by and discuss it with us. We look forward to continuing
our service to the people of Goshen, and wish to help you with any concerns you may
have.
^Deborah E. Stevens
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TOWN OF GOSHEN
ASSISTANCE NUMBERS







If you need non-emergency assistance
(i.e.: "my cat is stuck in the tree"),
or you need police coverage at a
special event in town, etc., please call this number.
Emergency 9-1-1
Town Office:
Town Clerk/Tax Collector: 863-5655
(M-W-F 8:30 - 12:00 noon & 1:00 - 5:00 p.m.)
Selectmen 863-5080
(Mondays at 7:00 p.m.)
Watch for schedule changes
Fax: 863-6139
Highway Department: 863-5656
If you need a driveway permit, please call this number.
Transfer Station: 863-5656
Hours: Sunday & Wednesday: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Library: 863-6921
Hours: Monday: 3 to 5 p.m. & 6 to 9 p.m.
Wednesday: 2 to 5 p.m. & 6 to 9 p.m.
Saturday: 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Watch for exciting changes at your local library!
Planning Board meets the first & last Tuesday of each month.
Zoning Board meets on the second Tuesday of each month.
Conservation Commission meets on the last Thursday of each month at 7:30 pm.
Report ofthe Selectmen
In retrospect the year 2003 was a remarkable year of great events, honors,
achievements and the advancement of the Public Works.
No Select Board can complete the mission and goals of the Town without the good
work of a// the individuals that serve, volunteer and work for the betterment of the
Town of Goshen.
This past year is no exception. All the people that work in the Town Office,
Highway Department, Transfer Station, Police and Fire Departments, Library,
various groups, clubs, Committees and every governing board that performs the
work of the Town. They clean the Town Hall, maintain the roads, keep law and
order, save homes and lives, count our votes, lend books, collect taxes, paint and
restore the Grange Hall, plant flowers and guide the policies that drives the Town
forward.
We do not always agree or see issues in the same way, but without their collective
work, the Town would not function. We owe all these individuals a great deal and
a heartfelt thank you to each and everyone. Also a note of appreciation needs to be
extended to the businesses in Town that through their generosity supports many of
the activities in our Town.
This year the Town came together to present long overdue Honors and Metals to
our WWII Veterans. Old Home Day was an outstanding day of celebration with
Army units, helicopters, Air Force F 1 6 fly-overs, exhibits, a great parade and a
terrific film about our citizen soldiers ofWWII. We have come together again to
bid farewell and a safe and speedy return to a new generation of citizen soldiers
that are going to serve for us in a new fight against terrorism in the far reaches of
our world.
With this collective strength, the Select Board will continue to do its part in 2004
to guide the Town - now - and for the future.
Personally, I have been proud and honored to serve as Chairman of the Select
Board and to work with Herbert Bennett and Sherri Moen and the entire






9Ienry <Beaudry moved to °§osbeis in 1 994 with his wife and five
children. °Jn 1995, 9Jenry joined the Goshen *Fire department and then
soon became 1 st 'Lieutenant, 5Ienry was also a *Deputy ^Forest T^ire
Warden. 3fenry was the type of man that was always anxious and
waiting for a fire call.
%i his spare time, 5$enry enjoyed mowing his lawn and playing with his
grandchildren. fts many of you probably remember passing his home, you
would see him on his lawn mower with a cigarette in one hand and a coke
in the other. fBenry would also mow the Goshen Community Church's
lawn just because he loved to help people when in need. There were many
times you would see SHenry pushing bis snow blower down the edge of the
road to go to the 'Fire department and clean up.
5Ienry was very well liked in Town and everyone was happy to see him
coming. SBe was one that led many in Town without even knowing it. fBe
just thought he was "SJenry", but really he was a special man to everyone.
Tou may be gone 5Ienry, but you are not forgotten and we all know you
will still be helping people in need.
Daniel/ <z}tnnleA/
When a person meets ©an hunter, tbey may not be aware, but tbey are meeting a real piece of
^osben, 9191. die is strict, and unchanging in a manner all bis own. "When be opens this year's town
report, he'll probably beat feet down to the Town Office to tell them there has been some mistake. 5Jis
sense of bumor is one of a kind, and you bad better have a keen ear, or you are apt to miss some of bis
notorious one liners- #sk bim bow be is, and undoubtedly be will tell you be is somewhere near
grumpier than a caged ben in a cornfield, all the while wearing a mischievous grin, looking you right in
the eye, waiting and listening intently for your reply, ©an's many attributes include honesty,
hardworking, intelligent, reliable, dependable, an all around Sack- of- all- trades, ©an purchased the
Sfunter-SSelson wheelbarrow business in 1 966 and has been known for them ever since, ©an just may
have put the "°f" in "Tankee". Goshen wouldn't be the town that it is today without this fun,
interesting and downright charming individual who has helped out in so many different ways, ©an has
been on the Goshen 9lanning <Board, budget 'Committee, 8upervisor's of the Checklist, a Cemetery
Trustee, a 'Forest Tire Warden and was a member of the 'Sosben Tire ©epartment for forty plus
years. SBe also worked at tbe transfer station as a attendant and helped transform the transfer station
to what it is today. We are glad to dedicate this year's town report to such a deserving, wonderful
man.
Cj'g'shgn T<?Wn Off\cev5 for 2.003
SELECTMEN
3-YEAR TERM ELECTED

























FULL TIME POLICE OFFICER
Matthew Pickering
POLICE DEPUTIES
Peter Crowell Courtney Heath Matthew McClay
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUND
3-YEAR TERM ELECTED






DEPUTY FOREST FIRE WARDEN
Christopher Moen Harry Warburton
(2004) (2004)
Rick Shepard Janice Parmalee Henry Beaudry
(2004) (2004) (2004)


















STATE APPOINTED 3-YEAR TERM
John P. Hopkins
(2004)
OVERSEER OF PUBLIC WELFARE
John P. Hopkins
DIRECTOR OF EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT
Bryant L. Winterholer
MODERATOR
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.
SUPERVISORS OF THE CHECKLIST
6-YEAR TERM ELECTED




Christopher Moen Lilyan Wright Kristin Bartlett
(2004) (2004) (2006)
Dave Stephan Edward J. Andersen Bea Jillette
(2005) (2005) (2004)




Beatrice Jillette (chair) Gary Dennis
(2005) (2005)
Cathy Moen Dick Hamilton
(2004) (2004)
Charles Bailey Gary Stansfield
(2006) (2005)
Alternates: Madeline Stevens Richard w. Moen
PLANNING BOARD
3-YEAR TERM ELECTED
John Wirkkala (chair) Richard Bennett Richard W. Moen
(2004) (2006) (2006)
Judy Filkins Alternate: John Scranton




ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
3-YEAR TERM APPOINTED
James Leland Jean Barrett Scott Bennett
(2004) (2005) (2004)
Gary Stansfield Hannah Lockwood
(2004) (2004)
REPRESENTATIVE TO NH/VT SOLID WASTE
3-YEAR TERM APPOINTED
Paul Barrett Lilyan Wright
HIGHWAY SAFETY COMMITTEE
William S. Stevens Ricky W. Shepard Edward G. Andersen
Herbert Bennett Sherri Moen James Carrick
TOWN WARRANT
TOWN OF GOSHEN
The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 AM TO 7:00 PM on Tuesday. March 9, 2004
THE BUSINESS PORTION OF THE MEETING WILL BEGIN
AT 6:30 PM on Saturday, March 13, 2004
To the inhabitants of the Town of Goshen in the County of Sullivan in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on Tuesday, the 9th




To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. Sale of Used Vehicles
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by providing for the limited sale of
used motor vehicles in all districts as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 1
.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the
meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further
amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 , as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This ordinance adds a provision
to Zoning Ordinance Section V, Commercial Use, to allow sales of used motor vehicles
in any district without a penult, provided that no more than one vehicle may be
offered for sale at one time, the total number of days per year in which the vehicle is
offered for sale cannot exceed 183 days, and the motor vehicle which is offered for
sale cannot be parked in the highway right-of-way except in a driveway."
{ } { }
YES NO
3. Steep Slope Development
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding provisions to regulate
development on steep slopes, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 2. Official
copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the
meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further
amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This ordinance protects public
roads and the environment from damage that may be caused by development on
steep slopes. It amends Zoning Ordinance Sections III.B.5 and III.B.6 to extend the
steep slope building provisions that now exist for dwellings so that they apply to other
types of buildings as well. This ordinance further adds provisions that require storm
water management and reclamation plans for proposed development projects on
slopes of 1 5% to 25% and provisions that limit development on slopes of 25% or
greater to uses such as recreation, agriculture, forestry, and mining which do not
require the construction of buildings and roads."





The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 AM TO 7:00 PM on Tuesday, March 9, 2004
THE BUSINESS PORTION OF THE MEETING WILL BEGIN
AT 6:30 PM on Saturday, March 13, 2004
To the inhabitants of the Town of Goshen in the County of Sullivan in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on Tuesday, the 9th




To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2 . Sale of Used Vehicles
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by providing for the limited sale of
used motor vehicles in all districts as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 1
.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the
meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further
amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 , as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This ordinance adds a provision
to Zoning Ordinance Section V, Commercial Use. to allow sales of used motor vehicles
in any district without a permit, provided that no more than one vehicle may be
offered for sale at one time, the total number of days per year in which the vehicle is
offered for sale cannot exceed 183 days, and the motor vehicle which is offered for
sale cannol be parked in the highway right-of-way except in a driveway."
{ } { }
YES NO
3. Steep Slope Development
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding provisions to regulate
development on steep slopes, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 2. Official
copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the
meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further
amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This ordinance protects public
roads and the environment from damage that may be caused by development on
steep slopes. It amends Zoning Ordinance Sections III.B.5 and III.B.6 to extend the
steep slope building provisions that now exist for dwellings so that they apply to other
types of buildings as well. This ordinance further adds provisions that require slonn
water management and reclamation plans for proposed development projects on
slopes of 1 5% to 25% and provisions that limit development on slopes of 25% or
greater to uses such as recreation, agriculture, forestry, and mining which do not
require the construction of buildings and roads."




To see if the Town will vote to align the Zoning Ordinance with the Goshen Subdivision
Regulations by adding off-street parking regulations, as proposed by the Planning Board in
Amendment No. 3. Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will
be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not
subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This amendment brings the
Zoning Ordinance into alignment with the Goshen Subdivision Regulations by
specifying requirements for off-street parking. It amends Section II to define "Parking
Space" as an area of 10' by 20'; it amends Section III.B.l to require that all new
residences shall provide at least two off-street parking spaces per dwelling unit: and it
amends Section V.C to require that all new businesses shall provide off-sfreet parking
to accommodate anticipated patrons and employees."
{ > { }
YES NO
5. Groundwater Protection
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding provisions to protect
groundwater sources of existing and future public drinking water, as proposed by the Planning
Board in Amendment No. 4. Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office
and will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot,
and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This addition to the Zoning
Ordinance seeks to protect existing and potential groundwater sources of public
drinking water by adopting provisions recommended by the New Hampshire Office of
State Planning to regulate land uses which could contaminate or contribute pollutants
to designated wells and aquifers. This ordinance requires proper handling and storage
of potential pollutants and prohibits land uses such as waste disposal facilities and
junkyards within a wellhead protection zone or over an aquifer. The intent is to protect
public drinking water supplies from significant potential sources of contamination.
Private residences are exempt from these regulations. Other exemptions include
activities such as the storage of heating fuels for on-site use, storage and use of office
supplies, and business uses of regulated substances which are stored in containers of
less than five gallons."
{ } { }
YES NO
6. Building Permit Application Details
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Building Ordinance to require that building permit
applications provide sufficient details, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 5.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the
meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further
amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Building Ordinance, as follows: This amendment to Building
Ordinance Section 3 requires that the description and plan of a permit application shall
contain detail that is sufficient to enable the Building Inspector to assess its
compliance with all provisions of the Town's Building Ordinance as well as current
state and federal regulations."
{ } { }
YES NO
7. Editorial and Minor Changes
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by making editorial and other
minor revisions which do not change the substance of the ordinance, as proposed by the
Planning Board in Amendment No. 6. Official copies of the complete text are available at the
Town Office and will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6, as proposed by the Planning
Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: The purpose of this amendment
is to make editorial corrections, and minor clarification revisions, none of which alter
the substance of the ordinance."
{ } { }
YES NO
You are further notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on Saturday, the 1 3m
day of March, 2004, at 6:30 of the clock in the evening, to act upon the following subjects:
To receive the reports of the Town Officers of Goshen and take any necessary action thereon.
8. To see. what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for the purpose of purchasing
a copier for the town office. (Majority Vote Required) The Budget Committee recommended
$4,532.00 and the Selectmen recommended $4,000.00.
9. To see what sum the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for three new computer
systems for the Town Office employees. (Majority Vote Required) The Budget Committee
recommended $3,639.00 and the Selectmen recommended $4,265.00.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $91 10.00 for new software
for the Town Clerk/Tax Collector and Selectmen's Office. (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
1 1
.
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of money for the




4130 Executive 32,819.00 32,819.00
4140 Election, Reg. & Vital Statistics 22,958.00 22,958.00
4150 Financial Administration 25,508.00 25,508.00
4152 Revaluation of Property 5,000.00 5,000.00
4153 Legal Expense 30,000.00 30,000.00
4155 Personnel Administration 17,083.00 17,083.00
4191 Planning & Zoning 10,937.00 10,937.00
4 1 94 General Government Building 18,125.00 18, 125.00
10
4195 Cemeteries 3,500.00 3,500.00
4196 Insurance 43,484.00 43,484.00
4 1 97 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 7 1 1 .00 7 1 1 .00
4723 Interest on TAN's 3,000.00 3,000.00
Total 213,125.00 213,125.00
1 2. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2 1 ,896.00 for the third of
ten ( 1 0) yearly payments for the E-One Typhoon Series Fire Truck. (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $4,500.00 for the purpose of
purchasing a portable pump for the Fire Department. (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of money for Public




4210 Police 69,305.00 69,305.00
4215 Ambulance 6,000.00 6,000.00
4220 Fire 16,300.00 16,300.00
4240 Building Inspection 1.250.00 1,250.00
4290 Emergency Management 3,900.00 3,900.00
4299 Hepatitis B Shots 500.00 500.00
Total 97,255.00 97,255.00
15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of money for




4311 Highway Administration 57,752.00 57,752.00
43 1 2 Highway & Streets 55 , 1 75 .00 55 , 1 75 .00
4316 Street Lighting 350.00 350.00
Total 113,277.00 113.277.00
16. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a five (5) year
lease/purchase agreement to lease/purchase one Grader for the Highway Department and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 14,040.00 for the first year payment to be raised from
taxation. "The agreement contains a non-appropriation escape clause." (Majority Vote
Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 12,000.00 for the second
of five (5) yearly payments for the John Deere Backhoe for the Highway Department.
(Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate, the sum of $5,000.00 for the second of
four (4) yearly payments for the Flo-n-Dump body for the Highway Department. (Majority
Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
IS





4321 Solid Waste Administration 12,132.00 12,132.00
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 66,190.00 66,190.00
4326 Sewage Disposal 1,700.00 1,700.00
Total 80,022.00 80,022.00
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for Health and
Welfare: (Majority Vote Required)
Account No .
441 1 Health Administration
4414 Pest Control
4415 Senior Center
44 1 5 Sullivan County Hospice
4415 Lake Sunapee Home Health
4415 Meals on Wheels
4415 West Central Services
4442 Direct Assistance
2 1 . To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for Cultural,




4550 Library 10.197.00 10,197.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 300.00 300.00
4619 Conservation 1,000.00 1,000.00
Total 1 1 ,497.00 1 1 ,497.00
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums to be placed in
established Capital Reserve Funds: (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the














Highway Heavy Equipment (1994) 2,500.00 2,500.00
Construction & Recon. Of Bridges (1992) 5,000.00 5,000.00
New Highway Truck CR ( 1 990) 5,000.00 5,000.00
Police Cruiser (1978) 5,000.00 5,000.00
Total 17,500.00 17,500.00
12
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $50,000.00 (gross budget) for the
purpose of the revaluation of the Town, and of this amount to authorize the withdrawal of
the sum of $25,000.00 from the Revaluation Capital Reserve Fund, with the remaining
$25,000.00 to be raised by taxation. (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the
Selectmen & Budget Committee.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ 10,000.00 for the purpose
of restoring the Town Hall. (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen &
Budget Committee.
25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $ l ,000.00 for the purpose
of funding Goshen Old Home Day activities. (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the
Selectmen & Budget Committee.
26. (Petitioned) To see if the voters will approve the reclassification of De Ro Road from Class VI
to Class V, starting from the intersection of said Road with Ball Park Road to a point 1 500
feet south westerly thereof, pursuant to RSA 231 :22-a. (Majority Vote Required)
27. (Petitioned) To see if the voters will approve the acceptance of Meadow Road, a private
road, as a Class V Town Highway, starting from the intersection of said Road with Old
Lempster Coach Road to a point 500 feet westerly thereof, including the cul-de-sac at its
westerly end, as that road right-of-way is shown on a subdivision plan, approved by the
Town of Goshen Planning Board, entitled "Meadow Road Subdivision" dated 6/28/99.
(Majority Vote Required)
28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to dispose of used
equipment no longer utilized by the Town. This may be done by sealed bid or public
auction with the money received to be deposited into the general fund. (Majority Vote
Required)
29. To take up any other business as may legally come before this meeting.















We hereby certify that we give notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at time and place
and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting up an attested copy of the within Warrant at
the place of meeting within named, and a like attested copy at the United States Post Office in
Goshen being a public place in said Town, on the 23rd day of February, 2004
Old Home Day Parade
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TOTAL RECED?TS: $ 128,072.91
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TOWN CLERKS REMITTANCES TO TREASURER
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003
2002 2003
TOTALS TOTALS
Auto Permit Fees $108,490.00 $114,686.11
Certificate of Titles $462.00 $480.00
Municipal Agent Fees $2,165.00 $2,392.50
Dog Licenses $1,316.50 $1,299.00
Dog License Penalties $56.00 $100.00
UCC Filings $450.00 $450.00
Transfer Station Revenues $7,440.00 $6,055.00
Copies $115.75 $338.00
Vital Statistics $309.00 $297.00
Building Permits $530.00 $1,118.80
Zoning Regulations $39.00 $63.00
Sub-Division Regulations $40.00 $120.00
Sale of Checklists $75.00 $75.00
Sale of Masterplan $30.00 $0.00





Filing Fees $0.00 $10.00
Postage $0.00 $12.50
Driveway Permits $0.00 $70.00
Occupancy Permits $0.00 $15.00







2003 GOSHEN TAX COLLECTORS' REPORT
For Year Ending December 31, 2003
TAX COLLECTOR MONIES:
LEVY OF 2003
Taxes Committed to Coiiector-2003
Property Taxes 1,314,801.41
Yield Tax 11,613.21











Remittances Made to Treasurer: 2003
Property Taxes $1,179,849.94
Yield Taxes 11,613.21









































































































SUMMARY OF GENERAL FUND CASH
Beginning Balance as of 01/01/2003 181,985.00
Receipts from Town Clerk 122,017.91
Receipts from Tax Collector 1,438,212.90
Receipts from Board of Selectmen 82,21 1 .55
Wire Transfers 40,400.00
Interest from checking account 291.64
Less payment vouchers for 2003 1 ,645,8 1 7.02
Transfers from Transfer Station account 3,906.01
Bank Charges 20.00
Cash in Bank 12/31/2003 223,187.99
SUMMARY OF ACCOUNT
TRANSFER STATION REVENUE
Transfer Station Revenue Passbook Savings
Balance of account as of 1 /0 1 /2003 2 1 ,2 1 1 . 1
5
2002 Deposit in Transit 1 26.00
Interest earned in 2003 1 36.99
Deposits made in 2003 6,055.00
Transfers to General Fund 3,906.01






Received From Town Clerk
MV Permits $ 114,686.11
Titles $ 480.00
MA Fees $ 2392.50
Copies $ 338.00
Faxes $ 5.50
Dog Licenses $ 1299.00
Dog License Penalties $ 100.00
Copy of Checklist $ 75.00
Histoiy of Goshen $ 160.00
Sub-Division Regulations $ 120.00
Zoning Regulations $ 63.00
Overpayments $ 45.50
Building Permits $ 1118.80
Vital Statistics $ 297.00
ucc $ 450.00
Misc. (Tax map copy & list) $ 255.00
NSF $ 25.00
Recording Fee $ 5.00
Filing Fee $ 5.00
Postage $ 12.50
Driveway Permit $ 70.00
Occupancy Permit $ 15.00
Total received from Town Clerk $ 122,017.91
Received from Tax Collector
1999 Redemptions $ 5703.67
1999 RI&C $ 2679.63
2000 Red's $ 24290.14
2000 RI&C $ 11724.23
2001 Red's $ 16128.54
2001 RI&C . $ 6217.80
2002 Red's $ 9941.65
2002 RI&C $ 2634.20
2002 Prop. Tax $ 144951.48
2002 Prop. Tax Int. $ 9449.10
2002 Overpayment $ 592.08
2003 Yield Tax $ 11613.21
2003 Exc. Tax on Mat's $ 2115.00
2003 Current Use Penalty $ 2200.00
2003 Property Tax $ 1,179,849.94
2003 Property Tax Int. $ 841.40
2003 Overpayments $ 7280.83
Total received from tax collector $ 1,438,212.90
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Received from Selectmen
Rooms & Meals Tax $ 22,962.72
Highway Block Grant $ 25,952.51
Shared Revenue Block Grant $ 11,784.00
State & Federal Forest Reimbursement $ 1278.64
Rental of Town Property $ 250.00
Income from Forestry Department $ 378.36
Network Adjusters-Firetruck $ 7579.79
Income from Zoning Board $ 262.62
Income from Police Department $ 455.00
Income from Planning Board $ 701.18
Junkyard license $ 25.00
Current Use Application Fee $ 40.00
Xerox reimbursement $ 5.00
AT&T reimbursement (Fire) $ 12.59
Income from Transfer Station $ 251.94
Copies-Mailing $ 5.67
Rebate $ 30.00
Old Home Day Donations $ 238.98
Adopt a Flag Donations $ 925.00
Sale of Municipal Property $ 1015.00
DBA Emerald Recycling-Cartridges $ 27.50
Highway Dept-
Cobra Insurance premiums $ 771.52
Income from Welfare $ 729.64
Reimbursement- West Central $ 825.00
Income from FEMA $ 5106.37
Cemetery $ 400.00
Insurance Reimbursements $ 197.52
Total received from Selectmen 82,211.55
Received from Town Clerk for Transfer Station
Coupons $
Permits $







2003 COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES
Title of Appropriation Amount Expended Balance Overdraft
Executive $32,075.00 $30,109.75 $1,965.25 $0.00
Election/Registration $20,687.00 $20,360.79 $326.21 $0.00
& Vital Statistics
Financial Administration $25,433.00
Revaluation of Property $4,500.00
Legal Expense $30,000.00
Personnel Administration $16,277.00





Advertising & Regional $71 1 .00
Police Department $63,691 .00
Ambulance Service $5,678.00
Fire Department $19,060.00




Highways & Streets $50,935.00
Street Lights $350.00
Solid Waste Administration $1 2, 1 32.00
Solid Waste Disposal $65,830.00
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Title of Appropriation Amount
Sewage Disposal $1,700.00 $1,111.50 $588.50 $0.00
Health & Pest Control $1 ,075.00 $813.00 $262.00 $0.00
Health Agencies $3,470.00 $4,295.00 $825.00 $0.00
Welfare $9,055.00 $7,474.50 $1,580.50 $0.00
Hepatitis B shots $500.00 $0.00 $500.00 $0.00
Library $9,263.00 $9,263.00 $0.00 $0.00
Patriotic Purposes $300.00 $0.00 $300.00 $0.00
Conservation Commission $1,000.00 $1,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Tax Anticipation Notes $3,000.00 $0.00 $3,000.00 $0.00
OUTLAY:
Art. 20 - Canopy $2,500.00 $2,450.00 $50.00 $0.00
Art. 28 - Dump Body $5,000.00 $5,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Art. 29 - Post Closure Test $9,900.00 $3,906.01 $5,993.99 $0.00
Art. 24 - Rescue Equipment $3,500.00 $1,753.05 $1,746.95 $0.00
Art. 36 - Old Home Day $1,000.00 $2,163.98 $0.00 $1,163.98
Art. 23 - Fire Truck $21,896.00 $21,895.74 $0.26 $0.00
Art. 22 - New Police Cruiser $30,000.00 $30,000.00 $0.00 $0.00
Art. 27 - New Backhoe $12,000.00 $11,919.97 $80.03 $0.00











































Less: Shared Revenues 5,063
Add: Overlay 10,008
War Service Credits 6,000
Net Town Appropriation 327,837
Special Adjustment $2
Tax Rates





Due to Local School
Due to Regional School
Less: Adequate Education Grant
State Education Taxes
Approved School Tax Effort




Divide by Local Assessed Valuation
(no utilities) 37,276,679











~ - County Portion -
Due to County
Less: Shared Revenues
Approved County Tax Effort
County Tax Rate
Combined Tax Rate
Total Property Taxes Assessed
Less: War Service Credits
Add: Village District Commitment










SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DECEMBER 31, 2003
DESCRIPTIONS
Town Hall, Land & Buildings $200,025.00
Furniture & Equipment 27,038.00
Library, Land & Buildings 90,825.00
Furniture & Equipment 23,730.00
Police Department, Equipment 24,717.00
Fire Department, Land & Building 103,425.00
Equipment 403,154.00
Highway / Transfer Station, Land & Bldgs. 44,342.00
Highway Department Equipment 324,082.00
Transfer Station Equipment 3,400.00
Grange, Land & Buildings 75,000.00
TOTAL 1,319,738.00
2003 SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
VALUE OF LAND ONLY
Current Use (at C.U. values) 953,217.00
Residential 11,767,523.00
Commercial 440,100.00
Conservation Restriction Assessment 24,739.00
TOTAL OF TAXABLE LAND 13,185,579.00









NET VALUATION ON WHICH 37,774,978.00
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED
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Conservation Commission
The Goshen Conservation Commission continues to administer properties atGunnison Lake/Williamson Park, Rand Pond Beach and Goshen Memorial
Park. In the Spring of 2004 it plans to hold an informational meeting for the
public on open space and conservation easements.
Members: Bea Jillette (Chair), Bob Blackwood (Secretary), Gary Stansfield (Treasurer), Gary Dennis, Dick
Hamilton, Charlie Bailey, Cathy Moen. Alternate: Lois Stevens.
The Conservation Commission conducts a site visit before foundation and retaining wall work
begins at the Goshen Grange Hall.
Conservation Commission members accompany an Trail maintenance is a continuing job on the 3-mile trail
Ausbon Sargent Land Protection Trust volunteer on around Gunnison Lake / Williamson Park,




Balance January 1, 2003 $16,362.05
RECEIPTS :
Town 2002 Appropriation & Land Use Change $ 1,743.00
Current Use Change Fee $ 550.00
Interest Earned for 2003 $ 189.67
Total Receipts $ 2,482.67
EXPENDITURES:
SRXGreenway $ 10.00
Ausbon Sargent $ 60.00
Total Expenditures $ 70.00
ENDING BALANCE
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This past year saw a renewed level of involvement by a variety of individuals and
organizations with our local Goshen cemeteries. In May the Cemetery Commission
hosted the spring meeting of the New Hampshire Old Graveyard Association. The
meeting opened with a welcome address by Lars Nelson. Guest speaker for the day was
Reggie Shephard who presented an entertaining history of Goshen and the revolutionary
war era. After the business portion was completed Reggie led the group on a tour of Four
Comers and North Goshen Cemeteries. He had a variety of anecdotes to tell about the
early settlers buried there. We received many compliments for an enjoyable and well
managed event. Our own Arthur Jillette was elected as the newest president ofthe
NHOGA
To keep the momentum going we had some very welcome support for our annual
Spring cleanup. Our most sincere thank you to Gary Dennis, Marianne Dennis, and
Reggie Shepard for helping to haul brush and clear the winter debris away. Much
cemetery work is labor intensive and helping hands are needed. Look for the date of this
year's cleanup if you are interested. In addition to cleaning there were a variety of lilac
bushes planted by the Goshen flower club.
Our major project of the year was the removal of a dozen old white pine tress in
the Mill Village Cemetery. This will greatly enhance the appearance of the cemetery and
will also protect the integrity of the old stones underneath. We appreciate the time and
labor provided by Howard Caron to finish this project. Also completed was the
installation of an iron horse railing at the roadside of the cemetery. Materials for the
railing were donated by Bratan Robillard. The project was arranged and completed by
our newest commission member Ronald Kempton. These improvements make our
cemetery not only more attractive but historically correct. Mill Village cemetery was
originally known as "The Maples". The horse railing was also an original feature that
may be remembered by some of our older residents.
There were five burials conducted in Goshen cemeteries this past year. Any
questions regarding lot lines and burials may be directed to Arthur Jillette. Please be
aware of state and local regulations that require all burials to arranged through the
cemetery commission and properly recorded at the town office. We encourage your work
on private Riots as long as you have had such Work approved by the commission. Our
mowing is now being done by TKL enterprises who won the contract by competitive bid.
We have appreciated the thorough job done by this local company. We again thank you






OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY HONORS GOSHEN'S HEROES
One of the most exciting and rewarding projects of the year started with a request from the New
Hampshire Library Trustees Association asking local libraries to record the experiences of its war
heroes starting with World War II. When this request was brought up at a January 2003 meeting
of the Trustees, Deborah Scranton van Paassen volunteered her expertise to undertake the project.
It turned out to be a massive undertaking, necessitating calls to foreign countries, rounding up
families of veterans and spending many hours interviewing and recording stories the veterans the
veterans had to tell. A grant for the library, written by Deborah, had to be obtained to help defray
the expenses and the project culminated in several memorable occasions: one was honoring of
Bill Harold and the presentation of long overdue medals by Congressman Bass after Deborah
urged Congress to make this award; the second was the film "Stories from Silence, Witness to
War" produced by Deborah which showed the veterans telling stories. The film was shown
during October Old Home Day celebration attended not only by many veterans and then families,
but by hundreds ofpeople who visited Goshen during Old Home Day. Deborah's father, John
Scranton, was the driving force behind this highly successful occasion assisted by Ethel Nilsen,
librarian, the Library Trustees, the Goshen Grange Committee, the Garden Club, the Historical
Society, the Selectmen, the Firefighters, the Conservation Committee, Postmaster Suzi Hastings,
the Town Hall employees and the Community Church. It was an affair to remember: flags flew.
Stealth bombers roared overhead and the men and one woman who served in WWII finally
received the recognition they deserved.
Other events sponsored by the Library may not have created such a town response, but do deserve
mention starting with the Rabies Clinic held in March as well as a talk by Dr. Jere Daniels,
attended by more than 40 people, about a founding of Goshen and nearby Towns and how the
development ofTowns in New Hampshire occurred starting in early times.
In late March. Sherri Moen resigned from her position as Library Trustee after a decade of
service, but she still offers her help with projects when possible. Another Trustee, Tom Dixon,
also, resigned as did Alternates Angela Dimond and Helen Gates. The Trustees want to thank
Sherri, Tom, Angela, Helen and Gary Moul, who found he was unable to attend meetings, for
their service to the library and the town. To replace these people, Hannah Lockwood and Susan
Carrick were appointed as Trustees and Deborah van Paassen and Pat Tornifoglio were appointed
as Alternates. Evelyn O'Connor remained as Alternate and Valerie McCormick, Kristin Bartlett,
Elaine Bevilacqua and Chairperson Lilyan Wright remained as Trustees.
Librarian Ethel Nilsen wrote a CliF grant to obtain about 100 children's books for the Library.
The grant encourages young people to read so the help of Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School
was engaged to let Ethel introduce all the books to the children and she followed this with an ice
cream social in May when the children were expected to return the books they had taken.
Also in May, Ethel and Hannah Lockwood, Library Trustee, attended the annual conference of
the N.H. Library Trustees Association where they received a lot of information about President
Bush's Patriots Act. Some of the requirements in this act might infringe upon the rights of
individuals signing out books.
One of June's projects was the refrnishing of the library floor thus adding to the brightness and
attractiveness of the library. In addition, the librarian was directed to purchase many new books
both fiction and non-fiction and the librarian refers to these acquisitions in her weekly column in
the Argus Champion. She encourages people to visit the library, use the computer and VCR, to
sign out for cassettes on books to hear while driving (these make long nips collapse into short
36
ones), to borrow the latest novels or read the library's impressive collection of historical books
and to encourage their children to become avid readers of the large collection of children's books.
In June, Susan Carrick, library trustee, attended a required meeting of trustees held annually by
the Deputy Attorney General of N.H. to learn about trust fund management, preparation of
budgets and money and gift donations. She returned with material for the trustees to study.
Officers of the Library Trustees were elected as follows: Chair: Libyan Wright, Secretary: Susan
Carrick and Treasurer: Kristin Bartlett. Also, at a meeting this summer projects were discussed.
The READING ROCKS PROGRAM for young children was organized by the librarian to be
held through July and August. The librarian plans reading programs each summer for Goshen's
children and she would like to have more children participate. A second project was TRASH
DAY held in conjunction with the Conservation Committee. On one Saturday in July armed with
trash bags and rubber gloves a group of volunteers cleaned the shoulders and ditches of many
Goshen roads then gathered for a pizza party at the Library.
Fall not only brought Old Home Day but also a Halloween party for the youngsters. Hours of
planning and decorating saw a disappointing number of children attend alongside last year's
attendance. Town Hall was covered with balloons, cobwebs and ghostly posters; lots of food was
provided and fun and prizes accompanied the games. The patents seemed to have as much fun as
the children.
An updated Trustees manual was organized, photocopied and distributed to trustees by the
Chairperson. There is an unbelievable amount of information which trustees have to learn in
order to serve successfully.
Christmas time brought snow and a HOLIDAY PARTY complete with a puppeteer who
presented how the holidays were celebrated in different religions. Santa Claus made his annual
visit and games followed by tasty refreshments completed the celebration.
The year ends with the preparation of the 2004 budget. Chairperson Lilyan Wright distributed
copied of the proposed budget requesting for the second year, the extension of library hours to 20
from the present 15 per week. At this writing the Selectmen negated the 20 hours but the town's
Budget Committee has yet to act.
The people of Goshen are asked to visit the library, make suggestions as to how the trustees can
best serve the needs of the town and to volunteer and to participate in the many activities
sponsored by your library, chief among which, is the offer for you to become an avid reader




Olive G. Peltis Library Treasurer's Report 2003


































The Goshen N.H. Historical Society - 2003
This past year will be remembered as the year Goshen's Old Home Day celebration saw the premier of
Stories from Silence, Witness to War - a film by Deborah Scranton van Paassen .The film contains
interviews with Goshen veterans ofWWII whose names are inscribed on the memorial that stands in
front ofthe Olive G. Pettis Library. These veterans and others were honored throughout Old Home
Day weekend.
It began at the January 2003 meeting of the historical society when Deborah volunteered to work on an
oral history proposal suggested by the N.H. Library Association. She had the expertise, the talent and
was willing to spend the time on the project. With the support of a project grant from the N.H.
Humanities Council she began to interview and film. There were three viewings and nothing but rave
reviews from the audience and the press.
Copies ofthe video are still available for sale. Deborah has earmarked a portion of the net proceeds to
the restoration of the memorial.
For Old Home Day the historical society created the WWII memorabilia display and funded the Civil
War and WWI re-enactors. The $1000 the town budgeted and the countless hours of volunteer work
done by Jack Scranton and his committee combined to make all the events of the weekend memorable.
As a direct result of research done for the film, veteran Billy Harold, Sr. finally received the medals
from WWII to which he was entitled. On July 29th Congressman Charlie Bass presented him with the
Bronze Star for heroism and four other campaign and good conduct awards. American flags (donated
by Goshen citizens) flew throughout town!
The annual potluck was held on April 27th. Reggie Shepard gave a talk about the Province Road and a
group assembled on the following Saturday to walk a segment of it.
Late in December the historical society along with the library trustees, selectmen and volunteer
firemen began acknowledging the young men and women from town in the military who are being
called to serve in Iraq and Afghanistan with a gathering at the library. The light in the library's
window is a 'patriot's candle' in honor of all who are currently serving. Please let our President, Ethel
Nilsen know if you know of anyone being deployed so this tradition of pride and support can continue.
Plans for 2004 include the potluck supper for the community on April 24
th
with a fund raising raffle
and more from Reggie on the Province Road. A hike will be held on Sunday, April 25 th .
Join us at the next quarterly meeting on April 21
st





37 Mill Village North
Goshen, NH 03752
Tel. 863-2525
Report of the Fire Dept.
The Goshen Fire Dept. answered 66 calls-for-services (CFS) in the year 2003. The breakdown of
the CFSs is as follows:
Medical Emergencies 20 Fire Calls 08
Mutual Aid 18 Auto Accident 09
Public Hazards 02 Haz-mat 02
False Alarms 03 Public assist 04
We have been fortunate not to have any major property losses in town this year with the
surrounding towns being hit heavily. Being asked to give mutual aid is always better then to ask for it. I
would like to thank the residents for their support and being careful with fire and keeping fire
prevention in mind at all times.
Medical Emergencies continues to keep the Rescue Squad busy. The warrant article that was
approved at town meeting has helped greatly in purchasing new and needed equipment (see Rescue
report). We are still in need of individuals interested in emergency medical training and joining the
Squad.
The new fire truck continues to be a great addition to the protection of the town and investment to
the future growth of Goshen. The annual lease/purchase payment needs to be approved again at town
meeting this year. The Fire Dept. appreciates your continuing support for this.
The fire dept. received a $22,500 (90/10 matching) grant from the FEMA Homeland Security
Fund. This is to be used towards Personnel Protection Equipment and safety. I would like to thank Dan
Peterson for his effort and time in the application process for applying for this grant and others that he
continually applies for. If there's money out there, Dan tries for it.
Over the last couple years the Fire Dept. has implemented yearly maintenance services to the
trucks, radios and to other items by professional service technicians in an effort to avoid unforeseen
major repairs. This is now part of the yearly budget and is tracked regularly. It also allows the members
who have volunteered to save lives and protect property more time for practice and training and not
"back yard repair" of equipment. Liabilities are too great to let either slip.
A 3% increase in dispatching from the Claremont Police Dept. was negotiated. The membership
dues for South Western New Hampshire Fire Mutual Aid Association when up to $300 from $150. This
is to insure mutual aid coverage from other surrounding towns in the Association.
There are still many places in town that do not have the 9-1-1 numbers in place at the end of
driveways and this makes finding emergencies difficult. Remember 9-1-1 is for emergencies and 542-
9538 is for non-emergencies; Please give your name, location, and reason.
I would like to offer condolences to the family of Henry Beaudry. Henry was an eight-year active
member and former officer with the Goshen Fire Dept. at the time of his passing. His presence is surely
missed by all and his friendship is missed most by me.
I would like to thank the firefighter's families for the understanding and patience in our efforts.
If you have any questions or concerns about fires, the fire dept., becoming a member of the dept.








First of all I would like to thank the community for their continued support of the
Goshen Forest Fire Department. With your support we have continued to upgrade
equipment for the town, and training for the fire fighters. I would also like to thank the
Deputy Wardens, The Goshen Fire Fighters and their families for their support and help.
Unfortunatley we have lost Henry Beaudry, one of our most dedicated Deputy Wardens
and Fire Fighters for the town of Goshen in 2003. Henry passed away unexpectidley at
age 48. Henry has been, and will be missed for a very long time to come. In respect to
Henry, The Deputy Wardens, The Goshen Fire Department, and Myself continue to wish
his family well.
In 2003 we responded to several fire incident's in town. One had the potential to
become a major problem for the town. Thanks to a neighbor calling 91 1 to report a fire
we were able to save over 1 7 cords of cut and split fire wood, and we were able to stop
any further progression of this fire into the woods. The fire fighters and equipment did an
excelent job on this and other fires in the town.
In 2003 we issued over 1 60 burn permits. We also received numerous courtesy calls
from you, the residents, to let us know that you where going to be burning brush with
snow cover. We do appreciate this so we can let the dispatch centers know when and
where their is a controled fire going on.
When requesting a fire permit we ask that you call ahead for that permit. This gives us a
chance to write it out ahead of time, and the call makes it less intrucive on our families.
So often we have people standing in our doorways unexpectedly. For Fire Permits in
Goshen please contact Warden Dan Peterson at 863-4506, Deputy Warden Jack
Warburton at 863-3143. or Deputy Warden Chris Moen.
We do like to remind you that you are responsible for any fire that you light. Per NH
State Law's you could be held financially responsible for any cost to extinguish, or
damage associated with a fire that gets away from you, or caused by you. So please be
saftey minded.
As always we recomend you to try and keep a greenspace around your home to protect
it from wild fires. Yes we do loose a few structures a year in NH do to Wild Fires. If you
would like more information on protecting your property feel free to contact me.
On July 21, 2004 this will be the third year that Goshen will host the dimier, meeting,
and training of the Grafton / Sullivan County Forest Fire Wardens Association. The
trainings in the past that were held here have consisted of Portable Pumps and Hose Lays,
Foam and Foam Operations. In 2004 we are hoping to have a large display of Forest Fire
Fighting Vehicles from the area towns so we can cross train on them. Please feel free to
stop down and see this equipment.
We also are looking for new members to join the Goshen Fire / Forestry / or Rescue
Department's. Your help would be greatly appreciated.
Thank you all, and have a great year in 2004




The year 2003 has been a busy year for the rescue squad. We had 34 calls
requiring medical attention. These calls ranged from a "check the well being" to motor
vehicle accidents including a motor vehicle related fatality, an off road medical call up at
Gunnison Lake, as well as a call for a cold water rescue in the river with high water, but
were cancelled by dispatch.
With our calls are getting more and more diverse, we could use your help. If you
are interested in helping your fellow citizens and would like to get some medical
training, please contact me or a member of the fire department. You don't have to be
firefighter to help.
Thanks to your support we were able to get some much needed equipment. Some
of the purchases were a SP02 monitor (measures the amount of oxygen in your blood), a
suction kit, a rescue stretcher and straps (can be used for off road emergencies), and first
responder kits with needed supplies. We also received an automatic external defibulator
(AED) through a grant. This has been very useful and has been put to use a couple of
times. With this equipment and trainings we are getting recognized as a professional
squad. If you would like to check out this equipment, please feel free to contact me and
I will show it to you.
Please have your house number out by the end of your driveway. I speak from
experience when I say that time is wasted by looking for a house that the numbers are not
displayed in a clear manner.
In closing I would like to say that the town lost some good people last year and
one of them was lieutenant Henry Beaudry of the fire department. I was always glad to
see him at a scene; he was always calm and always had an encouraging word. Many
times he would say to me "Your doing good". I will miss that. I was unable to be around





The Goshen Police Department
2003 Report
The following is a break down of calls for 2003.
ALARMS 9 TRAFFIC OFFENSE CITATION 61
DWI 1 TRAFFIC OFFENSE ARREST 5
STOLEN PROPERTY 4 MOTOR VEHICLE COMPLAINTS 11
THEFT 2 TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS 13
ASSAULTS 2 LITTERING-ILLEGAL DUMPING 4
HARASSMENT 3 OHRV COMPLAINTS 7
CRIMINAL THREATING 1 ANIMAL-STRAY 22
JOY RIDING 1 ANIMAL-NUISANCE 5
FRAUD 4 ANIMAL-BITE 2
FRAUD BAD CHECKS 4 ANIMAL-UNLICENSED 2
CRIMINAL MISCHIEF 14 ANIMAL LIVESTOCK COMPLAINT 1
POSSESSION OF DRUGS 5 NEIGHBORHOOD DISPUTES 2
PROPERTY FOUND 6 NOISE DISTURBANCE 1
VIOLATION OF PROTECTIVE 1 ASSIST-FIRE/POLICE 26
ORDER
DOMESTIC DISPUTE 2 ASSIST-AMBULANCE/RESCUE 5
LIQUOR LAW VIOLATION 1 ASSIST-SOCIAL SERVICE
AGENCIES
4
CONTEMPT OF COURT 1 911 HANGUP 6
WEAPON PERMITS 29 PROPERTY LOST 1
SHOTS FIRED 1 JUVENILE RUNAWAY 9
HARASSING COMMUNICATION 5 TRUANCY 2
DISORDERLY CONDUCT 1 JUVENILE COMPLAINT 2
POSSIBLE DWI 1 CITIZEN REQUESTED ASSITANCE 24
PARKING VIOLATIONS 1 STRANDED MOTORIST 4
TRAFFIC OFFENSE WARNING 333 VIN INSPECTIONS 12
RESIDENCE/ BUSSINESS CHECKS 53 SUSPICIOUS
PERSON/VEHICLE/INCIDENT
20
ABANDON VEHICLES 6 WELFARE CHECKS 7
ROAD HAZARD/OBSTRUCTION 9 MOTOR VEHICLE REPOSSESSION 1
RESIDENTIAL LOCKOUT 1 MILITARY RECORDS CHECK 2




BE ON THE LOOK OUT
The Goshen Police Department has received a Federal Grant for 2004 that allows us to
dedicate time for D.W.I patrols. The grant will run during the summer months of this
year.
Officer Pickering is currently attending an E.M.T course at New London Hospital. This
course started in January of 2004. The Residence of Goshen will now have a certified
E.M.T in Town for 40 hours a week.
In 2003 the Goshen Police Department has handled more criminal cases that have
required more time in the office and court. Juveniles continue to take up a lot of time with
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investigations and court time. The grant we received will allow us more time on weekend
nights to be patrolling the roads.
We have refurnished our office with donations and two book cases were built to work off
community service from a resident in town.
It has been brought to our attention that some residents in town are not getting their
animals licensed and rabies certificates. The dead line to license a dog is in April. We
will be actively enforcing these violations in 2004. Our department receives numerous
complaints on stray or unleashed dogs, some of these complaints are not getting
answered. One problem is that if you call Goshen Dispatch when State Police is on call
the dispatcher will notify State Police about your animal complaint. However State Police
will not respond to animal complaints. If you have problems with an animal in Goshen
please call Goshen Dispatch and asked to be transferred into our voice mail and the next
Goshen Officer who is scheduled will return your call.
I would like to inform the Goshen Residents of some new law changes of interest for
2004.
RSA 265:107-A is amended in regard to child passenger restraints. While
previously they were required for children less than four years of age, now child
passenger seats are required for any passenger less than six years of age and less
than 55 inches in height. Thus, any child up to age six must wear them unless the
child is at least 55 inches in height. (Chapter 55)
RSA 215-A:19, 1 is amended to make the operator or owner, or both, of an OHRV
driven by a person under the age of 18 liable for damage to property caused by
the minor. Provides that such a minor will not be considered a delinquent or
CHrNS, but will be guilty of a violation in adult court. They may be fined or have
their OHRV certificate suspended for up to six months, and may be required to
perform community service or attend an approved OHRV safety course in
mitigation of the damages. (Chapter 104)
Thanks to the Goshen Fire Department and Highway Department for their assistance
through out the year. They have been doing a great job.




Chief Edward G. Andersen
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Goshen Garden Club
The Goshen Garden Club was founded in April 2001. Volunteer members work to
enhance and maintain the natural beauty of the Goshen landscape.
Funds received from the town to date have been used for
plants,shrubbery,fetilizer,mulch and window box plantings.
New shrubbery and bushes were planted in front and to the southern side of the library
. Town volunteers helped to remove the large tree shrubs that once had dominated the
front lawn of the library. That was quite a job considering the root system. Many thanks
for the help.
This spring/summer we hope to work on the newly renovated land at the grange. Many
thanks to all involved in the rebuilding of the retaining wall and leveling of land. It is
an unbelievable transformation. We hope to enhance the area with a blue spruce tree
and flowering shubbery.
The second spring plant sale was sucessful in spite of another cold rainy Saturday. Our
sale consisted of perenials from Goshen gardens and new plants for spring plantings.
We hope to have a 3rd. spring plant show this year. Watch for posters at the town hall
and post office.
We hope to replace planter boxes in front of the town hall, grange and library this year.
The old ones have seen better days.
We have the Goshen community T-shirts available. The scenic logo on the front
represents Goshens tranquil envirement and the back lists all of the dedicated
volunteer groups in Goshen whom have worked many hours serving our community.
The shirts sell for $13.00 each. Call Diane 863-5626 or stop in at the town hall.
Volunteers are needed. We hope to send around at he town meeting a sign up sheet for
spring and fall helpers. If you would be interested in helping us in any way to open up
and or close the gardens it would be of great help. Extra hands are always
appreciated.
We welcome anyone who wants to participate in the club. We have active
members,associate members and others that volunteer their services in time of need.
We also invite anyone to our scheduled meetings : the first wed. of each month at 6:30
at the town library. This is occasionally altered due to holdays or field trips.
Many heartfelt thanks to all volunteers.
We appreciate the feedback and compliments from the community.
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Friends of the Goshen Grange Hall
The Friends of the Goshen Grange Hall raised approximately $20,000 in aneighteen month period with an ongoing flea market housed in the grange
hall, raffles, dinners and the "Gutsy Guys of Goshen" Calendar. With some
money still in the bank, these funds helped to pay for a new paint job and new roof
shingles, repointed and painted windows, repair of the granite foundation, con-
struction of a new retaining wall and a start on landscaping. The exterior renova-
tion of the Grange Hall is now complete! Many people donated a great amount of
time and labor to this project - too numerous to list, you know who you are -
thanks!!! The Friends will continue their fundraising activities toward work on the
interior, but await decision by town voters on the ultimate use of the building.
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Town of Goshen, NH
Report of Highway Department
For the Year 2003
For the year 2003 we had a turn over of assistants due mainly
to complaints that the pay scale was too low.
We continued our ditching on the long Cross Road, Lempster
Coach Road, and Province Road. We continued to add
crushed gravel to all the town roads.
We stockpiled all our winter sand at a savings to the town. We
went over our proposed budget for the year due primarily to
repairs. This was due to numerous, unforeseen breakdowns of
equipment such as new tires, chains for the sand spreaders,
cutting edges for plows, and EXTRA chloride we applied to the
roads for dust control during the dry summer months.
We applied for FEMA money from the Federal government
due to a severe rain storm in August which washed out some of
our roads. We received $5,106.37 from FEMA which helped
offset the overage in the budget.
We received our new John Deere backhoe in May and it has
been a good choice and trouble-free thus far. We also got our
new Flo-N-Dump body for the older Mack truck and with a
few problems this fall, seems to be working well now.
We had a problem with the transmission in the grader in
August during the severe rain storm. The price to rebuild the
transmission would be $12,000.00 and with other repairs the
grader also needs would approximately cost $18,000.00. I feel
that it is time to update to a newer model.
I would like to thank the people that have continued to support
me and have made the job easier and more efficient with the





One of the most important roles of the Board and staff of Lake Sunapee Region Visiting
Nurse Association this year was to advocate for the people for whom we provide care.
This advocacy took many forms. We communicated regularly with your Representatives
and Senators in Washington, D. C. to let them know that the reductions in Medicare
payments were adversely affecting access to care for the seniors in our communities.
We let them know that the most frail elderly in our communities should not have to pay a
co-payment for Medicare home health services when they already pay hospital and
physician co-payments. We let them know that seniors should not have to choose
between food or prescription drugs or health care.
At the state level, we let the Governor and the legislature know that chronically ill and
disabled residents in New Hampshire should not be forced to be on a waiting list to
receive home care. If we are to keep people at home rather than in an institution, home
health must be reimbursed adequately.
At Lake Sunapee Region VNA we examined our processes and staffing monthly to
adapt to the current health care environment and still provide the quality of care and
achieve the positive patient results you have come to expect of us. Six years ago
average reimbursement for a Medicare patient was $7900, today it is $2400. Actions
taken included reducing management staff and other operating expenses, and finding
best practices to achieve increased clinical efficiency. Support from individuals,
businesses, United Way and from the towns was critical to our programs this year. We
are grateful for that support.
Our state of the art technology allowed us to dispatch our nursing resources when
needed by our patients. Daily monitoring gave important assessment information to the
professional staff enabling us to reduce unnecessary trips for emergent care and
hospitalization by 60 per cent, keeping patients and their families together at home
where they want to be.
We continued to expand our pediatric program with our School Nurse Health Initiative.
The goal of this program is to work with school nurses to keep children with chronic
illnesses in school and learning, to educate the child and family about the illness and to
link the family with community resources that will help that child and family cope.
Hospice developed a palliative care program this year for patients who are not yet ready
or appropriate for Hospice care but who can benefit from the strong team approach and
from the support services as they deal with a life-threatening illness.
We developed a package of services, Assisted Living at Home, that includes medication
management, personal care support morning and evening, hair care, home massage
and other services designed for the patient who does not need skilled care, but who
needs supportive care in order to remain independent at home.
Our commitment to community service projects and charity care on behalf of residents in
your town included home visits, screening clinics, immunization clinics, health fairs,
support groups, community newsletters and other activities designed to promote
wellness and prevent disease. For details, our Community Benefits report is available in
our office.
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This year 102 residents of the town of Goshen utilized many of the services available
through Lake Sunapee Region VNA. Our home care programs provided 310 visits and
our hospice program, 67 visits to adults and children in Goshen. Our Long-Term Care
program provided 487 hours of care and 9 residents were monitored through our
telemedicine program.







Sullivan County Hospice, Inc.
P O Box 1247
Claremont NH 03743
November 1, 2003




We at Sullivan County Hospice are requesting $250 from the Town of Goshen.
Sullivan County Hospice has been in existence since 1984. We are a volunteer agency,
governed by a 12 member Board of Directors, all ofwhom reside in Sullivan County.
Our mission is to provide practical and emotional support to terminally ill patients and
their families within Sullivan County. The majority of the individuals we serve are home
hospice patients, who have decided to remain at home under the care of their families. It
is in this setting that we provide most of our services. However, we have the flexibility
to follow and serve our patients and their families in a hospital or nursing home setting,
as well. Our volunteers are fully trained in areas such as death and dying, the grieving
process, active listening and universal precautions. A few of the ways our volunteers
provide practical support include respite for caregivers, running errands and light meal
preparation. Our volunteers also provide emotional support to both the patient and their
family, by being available to listen and offer reassurance and encouragement.
Our referrals come from doctors, nurses, visiting nurse associations, discharge planners,
as well as from family members or patients themselves. Our only requirements for
service are that the patient be terminally ill and that they reside in Sullivan County. We
accept all referrals on that basis and there is never a charge for our service.
In addition to providing volunteer services, Sullivan County Hospice offers a
bereavement support group. This group is scheduled for six sessions a year, each lasting
a period of five weeks. These groups are open to anyone working through the grieving
process.
We thank you in advance for your consideration. We hope that you will continue to
support our work with your financial contribution, as we continue in our efforts to





Director, Sullivan County Hospice
e Alcorn
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Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission
Annual Report for 2003
The UVLSRPC is a not-for-profit association of 30 communities in Vermont and New Hampshire. We
provide a mechanism for communities that live, work and recreate together in the Upper Valley, Sullivan
County and Lake Sunapee area to work together on issues of common concern. Each year we strive to
focus on activities that will best meet the needs of each of these three areas, while we balance the
differing concerns of larger and smaller communities. Your community's membership in UVLSRPC
provides you with a voice in regional activities, as well as decision-making at the state level in both
states that affect the future of your community.
We provide the communities of the region a mechanism to work together toward balanced growth, in part
by developing and implementing a comprehensive regional plan. In 2003, we completed work on both a
new Regional Transportation Plan and new Economic Development element for the Regional Plan, as
well as updates on Population Trends and Natural & Scenic Resources. In other activities, we:
Worked with area and state organizations, businesses and communities to seek opportunities to
improve the balance between economic growth and residential development in the Upper Valley.
Helped several communities obtain grant funds for a variety of projects, including emergency
management equipment, village highway corridor redesign, recreation facilities and transportation
system enhancements.
Completed incorporation of Grafton County communities in North Country Economic
Development District for federal Economic Development Administration (EDA) grant eligibility;
obtained EDA approval of East-Central Vermont Comprehensive Economic Development
Strategy (CEDS) developed in partnership with Green Mountain Economic Development
Corporation and others to ensure business growth meets the needs of our communities; and
began work with Western Region Development Corporation on CEDS for Sullivan County.
Continued to support tourism organizations in the Region.
Assisted 11 communities with updates of their master plans and 10 with local land use
regulations.
Provided technical assistance to local committees addressing a number of issues such as
affordable housing, interstate interchange area development, open space, capital improvements
programming, downtown revitalization, sewers, and bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Developed guidelines for balancing state highway needs with those of a downtown or village area
utilizing a concept plan for Charlestown as a case study.
Facilitated Upper Valley Conservation Network and provided technical assistance to Upper Valley
Trackers.
Continued our assistance to watershed organizations planning for the stewardship of the
Connecticut River and its tributaries, including Lake Sunapee, and the Cold, Mascoma and
Ottauquechee Rivers. Actively participated on Connecticut River Joint Commissions and
Connecticut River Scenic Byway Council Steering Committee.
Organized five hazardous waste collections that gave 1,170 households a way to keep
approximately 13,100 gallons of hazardous chemicals out of the region's groundwater; and
assisted with public education on household hazardous waste.
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Conducted 911 readdressing in Claremont to improve emergency response. Completed hazard
mitigation plans for 4 communities as required for continued eligibility for federal disaster
assistance and hazard mitigation funds; arranged funding to complete several more in the coming
year, including all 3 Vermont towns; and continued to facilitate well-integrated emergency
planning within the core Upper Valley communities.
Provided suggestions for minimizing potential regional impacts associated with several proposed
developments through Act 250 in Vermont and RSA 36:56 in New Hampshire.
Collected traffic data in 24 communities, and completed road inventory in 5 communities to make
sure that full state aid for maintenance is received. Developed plans for Upper Valley traffic
model to increase ability to predict and avoid traffic increases. Provided traffic data to
communities, residents and businesses on request.
Continued to work with public transit providers serving the area's residents, employees, and
visitors to identify opportunities to improve service using currently available funds, and to
prioritize needs for additional funding. Assisted Upper Valley Transportation Management
Association in efforts to involve area employers in programs to reduce commuter traffic.
Provided monthly circuit rider services to 5 communities to review subdivision and site plan
applications for compliance with local regulations.
Held several informational and training sessions for local officials on land use planning issues,
(including siting wind power facilities, how to avoid sprawl, and programs available to keep
historic villages healthy), natural resource protection issues, (including stormwater management
and Vermont's new septic rules), and board member skills, (including fostering productive citizen
participation in the planning and development review processes). Facilitated discussions on
future plans of Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center, Dartmouth College, and the Mt. Sunapee
Ski area, and potential impacts on growth-related factors such as housing and traffic in the
region.
Responded to day-to-day requests from local board members and staff for guidance on, e.g.,
application of NH Shoreland Protection Act, policies on unmaintained roads, management of
excavations, implementation of floodplain ordinances, capital improvement programming and
impact fees, road acceptance policies, coordination of review of applications among various local
boards, regulation of telecommunications facilities, interpretation of local land use regulations,
hiring consultants, and planning and zoning board procedures.
Continued to increase the ability of our geographic information system (GIS) to perform land use
analysis and natural resource planning; provided GIS services to communities and partner
organizations.
- Maintained a library with the latest technical guidance, planning literature, and sample
regulations; continued to incorporate 2000 Census information into digital regional socioeconomic
database as it became available; and responded to numerous requests for information from local
officials, businesses, and other area organizations.
We appreciate the high level of participation and support we receive from our communities, and look
forward to continuing to serve the needs of the region in the coming year. We count on feedback from
the Commissioners each community appoints, as well as local officials and residents, to ensure that our
work program focuses on regional issues that are of the highest priority to you. In addition, this year we
have established a new committee to enhance the exchange of information with member communities.
Please feel free to contact us at (603) 448-1680 or info@uvlsrpc.org to share your thoughts.
Tara E. Bamford, Executive Director
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SULLIVAN COUNTY NUTRITION SERVICES






Dear Select Board Members,
Each November we write to the communities we serve and ask for your support.
Through the generosity of your town we are able to continue to provide Meals-on-Wheels
to members of your community. While many are able to make a nominal donation there
are those that cannot. The cost of healthcare, prescription drugs, and costs of simple
existence places a strain on their fragile budgets.
We are asking your town to make a financial commitment of $500. This is a slight
increase as a result of increased demand in the Town Goshen (13.9%). I am hopeful that
our commitment and support to your citizens will justify our request.
Attached is an historical overview ofthe Meals-on-Wheels program for your information.








The Goshen Planning Board meets on the first and last Tuesday of every month at 7:00
P.M. in the Town Hall. Hearings are frequently held on meeting nights, but may be held at
other times to accommodate schedules of participants. All hearings are advertised, as are
any other meetings that are held at times other than regular meeting times. All meetings
are open to the public.
Because of the number of requests that are received for Board time, individuals with
business to bring before the Board are asked, whenever possible, to contact the chairman
for scheduling.
The Planning Board conducted 38 public meetings during 2003 (including regular
meetings, public hearings, and public work sessions). In addition, the Board conducted
four site visits, two for excavation sites and two for proposed subdivisions sites.
This year the Board approved one subdivision and held several preliminary' discussions
with other individuals currently contemplating or actively seeking subdivisions.
The Board met three times to hear and consider requests from Guildhall Sand & Gravel to
amend its current permit for excavation at its "Davis" site off Lear Hill Road. It also held a
hearing on a request from Newport Sand & Gravel for a new excavation permit at the
"Anderson Site" off Lear Hill Road. The Board conducted site inspections at the Gary
Caron and Guildhall Sand & Gravel excavation sites.
The Board is currently engaged in an extensive public process in which the adoption of
new excavation regulations is being considered. The purpose of the proposed regulations
is to improve and standardize the application procedures as well as operational procedures
for future commercial excavations in Goshen. To encourage maximum public input, the
Board held a series of public hearings and public work sessions on the draft regulations in
2003, incorporating public comment at each stage of the process. Besides receiving input
from the public, the Board also received valuable assistance from Town Counsels Bernard
Waugh, Jr. and Adele Fulton, the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning
Commission, and New Hampshire Soil Consultants, Inc. The Board employed New
Hampshire Soil Consultants, Inc. for the limited purpose of reviewing and making
suggestions on specific environmental aspects of a late draft of the proposed regulations.
The Board expects to conclude the process of adopting excavation regulations during
2004.
After holding a public hearing, the Board voted on June 3 to adopt new driveway
regulations. The new regulations control access to Town highways and are designed to
comply with state law (RSA 236: 13), to ensure that future driveway entrances in Goshen
provide maximum safety and protection to the traveling public, and to protect and
maintain the serviceability of Town highways.
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After reviewing and comparing the fees that various other New Hampshire communities
charge for conducting hearings on proposed subdivisions, the Board held a public hearing
for the purpose of reviewing Goshen's fees. The Board unanimously voted to increase
Goshen's fees to adequately cover the actual costs of the subdivision process.
In fulfilling an important part of its responsibilities, the Planning Board prepared changes
to present to voters on matters that would alter, update, and modernize the Zoning
Ordinance. Early in 2003, the Board conducted hearings on 15 proposals to amend the
Zoning Ordinance and Building Ordinance. These proposals appeared on the paper ballot
for voter consideration in March 2003, and 14 of the 15 amendments were adopted by the
Later in the year, the Board drafted proposals to amend the town's Zoning Ordinance and
Building Ordinance in 2004. These proposals were designed to refine and clarify elements
of the existing Zoning Ordinance and Building Ordinance and to add provisions on various
topics that are commonly addressed in modern zoning ordinances. Public hearings on
these proposals were held January of 2004 and these proposals, with citizen input
incorporated, are being presented to voters for their consideration at balloting on March 9,
2004.
In response to approval of Article 35 at the Town Meeting ofMarch 15, 2003, the
Planning Board designated its Selectmen's Representative, James Carrick, to begin
contacting Town officials in order to gather necessary information about projections of
future expenses necessary to create a Capital Improvement Program for the Town of
Goshen. Mr. Carrick has initiated this process and the Board will continue to work toward
adopting a Capital Improvement Program during 2004.
The Board would like to express appreciation to a number of people who have been
helpful during the past year. Our former secretary, Maureen Ostertag, and our present
secretary, Marilyn Priest, provided the hard work and attention to detail necessary for our
successful functioning. Attorneys Bernard Waugh, Jr. and Adele Fulton provided timely
and essential legal advise. Ken McWilliams, Senior Planner of the Upper Valley Lake
Sunapee Regional Planning Commission, supplied us with useful information whenever
needed, as well as the benefit of Iris knowledge gained during years of experience in
municipal matters. The Board also wishes to thank those Goshen citizens and interested
individuals who have attended public hearings and through their comments provided
guidance and assistance to the Board.
Respectfully submitted,
Goshen Planning Board
John C. Wirkkala, Chairman
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2003 DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
EXECUTIVE:
Salaries: Herbert Bennett, Selectmen 2,450.04
Sherri Moen, Selectmen 2,450.04
James Carrick, Selectmen 2,450.04
Bonnie Beaudry, Assistant 15,826.00
Nickole Lord, Assistant 42.13
Total Salaries: 23,218.25






Viking Office Products 215.37
Total Copier & Office Supplies 2,515.80
Dues & Workshops:
Bonnie Beaudry, reimbursement 52.92
NH Association of Assessing 20.00
NH Municipal Association 507.00
Total Dues & Workshops 579.92
Equipment Maintenance & Repair:
Competitive Computers 134.00
North Star Ventures 42.50
Total Equipment Maintenance & Repair
Postage & Shipping: 176.50
Pitney Bowes 84.11
Postmaster 205.50
United States Postal Service (Postage Meter) 189.61
Bonnie Beaudry, reimbursement 2.49























ELECTION/REGIS & VITAL STATISTICS
Salaries: Deborah Stevens, Town Clerk 7,617.76
Deborah Stevens, Municipal Agent 1 ,078.75
Nickole Lord, Deputy Town Clerk 5,847.33
Susan Carrick, Ballot Clerk 40°°
Thelma Carrick, Ballot Clerk 4000
Dorothy Bennett, Ballot Clerk
400°








Arthur Jillette, Moderator 750°








Business Management Systems 1 -
041 00
NH City & Town Clerks Association 2000
Nickole Lord, reimbursement
247.11
Deborah E. Stevens, reimbursement
20 -88
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 5000














Real Data Corp. 10.00
Business Management Systems 300.00
Primedia Price Digests 308.00
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 13.67
State of New Hampshire 1 2.00
Total Journals & Publications 643.67
Permits & Miscellaneous Fees
Treasurer, State of NH 619.00
COAF Financial Services 84.00
Total Permits & Miscellaneous Fees 703.00
Postage & Shipping
United States Postal Service (Postage Meter) 51 .16
Pitney Bowes 1 00.27
Postmaster 66.00




Goshen Community Church 96.00
Goshen Country Store 60.29
Stark & Son Machining 55.18
New England Micrographics 75.00
Total Miscellaneous Expense 916.87
TOTAL ELECTION/REGIS & VITAL STATS 20.360.79
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Salaries: Deborah Stevens, Tax Collector 7,650.76
Nickole Lord, Deputy Tax Collector 5,777.75
Lori Hodgdon, Treasurer 2,499.96
Melissa Page, Deputy Treasurer 50.00
Jean Barrett, Trustee of Trust Fund 200.00
Total Salaries 16,178.47
Dues & Workshops
Business Management Systems 980.00
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NH Tax Collector's Association 3000






































TOTAL FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION 24,301.30
3,400.00
REVALUATION OF PROPERTY
Earls, Nieder, Perkins, LLC.
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire (CAMA) 500.00
TOTAL REVALUATION OF PROPERTY 3,900.00
LEGAL EXPENSE
Gardner & Fulton Law Offices 22,825.71
TOTAL LEGAL EXPENSE 22,825.71
PERSONELL ADMINISTRATION
FICA - Lake Sunapee Savings Bank 1 2,228.20
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NH Retirement System 1,896.07
Primex - Unemployment 312.00
State of NH - UC 25.00
TOTAL PERSONELL ADMINISTRATION 14.461.27
PLANNING & ZONING BOARD
Salaries: John Wirkkala, Planning Chairman 300.00
Maureen Ostertag, Planning Sec. 1,100.75
Marilyn Priest, Planning Secretary 318.75
James Leland, Zoning Chairman 100.00
Todd Ross, Zoning Chairman 100.00
Maureen Ostertag, Zoning Sec. 178.50
Marilyn Priest, Zoning Secretary 1 10.50
Total Salaries 2,208.50
Planning Hearings & Advertising Fees
Argus Champion 168.00
Eagle Publications 440.95
John Wirkkala, reimbursement 4.40
Maureen Ostertag, reimbursement 144.18
Marilyn Priest, reimbursement 44.20
Total Planning Hearings & Advertising Fees 801 .73
Planning Miscellaneous Fees:
Marilyn Priest, Reimbursement 10.80
Cartographic Associates 52.90
Viking Office Products 216.90
United States Postal Service (Postage Meter) 95.50
Staples Office Supplies 1 21 .47
UVLSRPC 108.00
New London Copy Specialists 48.70
John Wirkkala, Reimbursement 43.04
Maureen Ostertag, Reimbursement 86.91
Total Planning Miscellaneous Fees 784.22
Zoning Hearings & Advertising Fees
Argus Champion 112.00
Eagle Publications 26.40
Maureen Ostertag, reimbursement 138.08
Cartographic Associates 52.90
United States Postal Service (Postage Meter) 0.60





Total Zoning Miscellaneous Fees
TOTAL PLANNING & ZONING BOARD
4,279.43
ADVERTISING & REGIONAL EXPENSE
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning
TOTAL ADVERTISING & REGIONAL
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS




Town Hall: Irving Oil







































Viking Office Products 227.66
Irving Oil 725.39
TKL Enterprises 1 ,249.98
Bonnie Beaudry, Reimbursement 7.76
Dennis Lumber 449.78
Staples Credit Plan 1 1 .79
Deborah Stevens, Reimbursement 54.28
Nickole Lord, Reimbursement 1 1 .92
Total Maintenance & Repairs 2,808.56
Cleaning Supplies
Bonnie Beaudry, reimbursement 23.98
Nickole Lord, reimbursement 7.00
Quill Corporation 24.98
Total Cleaning Supplies 55.96
Goshen Garden Club
Appropriation 550.00
Total Goshen Garden Club 550.00
TOTAL GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS 15.686.11
INSURANCE
NHMA Property-Liability Trust 16,937.20
Primex (Worker's Compensation) 3,068.00
Total Insurance 20,005.20
Health Insurance
Health Insurance Trust (Health) 13,788.03
Health Insurance Trust (Dental) 1 ,257.62




Edward Andersen, Chief 9,999.96
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Matthew Pickering, Officer FT
24,283.92
UCOM




Courtney Heath, Officer PT
Peter Crowell, Officer PT
Matthew Pickering, Detail Pay
Total Salaries
Health Insurance (Full Time Officer)
3,174.42
Cigna Healthcare 346 34
















Matthew Pickering, reimbursement 350 00
Treasurer, State of NH
Total Equipment
Vehicle Maintenance & Repair
Promex Service Center 235 00
The Irwin Zone
Total Vehicle Maintenance & Repair
Communication
30.00
21st Century Cellular 1Q04
sPrint
. u 150 00
Sullivan County Radio Association 765 g<|
TDS Telecom 110 05
453.84
664.61


















Town of New London 8,037.00
Total Dispatch Service 8,037.00
Gasoline
Goshen Country Store 2,312.50
Total Gasoline 2,312.50
Postage & Office Supplies
United States Postal Service (Postage Meter) 71.12
Bonnie Beaudry, Reimbursement 1 .50
Pitney Bowes 16.15
Staples Credit Plan 19.35
Viking Office Products 36.98
County Computer Connection 185.00
Treasurer, State of NH 466.01
Total Postage & Office Supplies 796.1
1
Miscellaneous Expense
Matthew Pickering, Reimbursement 574.39
NH Retirement System 1 ,228.91
Stone's Auto Body 100.00
Dennis Lumber 131.90
Jenna's Transportation 73.65
Town of Newbury 1 41 .00
Newport Sign Solutions 75.00
Total Miscellaneous Expense 2,324.85
TOTAL POLICE DEPARTMENT 63.858.19
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Town of Newport 5,677.34
TOTAL AMBULANCE SERVICE 5.677.34
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Balance of Appropriation
Barrett Press, Inc 178.50












SG Reed Truck Services
Goshen Country Store
Zoll



























































Southwestern NH District 300.00
Total Dispatch 2,858.21
TOTAL FIRE DEPARTMENT 19.560.02
BUILDING INSPECTION
Salary: Harry Warburton, Jr. 878.00
Total Salary 878.00
Publications & Supplies
Treasurer, State of NH 48.00
NFPA International 74.70
Rockingham Electric Supply 40.37
Total Publications & Supplies 163.07
TOTAL BUILDING INSPECTION 1.041.07
HEPATITIS B SHOTS
















Treasurer, State of NH 452.40
TOTAL FORESTRY DEPARTMENT 1 .060.44
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT
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Salaries: William Stevens, Road Agent 30,094.89
Daniel Lord, Assistant 11,751.05
Bradley Stevens, Assistant 4,000.00
Michael Ash, Assistant 6,282.50
David Bly, Highway Helper 784.80
Roger Reed, Highway Helper 228.00
Total Salaries 53,141.24
Equipment Maintenance & Repair
B-B Chain Incorporated 348.45
Cheever Tire Service 2,039.02
Doug's Auto 200.00
Goshen Auto Wrecking 260.00
E.W. Sleeper Co. 1 ,827.73
Howard P. Fairfield 1,151.80
Maurice Auto & Truck, Inc. 210.00
McDevitt Trucks, Inc. 3,066.84
Punky's Mobile Repair 2,151 .25
Ralph's Truck World 400.00
Nortrax 167.5
SG Reed Truck Services 651 .82
State Line Truck Service 845.95
Truck Parts of N.E. 225.00
Total Equipment Maintenance & Repair 13,545.85
Fuel. Gas & Oil
Irving Oil 6,318.07
Goshen Country Store 953.41
Total Fuel, Gas & Oil 7,271.48
Roadside Maintenance & Repair
BDM Sweeper Service, Inc. 2,050.00
Dennis Lumber 96.00
John H. Brown 325.00
Owen's Leasing 750.00
Treasurer, State of Ne'w Hampshire 376.18
R. L. Balla, Inc. 512.20
Total Roadside Maintenance & Repair 4,109.38
Gravel. Sand & Salt
George Peck Construction 432.00
Steve Fellows 20,513.00
Town of Sunapee 4,157.74








Tools & Small Equipment
Bond Auto Parts 216.77
Napa Auto Parts 188.77
Merriam Graves 273.71
Sanel Auto Parts 2,887.84
Sevey Falcon Supply 257.38
Atco International 359.00
Texas Refinery Corp. 267.30




Cory Pattens Auto & Truck 1,112.70
Steve Fellows 815.50
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 67.40
Twin Ridge Polaris 4.50
Total Miscellaneous 2,300.93
Communication
Central Vermont Communications 95.40
Radioshack 19.88
US Cellular 391.46
William Stevens, Reimbursement 75.00
Total Communication 581.74
Drug Screens
NH Occupational Health Alliance 308.25
Total Drug Screens 308.25
TOTAL HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 118.174.09
STREET LIGHTS
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NHA/T Solid Waste Disposal
KC Tire Recycling, LLC.
UVLSRPC






Total Maintenance & Repairs





































TOTAL SEPTAGE DISPOSAL 1.111.50
HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
Salary: John P. Hopkins, Health Officer 700.00
TOTAL HEALTH ADMINISTRATION 700.00
HEALTH/PEST CONTROL
Wendall Veterinary Clinic 85.00
NH Health Officers Association 10.00
NH Municipal Association 18.00
TOTAL HEALTH/PEST CONTROL 113.00
HEALTH AGENCIES
LSRVNA 1,945.00
West Central Services, Inc. 1 ,650.00
Sullivan County Hospice 250.00
Sullivan County Nutrition Services 150.00
Newport Senior Center 300.00
TOTAL HEALTH AGENCIES 4.295.00
WELFARE
Salary: John P. Hopkins, overseer 900.00
Total Salary 900.00
Workshops & Dues
NH Local Welfare Association 30.00
Sugar River Savings Bank 25.00












Olive G. Pettis Library 9,263.00
TOTAL LIBRARY 9,263.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
SRK Greenway Coalition 1500
NH Association of Conservation Commission 300.00
Gary Dennis, Reimbursement 63.96
Goshen Conservation Commission 621 .04
TOTAL CONSERVATION COMMISSION L000J0
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Art. 36 - Old Home Day 2,163.98
Art. 22 - New Police Cruiser 30,000.00
Art. 23- Fire Truck (2nd year payment) 21 ,895.74
Art. 24 - Rescue Equipment 1 ,753.05
Art. 20 - Canopy Construction 2,450.00
Art. 27 - Highway Backhoe 1 1 ,91 9.97
Art. 28 - Highway Dump Body 5,000.00
Art. 29 - Post Closure Testing 3,906.01
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY 79,088.75
TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL RESERVES
Highway Department Truck 5,000.00
Highway Heavy Equipment 2,500.00
Construction & Reconstruction Bridges 5,000.00
Fire Fighters Equipment 1 ,500.00
Property Revaluation 15,000.00
TOTAL TRANSFERS TO CAPITAL RESERVES 29.00000
COUNTY TAX
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire 160,513.00
PAYMENTS TO SCHOOL DISTRICT
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Kathleen & Ernest McCloskey
Cynthia Baron






































TOTAL REFUNDS & ABATEMENTS 19.529.62




FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2003
BIRTHS
January 1 , 2003 Andrew Emerson Lord to Daniel and Melissa Lord
Place ofBirth—Claremont, NH
February 6, 2003 Izabelle Alina Serrentino to David and Julia Serrentino
Place of Birth—Lebanon, NH
June 24, 2003 Aubrey Henrietta Beaudry to Mark and Bonnie Beaudry
Place of Birth—Claremont, NH
July 7, 2003 Jordan Ashton Warburton to Kenneth and Tina Warburton
Place of Birth-Lebanon, NH
July 14, 2003 George Jeffrey Dube to Jeffrey and Michelle Dube
Place ofBirth-Lebanon, NH
September 23, 2003 Bridget Clare Wallace to Joseph and Laura Wallace
Place of Birth-Claremont, NH
November 28, 2003 Zahna Jeannine Peirce Rice to Justin and Kelly Rice
Place of Birth-Lebanon, NH
December 17, 200: Sean Michael Tracy to Daniel and Kelly Tracy
Place of Birth-Lebanon, NH
DEATHS
March 24, 2003 Johnson, Hazel M., daughter of Louis Gladue and Edith Lewis
Place ofDeath—Lebanon, NH
May 17, 2003 Davis, Dani A., son of Alden Davis and Joyce Hamel
Place ofDeath—Goshen, NH
June 3, 2003 Matson, Emmy L., daughter of John Ecklund and Elizabeth unknown
Place ofDeath—Claremont, NH
June 17,2003 Hunter, Hazel A., daughter ofHoward Fuller and Estella Rogers
Place ofDeath—Newport, NH
June 20, 2003 Beaudry, Henry G, son of Joseph Beaudry and Georgette Ferland
Place ofDeath—Claremont, NH
August 10, 2003 Potter, Susan H, daughter ofJohn Hekkala and Janet Hale
Place ofDeath—New London, NH
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MARRIAGES
January 1 8, 2003 Joshua R. Howe ofNewport to Jessica M. Pockett of Goshen
Place ofMarriage—Newport, NH
February 16, 2003 Jeffrey P. Dube to Michelle M. Grenier- both of Goshen
Place of Marriage—Goshen, NH
February, 1 7, 2003 Charles B. Bailey to Annette J. Kathan- both of Goshen
Place of Marriage—Goshen, NH
March 22, 2003 Warburton, Kenneth A. to Tina M. Weston- both of Goshen
Place ofMarriage—Claremont, NH
May 16, 2003 Timothy A. Leslie to Kelly L. LaFlamme- both of Goshen
Place of Marriage—Goshen, NH
July 3, 2003 John W. Cook to Lorraine S. Taylor- both of Goshen
Place of Marriage-Goshen, NH
August 2, 2003 Richard B. Ambler to Cynthia J. Wells- both of Goshen
Place of Marriage-Goshen, NH
August 16,2003 Mark J. Priess of Gilbert, AZ to Renee M. Osgood of Goshen
Place ofMarriage—Sutton, NH
September 6, 2003 Rickie R. Maclntyre of Goshen to Tara M. Peirce of Newport
Place of Marriage-Newport, NH
September 20, 2003 Jeremy J. Almstrom of Croydon to Melissa E. O'Clair of Goshen
Place of Marriage-Newport, NH
October 15, 2003 Bradley S. Stevens to Linda L. Petrin- both of Goshen




The State of New Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 AM TO 7:00 PM on Tuesday, March 11,
2003
THE BUSINESS PORTION OF THE MEETING WILL BEGIN
AT 6:30 PM on Saturday, March 15, 2003
To the inhabitants of the Town of Goshen in the County of Sullivan in the State
of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on
Tuesday, the 11 th day of March, 2003, between the hours of 10:00 AM and 7:00
PM to act upon the following subjects:
1 . To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
Polls opened at 10:00 A.M. Officials attending were Herbert Bennett, appointed Moderator,
Deborah E. Stevens, Town Clerk, Nickole Lord, Deputy Town Clerk, Thelma Carrick,
Democratic Ballot Clerk, Rita Purmort, Democratic Ballot Clerk, Dorothy Bennett, Republican
Ballot Clerk, Susan Carrick, Republican Ballot Clerk. Supervisors of Checklist, Peta Brennan,
Chair, Daniel Hunter, Evelyn O'Connor, Selectpersons, James Carrick, Sherri Moen
ELECTED OFFICIALS:
Selectperson, 3 Years—Sherri Moen
Treasurer, 1 Year— Lon Hodgdon
Road Agent-2 Years—William S. Stevens
Cemetery Trustee-3 Years—Arthur G. Jillette, Jr
Library Trustee—3 Years—Susan Carrick
Planning Board—3 Years—Richard Bennett
Planning Board—3 Years—Richard W. Moen
Budget Committee—3 Years—Kristin Bartlett
Budget Committee—3 Years—Allan Dimond
Budget Committee—3 Years—Scott Goodspeed
274 Ballots Cast 260 Regular and 14 Absentee Ballots
468 names on Checklist—59%
RECORD OF VOTES CAST (**) Denotes names on ballots


























Dan Lord- 01 (Write-in)
Roger Reed- 01 (Write-in)
Rick Shepard- 01 (Write-in)
Donald Rankin- 01 (Write-In)
Gary Caron- 01 (Write-In)
Robert Hadley—01 (Write-in)
CEMETERY TRUSTEE FOR 3 YEARS
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr- 245**
Rick Shepard- 01 (Write-In)
LIBRARY TRUSTEE FOR 3 YEARS
Susan Carrick- 244**
Frances Hadley- 01 (Write-in)
PLANNING BOARD FOR 3 YEARS
Richard Bennett- 193** Scott Goodspeed— 05 (Write-in)
Richard W. Moen- 169** Frances Hadley- 02 (Write-in)
Allan Dimond- 49** Kurt Adams- 01 (Write-in)
Korrie Goodspeed- 01 (Write-In) Mike Bartlett- 01 (Write-In)
Arthur Jillette— 01 (Write-In) Rita Purmort- 01 (Write-In)
DGET COMMITTEE FOR 3 YEARS
Kristin Bartlett- 204** Bea Jillette— 10 (Write-In)
Allan Dimond- 97** Fred Smith- 07 (Write-In)
Scott Goodspeed- 27 (Write-In) Cynthia Phillips- 06 (Write-In)
Paul Barrett- 06 (Write-In) Kurt Adams- 05 (Write-in)
Joan Hoffman- 03 (Write-In) Doug O'Clair- 02 (Write-in)
Betty Caron- 03 (Write-In) Frances Hadley- 02 (Write-in)
Lori Wilcox- 02 (Write-In) Diane Gosselin- 02 (Write-In)
Kim Gaddes- 03 (Write-In) Marianne Dennis- 02 (Write-In)
John Hopkins- 02 (Write-In) Daniel Peterson- 01 (Write-in)
Terry Smith- 01 (Write-In) Matt Grader- 01 (Write-In)
Dot Bennett- 01 (Write-in) Richard Bennett- 01 (Write-in)
Korrie Goodspeed- 01 (Write-In) Judy Filkins- 01 (Write-In)
Steve Labossiere- 01 (Write-In) Tom Luck- 01 (Write-In)
Kevin Scarlett- 01 (Write-in) Kathy Moen- 01 (Write-In)
Rick Shepard- 01 (Write-in) Arthur Jillette— 01 (Write-In)
Ernie Dennis- 01 (Write-In) Pen Meyer- 01 (Write-In)
Ethel Nilsen- 01 (Write-in) Peta Brennan- 01 (Write-in)
Roger Reed- 01 (Write-In) Linda Janicke- 01 (Write-in)
Richard Moen- 01 (Write-in) Nancy Shepard- 01 (Write-In)
Edwin Baker- 01 (Write-In)
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding
provisions to regulate the installation and maintenance of personal
wireless service facilities (such as cell towers), as proposed by the
Planning Board in Amendment No. 1. Official copies of the complete text
are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the meeting. The
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following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to
further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
Ordinance permits the location of personal wireless service facilities
(PWSFs) within the Town of Goshen, while protecting public health, safety,
and the general welfare of the community in accordance with the Goshen
Master Plan. This Ordinance enables the review of PWSFs by the Town of
Goshen."
YES 172 NO 96
AMENDMENT PASSED
3. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding
provisions to regulate outdoor lighting, as proposed by the Planning Board
in Amendment No. 2. Official copies of the complete text are available at
the Town Office and will be on display at the meeting. The following
question will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further
amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This addition
to the Town Ordinances seeks to maintain the character of the town by
preventing further reduction of visibility of the night sky, insuring efficient
use of lighting, and reducing unsafe or annoying lighting conditions. This
ordinance regulates lighting such as bright area lighting, sign illumination,
and building illumination, but does not regulate lighting such as low-
wattage conventional light bulbs, seasonal/holiday lighting or emergency
lighting."
YES 144 NO 121
AMENDMENT PASSED
4. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by prohibiting
water mining, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 3.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This addition
to the Zoning Ordinance prohibits water mining in all districts, where water
mining is described as withdrawal of groundwater at a rate greater than
the rate at which it is naturally replenished through precipitation."
YES 168 NO 101
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AMENDMENT PASSED
To see if the Town wilE vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding
provisions to regulate the construction of buildings on scenic ridgelines
and hillsides, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 4.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This addition
to the Zoning Ordinance seeks to maintain the scenic character of the
Town by reducing the visual impact of new structures and roadways
located in ridgeline or hillside areas which are visible from public waters or
public highways located !4 mile or more away. Provisions include
maintaining a backdrop of trees, siting buildings and roadways
appropriately, and minimizing the use of reflective siding or roofing
materials."
YES 139 NO 126
AMENDMENT PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding
provisions to control development or improvement in wetland areas, as
proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 5. Official copies of the
complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at the
meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is not
subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment prohibits development or improvement in wetland areas
without a special exception. Criteria which must be met in granting a
special exception are specified, including that the proposed development
cannot reasonably be located outside the wetland and that the applicant's
objectives are achieved with the least impact on the wetland."
YES 153 NO 111
AMENDMENT PASSED
7. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Building Ordinance to include
references to the state building code and other state laws, to designate
the Zoning Board of Adjustment as an appeal board for Building Ordinance
decisions, and to permit reduced size of living space by special exception,
as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 6. Official copies of
the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at
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the meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is
not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Building Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment gives the Building Inspector the authority to evaluate an
application based on its conformity with the State Fire and State Building
Code, to evaluate electrical work based on the most current version of the
National Electrical Code, and to evaluate plumbing based on the most
current International Plumbing Code. It also specifies that an applicant
may appeal decisions to the Zoning Board of Adjustment, which shall sit as
the Building Ordinance Board of Appeals. It also specifies that a special
exception is required for a living space of less than 800 square feet in a
dwelling unit, and that the living space in mobile homes shall conform to
the provisions of RSA 674:31."
YES 157 NO 107
AMENDMENT PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance so as to create
a village district overlay zone in downtown Goshen, in which earth removal
is excluded, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 7.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment adds a Village Overlay District including all land within a
radius of one mile from the intersection of Mill Village Road (NH Route 10)
and Brook Road. Earth Removal is strictly prohibited in this district."
YES 149 NO 121
AMENDMENT FAILED DUE TO PROTEST PETSTION FILED REQUIRING A
TWO-THIRD-MAJORBTY VOTE.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by updating
the provisions for "Open Space Development" (formerly known as "Cluster
Development") so as to prevent the fragmentation of open space and to
accommodate a condominium form of ownership (as required by RSA 356-
B:5), as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 8. Official
copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on
display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the official
ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
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the meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is
not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6
;
as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Building Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment gives the Building Inspector the authority to evaluate an
application based on its conformity with the State Fire and State Building
Code, to evaluate electrical work based on the most current version of the
National Electrical Code, and to evaluate plumbing based on the most
current International Plumbing Code. It also specifies that an applicant
may appeal decisions to the Zoning Board of Adjustment, which shall sit as
the Building Ordinance Board of Appeals. It also specifies that a special
exception is required for a living space of less than 800 square feet in a
dwelling unit, and that the living space in mobile homes shall conform to
the provisions of RSA 674:31.
YES 157 NO 107
AMENDMENT PASSED
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance so as to create
a village district overlay zone in downtown Goshen, in which earth removal
is excluded, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 7.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment adds a Village Overlay District including all land within a
radius of one mile from the intersection of Mill Village Road (NH Route 10)
and Brook Road. Earth Removal is strictly prohibited in this district."
YES 149 NO 121
AMENDMENT FAILED DUE TO PROTEST PETITION FILED REQUIRING A
TWO-THIRD-MAJORITY VOTE.
To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by updating
the provisions for "Open Space Development" (formerly known as "Cluster
Development") so as to prevent the fragmentation of open space and to
accommodate a condominium form of ownership (as required by RSA 356-
B:5), as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 8. Official
copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on
display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the official
ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment updates the former "Cluster Development'3 provisions with new
"Open Space Development" provisions. New interior setbacks are specified
so as to conserve quality open space, rather than fragmenting open space
into buffer areas. This amendment also specifies a minimum overall size of
12 acres for an open space development (rather than the previous
minimum of four lots), so as to accommodate a condominium form of
ownership, as required by RSA 356-B:5.'5
YES 154 NO 107
AMENDMENT PASSED
10. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by expanding
the definition of "Home Business" into three classifications in order that
the Town may more appropriately regulate the businesses that citizens run
out of their homes, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 9.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: The purpose
of this amendment is to enable the town to regulate home businesses
based on their level of impact on the home premises and the area in which
they are situated. The amendment expands the definition of "Home
Business" into three classifications, namely: a "Home Occupation" for
which no permit or registration fee is required, a "Simple Home Business,"
which may employ up to two non-resident persons and which requires a
permit from the Building Inspector, and a "Home-Based Commercial Use,"
which is allowed only in the Light Commercial District unless a special
exception is obtained. Specific criteria are listed for each class.
Agricultural uses shall not be classified as a home business."
YES 135 NO 129
AMENDMENT PASSED
11. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding
provisions to regulate outdoor advertising, including off-premises
advertising, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 10.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
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amendment provides that permanent advertising shall be permitted only on
the premises of the commercial property advertised; unless a special
exception is obtained, it also provides that a special exception is required
for on-premises signs greater than six square feet."
YES 153 NO 110
AMENDMENT PASSED
12. To see if the Town will vote to align the Zoning Ordinance with the Goshen
Subdivision Regulations by specifying a frontage requirement for building
lots and to amend the Zoning Ordinance requirements for frontage and
building setback for commercial raising and slaughtering of animals, as
proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 11. Official copies of
the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at
the meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is
not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment brings the Zoning Ordinance into alignment with the Goshen
Subdivision regulations by specifying that the lot on which a residential or
commercial building is sited shall have not less than one hundred seventy-
five feet (175') of frontage. For lots used for commercial raising and
slaughtering of animals and poultry, the frontage requirement is removed
and the setback requirement for buildings from any right-of-way is changed
from one hundred feet (100') to two hundred feet (200')."
YES 143 NO 127
AMENDMENT PASSED
13. To see if the Town will vote to amend the ordinance on the use of portable
rock crushers, as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 12
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 12, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment to the Zoning Ordinance requires that a permit for a portable
rock crusher be obtained from the Planning Board rather than from the
Board of Selectmen and it limits the permissible usage time to one two-
week period per year at any single excavation site."
YES 153 NO 99
AMENDMENT PASSED
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14. To see if the Town will vote to amend the definition of "Tourist Related
Services in the zoning ordinance" so that it no ionger lists Gift Shops, as
proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 13. Official copies of
the complete text are available at the Town Office and will be on display at
the meeting. The following question will appear on the official ballot, and is
not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 13, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This change
would delete the term 'Gift shops' from the activities listed as examples in
the definition of 'Tourist Related Services.'"
YES 132 NO 125
AMENDMENT PASSED
15. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by adding
definitions for terms that are used in the zoning ordinance and building
ordinance as proposed by the Planning Board in Amendment No. 14.
Official copies of the complete text are available at the Town Office and
will be on display at the meeting. The following question will appear on the
official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 14, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: This
amendment provides definitions for terms that are used in the zoning
ordinance and building ordinance, including definitions for the terms
Development, Dwelling Unit, Earth Removal, and Overlay District."
YES 158 NO 102
AMENDMENT PASSED
16. To see if the Town will vote to amend the Zoning Ordinance by making
editorial and other minor revisions which do not significantly change the
substance of the ordinance, as proposed by the Planning Board in
Amendment No. 15. Official copies of the complete text are available at the
Town Office and will be on display at the meeting. The following question
will appear on the official ballot, and is not subject to further amendment:
"Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 15, as proposed by the
Planning Board for the Goshen Zoning Ordinance, as follows: The purpose
of this amendment is to make editorial corrections, cross-referencings, and
minor clarification revisions, none of which significantly alter the
substance of the ordinance."
YES 159 NO 98
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AMENDMENT PASSED
You are further notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen on
Saturday, the 15th day of March, 2003, at 6:30 of the clock in the evening, to
act upon the following subjects:
Moderator Arthur G. Jillette, Jr., called the meeting to order at 6:30 P.M. . Fred Smith led
the Pledge of Allegiance. The Moderator explained that Roberts Rules of Order would lead the
meeting. The zoning amendments had been voted on Tuesday and there would be no discussion
on these amendments at this time. Also informed the citizens that Amendment Number 7 had
received more yes votes and that RSA 675:5 required him to inform them that a protest petition
had been presented on this Amendment which meant that it had to pass by a two-third majority
vote and that it had not.
Herbert Bennett spoke to the floor with corrections to the budget pages. Personnel
Administration should read $16,277.00, not $16,377.00. Post Closure Testing needs to be
added under the line "To Capital Reserves" with the amount of $9,900 under the Selectmen's
fiscal year recommended and change the total from $600,192.00 to $609,992.00 and under
Budget Committee fiscal Year Recommended and change the total from $607,192.00 to
$616,992.00. Also on the very bottom of the page cross out "Police Cruiser $5,000.00" and
add Property Revaluation for $15,000.00. Seconded by Dave Stephan. CHANGES TO
BUDGET PAGES PASSED.
Moderator, Arthur G. Jillette, Jr. asks the budget committee co-chairs to move the
questions.
17.To receive the reports of the Town Officers of Goshen and take any
necessary action thereon.
Article moved by Linda Janicke and seconded by Dave Stephan.
ARTICLE PASSES.
18. To see if the Town will vote to increase the Deputy Town Clerk's pay from
$9.25 per hour to $9.75 per hour, at the discretion of the Selectmen. Funds
needed for this increase are included in Article 21, Election, Reg. & Vital
Statistics #4140. (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen
& Budget Committee.
Article moved by Linda Janicke, seconded by Dave Stephan. Korrie Goodspeed asks how
the amount was arrived at, if they used a formula or percentage to arrive at this amount.
Herbert Bennett explains that they were just trying to get the Deputy up to the level that most
other towns were paying.
ARTICLE PASSES. Voted to increase the Deputy Town Clerk's pay from
$9.25 per hour to $9.75 per hour, at the discretion of the Selectmen.
Funds needed for this increase are included in Article 21, Election, Reg.
& Vital Statistics #4140.
19. To see if the Town will vote to increase the Deputy Tax Collector's pay
from $9.25 per hour to $9.75 per hour, at the discretion of the Selectmen.
Funds needed for this increase are included in Article 21, Financial
Administration #4150. (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the
Selectmen & Budget Committee.
Article moved by Lilyan Wright and seconded by Dave Stephan
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ARTICLE PASSES. Voted to increase the Deputy Tax Collector's pay
from $9.25 per hour to $9.75 per hour, at the discretion of the
Selectmen. Funds needed for this increase are included in Article 21,
Financial Administration #4150.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $2,500.00
for the purpose of fabricating and installing a canopy/ enclosure at the
upper level handicap entrance to the town hall. (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
Article moved by Linda Janicke and seconded by Arne Nilsen. Herbert Bennett speaks to the article
and explains that water has been coming in effecting the floor of the hall and a canopy would help with
this problem as well as snow and ice. Scott Goodspeed makes a motion to amend the article to lower
the amount to $1,000.00. Seconded by Peter Hamel.
AMENDMENT FAILS. Back to original article. Dave Stephan makes a motion to amend the
article to require multiple bids. After much discussion about how it would be required by the
selectboard anyway, Dave Stephan makes a motion to word the article "up to $2,500.00 after
seeking multiple bids." Linda Janicke seconds the motion to amend article. Edwin Baker
feels that this would require contracts, specifications, etc. before bids could be accepted.
Arne Nilsen states that it goes without saying that anything will be put out to bids. Scott
Goodspeed feels that this article should be tabled or thrown out until it can be researched
more. Dave Stephan states that his amendment only allows spending of "up to"
$2,500.00. The actual cost is all that will be spent. After a voice count, a hand count was
necessary. Amendment Passes.
Scott Goodspeed makes a motion to table this article. NO SECOND TO THE MOTION.
After much more discussion Bea Jillette calls the question. AMENDED ARTICLE
PASSES TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE UP TO THE SUM OF $2,500.00
AFTER SEEKING MULTIPLE BIDS FOR THE PURPOSE OF
FABRICATING AND INSTALLING A CANOPY/ENCLOSURE AT THE
UPPER LEVEL HANDICAP ENTRANCE TO THE TOWN HALL.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums of




4130 Executive 32,075.00 32,075.00
4140 Election, Reg. & Vital Statistics 20,687.00 20,687.00
4150 Financial Administration 25,433.00 25,433.00
4152 Revaluation of Property 4,500.00 4,500.00
4153 Legal Expense 23,000.00 30,000.00
4155 Personnel Administration 16,277.00 16,277.00
4191 Planning & Zoning 5,733.00 5,733.00
4194 General Government Building 15,975.00 15,975.00
4195 Cemeteries 3,300.00 3,300.00
4196 Insurance 38,239.00 38,239.00
4197 Advertising & Regional! Assoc. 711.00 711.00
4723 Interest on TAN's 3,000.00 3,000.00
Total 188,930.00 195,930.00
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Article moved by Paul Barrett and seconded by Allan Dimond.
The Moderator recognizes Steven Hill who donated a handcrafted pocketknife to the town to help raise
money for the town. All were appreciative of this donation and there was a round of applause
Fred Smith asks if the Planning and Zoning has it's own savings account. John Wirkkala explains
that there was an account set up with $1 .00 to hire a consultant and that Newport Sand & Gravel
would have to pay one and the account was set up only for this purpose Fred Smith makes a
motion to increase # 4191 Planning & Zoning for the Planning Board by $5,000.00 to hire a
professional planner to help them with Mount Sunapee plans in the future and could save a lot of
legal expenses in the future. Seconded by Angela Dimond. Linda Janicke asks why that figure.
John Wirkkala talks to the question and explains his surprise to this amendment proposal and the
board would welcome this kind of help. Fred Smith has a list of planners available as a realtor.
Linda Janicke asks if this type of person is available through the Upper Valley Lake Sunapee
Planning Commission. Herbert Bennett says yes, this is one reason we pay dues to this
organization. Allan Dimond moves the question.
Amendment passes by hand count to raise Account No 4191 Planning and
Zoning from $5,733.00 to $10,733.00.
Paul Barrett calls the question.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $200,930.00 for the general
municipal operations.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $30,000.00 for the
purchase of a new Police Cruiser and to withdraw $20,400.00 from the
Police Cruiser Capital Reserve. The balance to be raised by taxation.
(Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget
Committee.
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Allan Dimond current cruisier. several problems,.
Arne Nilsen calls the question. Allan Dimond seconds.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate $30,000.00 for the purchase of a new
Police Cruiser and to withdraw $20,400.00 from the Police Cruiser
Capital reserve. The balance to be raised by taxation.
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $21,896.00
for the second of ten (10) yearly payments for the E-One Typhoon Series
Fire Truck. (Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen &
Budget Committee.
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Dan Peterson Ricky Shepard thanks the
voters for their support last year and that the new truck has worked out well for the
department.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $21,896.00 for the second of
ten yearly payments for the E-One Typhoon Series Fire Truck.
24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $3,500.00 for the
purpose of purchasing rescue equipment. (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Budget Committee.
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On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $109,037.00 for Highways and
Streets.
27.To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a five
(5) year lease/purchase agreement to lease/purchase one John Deere
Backhoe for the Highway Department and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $12,000.00 for the first year payment to be raised from taxation. "The
agreement contains a non-appropriation escape clause." (Majority Vote
Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Allan Dimond.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 to enter into a five-
year lease/purchase agreement to lease/puchase one John Deere
backhoe for the Highway Department.
The $12,000.00 being the first year's payment.
28. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to enter into a four
(4) year lease/purchase agreement to lease/purchase one Flo-n-Dump body
for the Highway Department and to raise and appropriate the sum of
$5,000.00 for the first year payment to be raised from taxation. "This
agreement contains a non-appropriation escape clause." (Majority Vote
Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond.
Gary Janicke calls the question.
ARTICLE PASSES
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to enter into a four-
year lease/purchase agreement to lease/purchase one Flo-n-Dump body
for the Highway Department. The $5,000.00 being the first year's
payment.
29. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate, and authorize the Selectmen to
withdraw $9,900.00 from the Transfer Station passbook (Special Revenue
Fund) for the purpose of the annual maintenance of the compactor and the
2002-2003 Post Closure Testing of the Landfill. (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond Herbert explains that this is a
required test by the state to monitor several things that may be given off by the closure cap.
Also the compactor needs to have maintenance done.
Dave Stephan calls the question. ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to appropriate and authorize the Selectmen to withdraw $9,900.00
from the Transfer Station passbook.
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30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sum for




4321 Solid Waste Administration 12,132.00 12,132.00
4324 Solid Waste Disposal 65,830.00 65,830.00
4326 Sewage Disposal 1,700.00 1,700.00
Total 79,662.00 79,662.00
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $79,662.00 for Sanitation.
31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for







4415 Sullivan County Hospice
4415 Lake Sunapee Home Health




On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond. Lilyan Wright makes a motion to
amend the article to add $825.00 for West Central Behavioral Services. After some questions
about what this organization does and if most patients have medical insurance that covers the
costs Ed Baker makes a motion to move the amendment.
Voted to add $825.00 to Account #4415, making the total of Article 31 $13,600.00.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $13,600.00 for Health and
Welfare.
32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums for













4550 Library 5,263.00 9,263.00
4583 Patriotic Purposes 200.00 200.00
4619 Conservation 1,000.00 1,000.00
Total 10,463.00 10,463.00
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond. Jim Carrick makes a motion to amend
Account No. 4583 to $300.00 due to a World War II veteran left off the memorial at the town's
library Dave Stephan seconds the motion to amend. Tom Gagnon makes a motion to move the
amendment AMENDMENT PASSES, RAISING #4583 TO $300.00, MAKING
THE TOTAL OF ARTICLE 32 $10,563.00. ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $10,563.00 for Cultural,
Recreation and Conservation.
33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums to
be placed in established Capital Reserve Funds: (Majority Vote Required)
Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget Committee.
Selectmen's Budget Committee
Budget Recommends
Highway Heavy Equipment (1994) 2,500.00 2,500.00
Personal Firefighters Equipment (1994) 1,500.00 1,500.00
Construction & Recon. Of Bridges (1992) 5,000.00 5,000.00
New Highway Truck CR (1990) 5,000.00 5,000.00
Property Revaluation (2002) 15,000.00 15,000.00
Total 29,000.00 29,000.00
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Angela Dimond.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum $29,000.00 to be placed in
established Capital Reserve Funds.
34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to appoint a
committee of five citizens to research, study and recommend alternatives
for solid waste disposal. The committee to consist of the two
representatives and alternate representative to the NH/VT Solid Waste
Project and two other citizens of the town. (Majority Vote Required)
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On a motion by Lilyan Wright and seconded by Jean Barrett.
ARTICLE PASSES
35. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Planning Board to develop and
amend, as necessary, a capital improvement program for the Town of
Goshen. (Majority Vote Required)
On a motion by Al Dimond and seconded by Paul Barrett
ARTICLE PASSES
36. (Petitioned) To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,000.00 for the purpose of funding Goshen Old Home Day activities.
(Majority Vote Required) Recommended by the Selectmen & Budget
Committee.
On a motion by Cindy Phillips and seconded by Paul Barrett.
ARTICLE PASSES.
Voted to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000.00 for the purpose of
funding Goshen Old Home Day activities.
37. (Petitioned) To see if the Town will vote that the Fire Chief of the Goshen
Volunteer Fire Department, shall be elected by the registered voters of the
Town of Goshen, N.H. pursuant to RSA154;1,1II and shall be elected for a
definite term of office of one (1) year pursuant to RSA 154:5, at a non-
negotiable annual salary of one (1) dollar a year, pursuant to RSA 154:15.
(Majority Vote Required) Not recommended by the Selectmen or Budget
Committee.
On a motion by Edwin Baker to table this article indefinitely. Seconded by Daniel Peterson.
ARTICLE TABLED.
38. (Petitioned) That we the citizens of Goshen, New Hampshire, call on our
elected officials from all levels of government, and those seeking office, to
work with consumers, businesses, and health care providers to ensure
that:
Everyone, including the self-employed, unemployed, un - and
underinsured, and small business owners has access to an affordable
basic health plan similar to what federal employees receive;
Everyone, including employers, consumers, and the state, local and
federal government makes a responsible and fair contribution to
Finance the health care system;
Everyone recieves high quality care that is cost efficient and medically
effective; and
That these efforts help control the skyrocketing cost of health care.
On a motion by Lilyan Wright and seconded by Dan Peterson.
ARTICLE PASSES
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39. To see if the Town will vote to send the following resolution to the New
Hampshire General Court: Resolved, in its first two years of operation, the
Land and Community Heritage Investment Program (LCHIP) has helped
communities throughout New Hampshire preserve their natural, cultural
and historic resources and, therefore, the State of New Hampshire should
maintain funding for LCHIP in its next biennial budget. (Majority Vote
Required)
On a motion by Al Dimond and seconded by Arne Nilsen
ARTICLE PASSES.
40. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to dispose
of used equipment no longer utilized by the Town. This may be done by
sealed bid or public auction with the money received to be deposited into
the general fund. (Majority Vote Required)
On a motion by Paul Barrett and seconded by Al Dimond.
ARTICLE PASSES
41. To take up any other business as may legally come before this meeting.
Bernie Cutter wants to thank Steven Hill for the generous donation of the pocketknife to be raffled
off for the town. Pat Stephan wants to thank the office staff for the job done on this year's town
reports and feels it was very well done. Daniel Peterson makes a motion to have the knife
auctioned off to benefit the Old Home Day Committee. Jim Carrick states he believes Mr. Hill's
intent from last year was to benefit the Grange Hall. Dan amends it to the grange hall. Seconded
by Tom Gagnon Voted to donate the knife to the Grange Hall The town clerk states that the
town had voted to produce the town reports on a one-year trial basis. What do the people want to
do about if for next year. Daniel Peterson thanks the staff for the dedications to the firefighters
who had passed away. The group decided to continue to produce the town reports at the office
and the town clerk stated that they could use some help with binding, etc.
MEETING ADJOURNED AT 9:35 P.M. ON A MOTION BY LILYAN WRIGHT AND SECONDED
BY BERNIE CUTTER.
VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $622,917.00
Deborah E. Stevens, Town Clerk
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Act* Property Owner Ser* Map & Lot Bide Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
001301 1171 BROOK ROAD, LLC 000268 209-001-000 29,600 9,471 39,071
Type Use Description Area Va I /Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 45.633 67.19 2,943
CURR FORE Forest Land 50.008 136.00 5,528
LAND RESD Residential 16.367 29,600
001301 1171 BROOK ROAD- LLC 000269 209-002-000 160,900 22,100 183,000
Type Use Description Area Vat/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG COM Commercial 160,900
LAND COP. Comercial 3.130 22,100
301331 1171 3R00K ROAD, LLC 300270 239-303-308 9,403 15,100 3 24,500
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 9,433
LAND RESD Residential 1.060 15,100
IW02 ADAMS , JOHN K. 000002 208-027-004 50,900 22,000 72,500
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 50,900
LAND RSSD Residential 3. Ill 22,000
331162 ADAKS, m? C 333331 236-312-332 54,703 26,330 3 3 90,788
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RSSD Residential
'
54,700
LAND RESD Residential 8.010 26,000
001137 AHLIJAKIAN, PAUL 000226 402-002-000 7,800 7,800
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential - 15.000 7,800
000005 ALDRICH, RAYMOND 00000? 204-048-000 24,308 28,600 44,900
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 24,300
LARD RSSD Residential 1.503 20,600
300007 ALMS, LUTUSCS 333305 435-314-003 3 I 9,354 3 9,354
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORS Forest Land 75.333 137,33 9,354
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033003 AMBLER, RICHARD B
Sett! Map & Lot
000006 299-957-889
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
LAUD RESD Residential
Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value




888889 ANDERSEN, EDWARD J 888887 289-128-088 111,980 25,380 135,288
Type Use Description





930912 ANDERSON IRREVOCABLE TRUST, JG 009889 239-965-088
Type Use Description







888012 ANDERSON IRREVOCABLE TRUST, JG 800810 209-064-080
Type Use Description













888812 ANDERSON IRREVOCABLE TRUST, JG 888011 209-065-880
Type Use Description
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
LAND RESD Residential
49,380
300313 ANDERSON, JON 330817 237-013-303 9 17,390 .7,333
Type Use Description
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
rea Vai/Ac Value
3,739 17,388
330314 AN5ART, STEVEN 333313 283-919-988 59,399 13,988
Type Use Description





515 411-021-000 126,600 26,600 153,200
Type Use Description
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mm APHOLT, PAUL «
Serf Sap & Lot
223020 2M-I12-IM
3!dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exempt
3 15,382 2
Type Use Description
Valuation : LAND RE5D Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
3.753 15,330
333318 ASAN0WIC2, JASON v 333324 235-339-333 43,333 33,333
Type Use Description





333315 ASH, ALBERT P 338325 487-386-388
Type Use Description
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential









888828 AUSTIN, MAURICE C 883826 484-811-388 2,923
Type Use Oescr






888821 AVERY, GORDON 888827 288-827-881
Type Use Oesci


















333322 AVERY, STEVEN J 283229 434-812-321
Type Use Descr








888823 AYOTTE, DAVID A 880030 206-311-000 27,18 ,m
Type Use Descr
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
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M1I69 SAHALL, ULPK V 330354 221-227-233 58,223 31,422 2 3 99,422
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential 58,232
LAND RESD Residential 6.328 31,438
0286 28 BAILEY, CHARLES 333628 282-235-022 59,983 24,182 2 2 84,388
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 59,933
LAND RESD Residential 5.352 24,133
323827 3AILSY, DONALD J 888835 239-332-888 35,522 42,423 3 3 79,338
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 35,688
LAND RESD Residential 2.693 42,480
388826 BAILEY, NANCY LEE 888833 286-334-008 71,420 13,982 85,388
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 71,488
LAND RESD Residential 3.393 13,938
883226 3AILSY, NANCY LEE 388334 285-333-383 I 32,523 3 3 32,588
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RS5D Residential 7,538 32,538
322823 BAILEY, WILLIS S 383336 235-214-332 47,222 21,333 3 2 58,288
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 47,232
LAND RESD Residential 2.882 21,888
000830 BALL, DAMON 088838 486-312-088 3 5,222 2 5,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Lane
'
42.282 136.88 5,222
331173 BALL, WILLIAM J 088493 484-817-008 104,800 21,800 8 126,600
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 104,800
LAND RESD Residential 2.482 21,833
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Property Owner Sera Sap 4 Lot
ROY R, ROY 1. 3ALLA FAM 999939 295-322-392
Valuation
3 Idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exempt
Type Use Description
3LDG RSSQ Residential
CURR FARM Fan Land
CURR FARM Fans Land
CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR FORE Forest Land





























223233 BARRETT, JANICE L 222242 229-217-222 1,622 15,399
Type Use Descr:
Valuation : 3LD6 RSSD Residential
LAND RSSD Residential
prior. Area Val/Ac Value
1,533
9.889 15,382
998234 BARRET?, PAUL A 889943 412-894-983 13,499 158,791
Type use uescr
Valuation : BLDC- RESD Residential
CURR FARM Fare Land
CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR FORS Forest Land









221263 BARTHOLOMEW, ANDREW S 332525 227-217-332
Type Use Descr
Valuation : CURR FORS Forest Land
















831272 BAETKISWIC2 , RAFAL S 800361 208-014-803
Type Use Descr
Valuation : BLDC- RESD Residential
LAND RESQ Residential
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208038 3ARTLSTT, GORDON C 800045 209-093-30? 52,103 44,188 4,855 8 101,055
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 52,102
CURR FORE Forest Land 35.920 157.00 4,856
LAND RS5D Residential 4.033 44,130
003835 3ARTLSTT, GORDON C 008345 410-002-032 2 2 15,343 2 15,343
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR !MI Far* Land 32.232 425.00 12,243
CURR FORE Forest Land 35.000 137.00 4,683
300036 BARTLETT, GORDON C 880847 410-010-080 8 4,735 8 4,73:
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 35.000 137.00 4,735
300037 BARTLETT, MICHAEL A 080848 205-003-000 141,380 22,780 164,000
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 141,300
LAND RS3D Residential 2.212 22,732
322237 BARTLETT, KICHA5L A 222355 229-111-230 13,322 17,402 2 23,232
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RESD Residential 13,880
LAND RESD Residential 0.640 17,400
(00838 B.ARTLETT, PHYLLIS A 000049 202-030-000 2,188 2,188
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 26.280 87.00 2,188
(01065 BARTON, CARLTON 000858 283-018-800 18,600 22,900 41,500
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
*
18,600
LAND RESD Residential 3.932 22,922
322242 35AUDRY, HENRY G 223251 224-235-322 45,322 23,222 2 2 70,822
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 45,303
LAND RESD Residential 4.288 23,280
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DEN, STEPHEN C 080310 20? -00? 57,588 II.NI 97,508
m
y^e Use Descr •?• ion Area Val/Ac Value
Valuat •or. : BLDG P.ESD Residential
LAND SLBSO Residential 2.492
57,500
40,000
323353 412-322-321 215,931 53,733 2,019
Type use Descr P
r- ion Area Val/Ac Value
Valuat ion : BLDG P.ESD Residential 215,900
CUES FARM Farrc Land 2.580 425.08 1,020
C'JIR FORE Forest Land 4.138 33.33 330
CURS FORE Forest Land 4.100 170.00 669
LAND RSSD Residential 13 . 723 53,700
330042 3SLL, ROBERT J
300042 3SLL, POSER! 330054 412-022-332 13,000
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : emu FARM Ears Land 4.533 425.23 1,377
CUM FORE Forest Land 6.800 84.00 548
C'JIS FORE Forest Land 3.933 137.03 118
CUP.?. FORE Forest Land 4.000 170.00 653
LAUD RSSD Residential 13.343 13,223
303243 BELLINGER, LAWRENCE L 332255 412- m 23,223 59,532
Type Use Descr:
ion : 3LQG RSSD Residential
LAND RSSD Residential
ptior. Ares Val/Ac Value
45,323
5.800 23,200
001125 EELMORE, 000624 201-018-000
Valuation
Type Use Descri






001265 SEMIS, KEITH 080285 203-805-000
Type Use Desc





.265 EEMIS, KEITH 000260 203-004-000
Type Use Descri
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233244 3EMSSW, KS&3ERT G MM57 412-335-233 92,532 34,332 1,341 3 123,441
Type Use Description Are?. Va!/Ac Value
Valuation : SLOG RSSD Residential 92,532
CURE FORE Forest Land 14.222 137.00 1,841
LAND RSSD Residential 4.332 34,322
323752 3HHTT, RICHARD A 232253 232-225-222 99,422 25,423 2 2 124,322
Type Vie Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDC- RSSD Residential 99,423
LAID RESD Residential 5.400 25,422
221055 BENNETT, SCOTT R 222483 422-223-223 93,922 24,322 193 2 118,293
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RSSD Residential 93,922
CURR 'JilPR [[productive Land 13,332 15,33 193
LAID RESD Residential 5.322 24,322
222245 EERUBE, STANLEY R 222262 229-238-022 35,122 42,222 2 2 75,122
Type use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 35,122
LAID RSSD Residential 2.333 42,233
333347 3EVILACQUA, KEVIN D 323352 232-324-323 99,533 33,133 3 3 132,733
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 99,522
LAND RESD Residential 8.522 33,122
282248 5EVILACQUA, KIM I 222254 222-225-222 123,722 29,522 2 2 163,222
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 133,722
LAND RSSD Residential 3,322 29,523
323349 3SVILACQUA, LOUIS D 333537 233-331-331 9,423 11,732 5,535 3 25,735
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3L0G RSSD Residential
CURR FAR"? Fare Land
CURR rORS forest Land
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Detail Lines Included = val
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000050 BIRCH KILL ESTATES SLTY. TRUST 80026!: 203-002-000 2 56,900 2 56,900
Type -35e Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 208.500 56,900
801253 3ISSELL, MARK C 000219 204-225-022 77,300 20,400 ?7 , 70&
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 77,308
LAND RESD Residential 1.422 23,40-2
000051 BLACXffOOD, ROBERT K 303257 202-004-800 87,500 20,500 1,21: 109,211
Type ^]?e Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 37,503
CURR FORE Forest Land 11, 522 109.65 1,211
LAND RESD Residential 1.522 28,532




Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 5.123 322
331254 BLAKE, JOHN L 222325 208-327-003 42,220 21,522 2 3 51,532
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value-
Valuation : BLDG mi Mobile Hose
"
43,323
LAND RESD Residential 2.288 21,502
001104 BOISVERT, HOWARD M 200071 205-005-202 45,122 22,228 8 58,138
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
- 45,188
LAND RESD Residential 5.233 23,322
238354 BOONE, RICHARD H 000070 232-214-232 55,232 27,522 3 3 33,732
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 55,222
LAND RESD Residential 8.502 27,502
000056 BOSKA, KATHLEEN L 000872 208-004-008 50,202 19,088 8 2 59,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
*
50,220
LAND RESD Residential 1.422 19,322
I
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Sequenced by Taxpayer Sfaee - Range: First to Last, Status = Not Marked for Deletion
. Detail Lines Included = VAL
|
Selected Bill Codes = *" Ail Codes/Except 'NONE' '?* Codes = No Selection Codes Used
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I Act* Property Owner 5er* !fap i Lot 3!dg Value Land Value Curr Value Executions Set Value
|
661 23 4 BRADY, KENNETH « 888492 289-168-666 36,668 25,688 8 8 61,668
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
|
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 36,688
1 LAND RESD Residential 2,888 25,538
1
282257 BRANCH, ROCKY H 222273 224-221-322 3 4,732 3 2 4,723
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 3,312 4,732
328353 3RAYFIELD, fc'ILLIA* D 323274 225-225-221 95,422 23,222 I 2 119,522
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDC- RESD Residential 95,423
LAND RESD Residential 6.326 23,268
881843 BRENNAN, ?ETA & PHYLLIS 868549 286-816-688 74,668 21,326 1,515 6 97,315
Type tfse Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 74,886
C3S8 TORE Fores: Land 14.423 129.52 1,515
LAND RESD Residential 1.856 21,868
881196 BRIGHTEST, EARL P. 688642 483-881-866 6 6 3,696 6 3,696
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FARM Fan Land 2.566 346.66 816
CURR FORE Fores: Land 4.522 29.23 125
CURR FORE Fores: Land 32.256 69.66 2,155
861114 BROW , ROY 886131 461-688-686 26,586 25,486 8 6 61,926
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 36,586
LAND RS5D Residential 4.123 25,482
388259 BROWN, JACQUSLYN 5 383275 237-312-323 3 2 5,655 2 5,555
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Fores: Land 43.223 137,22 5,555
333352 3UCCAFUSCA, MY 222275 225-232-222 54,423 22,933 2 2 37,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
ifi/^e/»» u-ui rowr. oi uosner. yage ww^e::
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Sequenced by Taxpayer Name - Range: First to Last, Status = Sot Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VA.L
Selected Bill Codes = '*' All Codes/Except 'TONS' "* Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner 5er* Map 8 Lot SIdg Value Land Value Curt Value Exemptions Set Value
Valuation : SLQC- RESD Residential 54,43.0
LAND RESD Residential 2.200 22,900
000061 BUDSSY, VICTOR J 000077 201-009-00® 27,30? 35,600 62,900
Type use Description Area Va!/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG MSHM Mobile Honie
*
27,300
LAN'Q RSSD Residential 4.50
3
35,503
•300252 3USUELL, JESSE A 300079 204-331-030 58,900 23,000 2 3 78,900
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3L06 RESD Residential 53,903
LAKE RESD Residential 0.970 20,000
000063 3URF0RD, ROBERT S 00007? 205-025-000 '.1,600 11,600
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
"
0.220 11,600
000063 BURFORD, ROBERT S 000080 209-042-002 14,700 14,700
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
*
0.154 14,700
000063 BURFORD, ROBERT E 000061 205-026-000 25,600 18,100 42,700
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
25,600
LAN'D RESD Residential 4.300 13,100
000055 BUTLER, KELLY L 000033 209-121-000 71,500 23,700 95,300
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
71,533
LASD RESD Residential 4.710 22,700
000067 BYRSE, MILDRED E 300085 401-021-000 6,900 6,500
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : LASD RESD Residential
'
12.800 6,900
0012O3 CALLAC-HAX, PETER G 000580 205-044-000 35,800 40,000 75,800
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 35,800
LAUD RESD Residential 0.393 40,033
yage nmi
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Selected Si!! Codes = "" ft!! Codes/Except 'NOSE' "* Codes = So Selection. Codes Used
Tax Authority: A.!! Tax Authorities
Property Owner Map i Lot idg Value Lard Value Cur: Value Exer-ion; Set Va::
?2'8J6: CAMARGO. JORGE- JIKSHZ, SIBIA, 226-826- 8 IS, 888 i 15,888
Type use Description
Valuation : LAID RESD Residential
Area Vai/Ac Value
7.188 18,888
8888" CA.V.VOL PETER, CA^OX, ELAINE e&2287 411-882-
Type use Descript
Valuation : B-LDG RESD Residential
CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR FORE Forest Land
LAUD RESD Residential






333269 CMOS. PETER, C.WSOS, E1A.IUE 222239 411-223-332 2 53
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR "ORE Fores: Land
Area Val/Ac Value
2.442 137,22 53
223255 CASSOI, PETER, CA}1M0M, ELAINE 222235 412-224-322 2 1,932
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land




308878 CARLS, LAWRENCE 388858 285-878-888
Type Use Descriptor












333552 CAROL 3E0R3E I 333395 232-223-38!
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3L0G RESD Residential
CURR TOPS [.'productive Land
LAN'D RESD Residential
2 57,432
32227 3 CAROL HOWARD 233132 222-223-332 53,533 33,323 3 33,35
Type use Description
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
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330273 CARON, HOWARD L 233534 432-235-333 3 5,532 2 2 3,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential 22,752 3,523
nwi cams, homo l 222543232-222-223 1 2 1 3 _i
332373 CARON, EKHNUID L 333549 222-322-322 2 2 2 2 2
223374 CMOS, MILKS 333299 237-2:1-332 47,333 22,933 3 3 72,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDC- K3M Mobile Hone
'
47,332
LAND RSSD Residential 5. 780 22,923
331144 CARRICK GROUP, THE 808578 407-007-8138 3 2,545 8 3,545
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
'
33.783 109.53 3,545
088375 CARRICK, JAMES R 303103 407-008-002 57,683 24,333 91,933
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
67,600
LAND RSSD Residential 5.333 24,322
2222 7 5 CARRICK, JAMES R 222131 431-333-333 3 2 559 2 559
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 3.332 33.97 559
223375 CARRICK, JAMES ?.. Si SUSAN 9, 332122 427-333-331 3 5,333 4,959 2 12,759
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORS Fores: Land 51.522 34,32 4,959
LAND RSSD Residential 3.532 5,832
000277 CARRICK, FHELMA D, TRUSTEE 300102 401-302-032 86,633 24,920 12,926 3 124,426
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESC Residential
'
86,683
CURR FARM Fans Land 12,222 425,33 4,395
CURR FORS Forest Land 59.383 127.03 7,778
CURR UNPR Uproductive Land 13,333 15.22 252
LAND RSSD Residential 1,843 24,900
ABBREVIATED ? 9. ? 2 ?. T Y LIS?
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Tax Authority: Ail Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner 5er< *!a? 5 Lot 3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
221291 car?.oll, sha'JS ? 222294 222-225-223 122,222 59,232 3 j 131,20*3
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 122,M
LAND RESD Residential 24. 008 59,280
008078 CASAGRANDE CHILDREN 000104 484-807-080 J 8' 3,814 8 2,8.14
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 29.088 137.80 3,814
J00078 CASAGRANDE CHILDREN 000105 404-005-000 39,008 28,880 58,685 189,605
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
CURR "ORE Forest Land
LAND RESD Residential
mm CASAGRANDE CHILDREN 000106 288-013.-880 2,774 8 2,774
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 17.008 170.0? 2,774
J0007S CASAGRANDE CHILDREN 000101 404-006-000 7,344 7,344
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 45.000 170.00 7,344
J0007? CASAGRANDE, CARL \" 000106 404-002-000 55,800 16,280 4,526 76,526
Type Use Description Area 7a I/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 55,800
CURR FORE Forest Land 24.330 37.80 2,078
CURR FORE Forest Land 15.000 170.00 2,448
LAND RESD Residential 3.922 15,230
133333 CASAGRANDE, DIRK R 222139 412-332-333 3 2 1,344 2 1,344
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; CURR FORE Forest Land 11,332 173.22 1,344
122231 CASSIDY, PETER A 222112 4:2-227-222 1,332 14,922 2 2 15,922
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 1,233
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333332 CA5TAMHA, KICHASL L iMlil 231-315-333 113,433 23,733 7 ,529 3 145,529
Type Use Description Area Vsl/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 113,433
CURR FARM Fare Land 15. 080 425.03 5,153
COU "ORE "ores: Land 13.333 135.33 1,335
CURR UJTPR Uproductive Land 4.353 15.00 73
LAND RSSD Residential 1.373 23,733
333333 CHASE, GREGORY A 333112 239-352-333 23,333 33,333 3 3 57,533
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential
'
23,333
LAND RESD Residential 3.213 23,333
031188 CHASE, PHILIP K 333233 239-377-333 28,733 43,333 3 3 58,733
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
23,733
LAND RESD Residential 3.413 43,333
333384 CHIARADOHKA, JOHN If 333114 239-338-333 18,233 9,133 3 3 27,333.
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 13,233
LAID RESD Residential 3.133 9,133
333385 CHIARADONNA, WILLIAM J 3331:5 239-387-333 38,133 11,503 3 49,533
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
23,133
LAND RESD Residential 3,173 11, 532
333335 CHRISTIAN, MICHAEL 3 . 333115 231-313-333 52,333 25,523 3 3 33,333
Type
;
cse Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 52,333
LAND RSSD Residential 5.503 25,533
333387 COHEN, HARVEY 333117 435-335-003 233 2,533 14,593 3 13,392
Type Use Description Am Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 233
CURR FORE Tores- Land 114.333 137,33 14,993
LAND RSSD Residential 3.530 3,533
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222392 COHSOLLY, FSASCISS K 300121 409-002-000 2 2,332 3 8 2,3-30
Type Use Description Area Vel/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND PESD 3esidential 12,233 2,333
331292 C0SX01S , JOHN
n
333554 229-115-333 24,333 23,433 3 3 45,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQQ P.S5D Residential 24,333
LASD RESD Residential 1.480 20,408
II125B COHSOT PHILIP MD C0668SHALL, 000122 209-055-000 22,300 27,200 70,100
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 32,800
LAND PESO Residential 3.253 37,333
800573 COS30Y, HSLSN S 333123 233-314-331 3 25,233 3 3 25,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAUD PESD Residential 21.793 25,223
320392 COOK, JOB K 333124 231-321-332 115,522 35,123 3 3 152,700
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG PESD Residential 115,532
LAUD R5SD Residential 9.000 35,100
301179 COOKS, KSKTBTB I 000185 201-022-000 99,800 25,200 125,100
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 99,800
LAUD RESD Residential 5.332 25,332
323393 COMSIS, U1D 332125 232-319-222 51,322 21,322 3 2 73,100
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG PESO Residential 51,322
LAKE RESD Residential 5.530 21,800
500575 CORRIVEAU, SANDRA 000127 205-027-000 74,100 22,700 95,600
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 74,100
LAUD RESD Residential 2.570 22,722
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231155 C03TSLL0, RICHARD 191331 (I2-M3-H1 57,332 IS.lH 1,394 3 34,994
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG USD Residential 57,380
CURS FORE Forest Lane 10.000 114.00 1,894
LAUD RE3D Residential 1.132 15,122
322295 COTS, 2UGSUS 3 322123 229-129-222 53,332 17,333 2 2 75,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG KBHK Koblla Hose 53,323
LAUD RSSD Residential 2.222 17,3015
000097 CRAWFORD, GAYLE 5 022130 205-022-202 13,502 2 2 13,500
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation • LAE RSSD Residential 0.652 12,500
002557 CRIDSR, RDSAKSE S 200615. 204-014-002 45,502 23,320 2 2 70,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential
'
45,520
LAUD RSSD Residential 2.532 23,333
331275 CU5AUSLLI, ANTfOT 323132 225-232-225 3 19,122 2 3 19,133
Type -^ Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAUD RSSD Residential 5.722 19,122
221126 CUTTER, 33RUARD 332244 239-339-332 93,122 42,222 3 2 133,132
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential
*
93,122
LAUD RESD Residential - 2.232 42,200
221141 DAHLSTROM, GERALD A 020555 206-018-003 2 712 712
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
*
11.252 67.15 712
000099 DALEY, CHRISTOPHER F 002122 225-232-202 23,702 23,902 2 2 74,622
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential 23,722
LAUD RSSD Residential 3,243 35,922
rate vvvVi
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Tax Authority: Al
31dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exempt
22,3*33 23,133 3
Area Val/Ac Value
Act* Property Owner 5ers Hap i Lot
2-31224 DAE, GARY 332133 223-212-322
Type Use Descri








T,Mi- 'W.vW, 2- 1|'lli^'F 22213; 228-012-022 2,762 2 2,762
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
iptior Are? Vai/Ac Value
12.7.00 2.1
)2225l DANIEL i HAUL HIT?!? TRUST, H 22222; 224-2*6-222 c ^22 2 ' 00 7,222
Type Use Desc
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential




5-23251 DANIEL i HAH EL HUNTER TRUST, H 2231? 7 234-245-222 2,532 1,333 3 3,332
Type Use Desc









)022:1 DANIEL k HAZEL HUNTER TRUST, H 22222: 222-212-222
Type Use Desc
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residents
LAND RESD Residentia
49,900
33133 DAVSY, TREVOR 333135 233-311-223
Type ^Ise Desc









22125 DAVIS, DANI A 222128 221-225-222











132125 DAVIS, iATHSRINE C 333139 234-335-222
Type Use Descr
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333128 QSAN-'TSLLO?., MARLSEN; SKITS!, D 333144 239-357-333
Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
21,833 38,533 3 3 53,233
Type Use Description







303113 DEGROFF, HERBERT C 338145 238-815-333
Type Use Description









33124? DS«ANC5iS, GERARD ? 333497 239-392-333
Type Use Description









338112 DENNIS, ERNES? f- 883158 208-829-338 36,5?? ,2it 8 137,733
Type Use Description





333113 DENNIS, GARY L 333151 233-337-333
Type Use De






6 , 883 23,88?
,533
303111 DENNIS, JR, ERNES! 333147 207-001-803 1,293
Type -J se inscription
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
;a Val/Ac Value
3,000 57.20 1,29







333111 DENNIS, JR, ERNEST 333149 237-014-333
Type Use Descr
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential
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CL1RR FORS Forest Land 40.10 57.23 2,583






2111 DBUUIS, IE, SSSSS? C- 000396 207-013-000 25,299 20,199 9 9 43,399
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSC Residential 23,292*
LAUD RSSD Residential 1,133 23,133
1115 DSKOi, DANIEL 323359 239-134-333 2 2 2 21,393
Type Use Description
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
CURR FORE Forest Land
LAUD RE5D Residential
1123 DSPSYSR, PSUSLOPS 223395 231-329-222 125,923 19,222 11,353 3 135,253
Type use Description
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential
CURR FARM Fart: Land
CURR FORS Forest Land
LAUD RSSD Residential
0114.DESCHAKP.S, 5KIAX L 298152 299-112-92?'
Type Use Description
Valuation : BLDG KBHK Kobile Hoice
LAUD RSSD Residential
3115 DS59IRITO, E^IL J t ROSE 322153 229-343-322 25,933 35,533 3 3 53,532
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 25,923
LAUD RSSD Residential 25.992 25,682
211? DICXSRMAU, GERALD H 82815? 422-221-222 23,522 23,888 2,124 8 52,424
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 23,522
CURR FARM Far?. Land 5.332 425,32 2,242
CURR Dm Unproductive Land 2.422 15.22 35
CURR L'U?R '.'productive Land 2,332 15,32 29
LAUD RESD Residential 2,222 23,888
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Act* Property Owner :er* »!ap i Lot 3!dg Value Land Value Cur: Value Exemptions Net Value
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURE FORE Forest Land 23. 080 137.
M
3,825
2151227 DICOSTANZO, FRANK 080134 208-186-080 15,208 13,4158 6 28,688
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 15 , 202'
LAUD RSSD Residential 2,52? 13,400
222121 DIXOI, TH0KA5 I KARGARST 322153 235-235-322 95,533 23,232 3,333 2 119,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; BLDG RESD Residential 95,522
CURE FARM Farm Land 2.033 425.88 816
CURE FAEK Fan Land 4.222 342,22 1,325
CURE FORE Forest Land 3. 080 137.88 395
CURE FORE Forest Land 5,332 173,22 315
LAKE RESD Residential 1.808 28,088
808123 DOMBROSKI, ALLEN S 800155 202-016-000 8,300 19,320 1,355 8 29,455
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLDG RESD Residential 3,300
CURR FORE Forest Land 12,322 137,22 1,355
LA!<D RESD Residential 0.800 15,380
080125 DOER, GEORGE A. JR. TRUST 000167 412-831-000 238,600 47,808 2,532 8 280,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential 230,680
CURR FORE Forest Land 19.253 137,32 2,522
LAO RSSD Residential 3.750 47,380
000125 DORR, GEORGE A. JR. TRUST 200168 412-038-800 8 8 1,453 8 1,453
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURE FARM Earn Land 2.508 425.00 1,828
CURR FORE Forest Land 3.533 137,32 473
321239 DUES, JEFFREY ? 332145 223-324-333 45,323 23,922 2 2 59, '22
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
45,323
LAND RSSD Residential 2.388 23,508
si./40/v* .'....'(/ iuva L>i wti:ei. .-eye vvvvii
ABBREVIATED ? ?. ? 2 ?. T Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Sase - Range: Firs: to Us:, Status - Not Marked for Deletion
Derail Lines Included = VA.L
Selected Bill Codes = "** All Codes/Except 'ME' " c Codes s No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser« Rap 4 Lot 3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Sxeiptlons Set Value
222133 DU1GII, ROLAND ? 222174 223-211-222 55,522 22,222 2 2 37,322
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG ?.SSD Residential
"
55,922
LAND R5SD Residential 3.000 22,222
•M131 DGSTET, JOBS G 922175 229-228-222 72,300 15,300 87,600
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 72,322
LAND RSSD Residential 2.312 15,322
222132 DUSTIN, KIRK G 223175 239-232-222 39,222 9,522 2 2 43,522
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential
'
39,222
LAND RESD Residential 2.112 9,522
200337 E&K REVOCABLE TRUST, McCLOSKEY 222515 229-251-222 38,222 35,922 2 74,122
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 38,222
LAND RESD Residential 3.242 35,922
522133 EASTLAND, MICHAEL 222177 412-229-322 2 15,522 2 1 15,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
'
5.423 15,522
321123 EDINA REALTY INVESTMENT COR? 222252 412-213-233 44,533 14,333 2 3 59,432
Type Use Description Area Va:/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 44,523
LAND RESD Residential 2.452 14,822
221123 EDINA REALTY INVESTMENT COR? 222427 412-223-222 22,722 15,202 2 2 41,922
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 22,722
LAND RSSD Residential 1.223 19,222
321122 EDINA REALTY IXVSSTKSXT COR? 322555 42 1 -234-333 21,333 22,533 3 2 54,422
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 31,932
LAND RESD Residential 2.522 22,502
"own of Gosnen Page 009023
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Sequenced by Taxpayer Naire - Range: First to Last, Status = Sot Hatted for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = ML
selected Bill Codes = "* All Codes/Except 'ME' *" Codes = So Selection Codes Used




222572 SQIXA 32ALTY TRUST
Ser« Map i Lot 3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exe:
21.291 24, 23-3 '2
Type Use Description







RU:5 B)i)e3572 204-001-000 55,200 10,000 ,200
Type Use Description





233572 EDINA REALTY TRUS1 322573 234-231-A22 113,222 13,230 3 123,232
Type ':si Descriptor







: 3-;.: : living trust, i 000057 402-011-000 81,5.00 20,000 6, i 110,22?
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuat ion : BLDG RESD Residential 81,200
CURR FARM Jars Land 3.333 251.23 1,523
CURR FORE Forest Land 46.000 bi.it 3,07£
CURR FORE Forest Land 13. IN 52.22 3,79s
CURR UNFR ['productive Land 2,000 12.00 25
CURR UNPR Uproduotive Land V322 15.22 121
LAND RESD Residential 1.000 20,000
008178 202-202-000 10,500 17,500 2,200
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuer ion : E-LDG RESD Residential 10,500
CURR FORE Forest Land 17,487 137,22 2,322
LAND RESD Residential 0.812 17,500
134 EGAN, JOSEPH k CAROL 20,700
000124 EGAN, JOSEPH k CAROL 000175 202-003-202
t'ype jse rescript
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
Area Val/Ac
1.000 137,00
000125 EKHOLU, PETER 000611 411-016-000
Valuator : CURR FORE Forest Lane
i.rea Val/Ac Value
21.000 135.00 4,04'
..| 1b; ,: „.-,«. :'-<»;. fi uus.:c:. rare nvilik
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Sequenced by Taxpayer fee - Range: First to Last, Status - Set Karted for Deletion
De-ai: Lines Included = TA1
Selected Bill Codes = *'* KU Codes/Except 'ME' '" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax (Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* Rap £ Lot 3!dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
821154 SVSRITT, I5SS5TH R 303171 224-324-333 57,333 25,430 3 J 94,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3L0C- RSSD Residential
'
57,333
LAND RSSD Residential 7.350 25,428
101154 SVEEITT, KBS2TETE ?. 280627 204-&24-00I 6,108 24,308 8 J 32,408
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 5,100
LAUD RSSD Residential 5.323 24,332
133139 mvam, Frederick 333133 235-312-333 45,133 22,333 3 3 55,922
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDS RESD Residential 45,122
LAJfD RSSD Residential 1.228 22,808
2214? r ILKINS , DOP.LD L 222184 223-215-222 62,228 15,422 2 2 78,422
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 63,802
LAND RESD Residential 2.493 15,423
33141 JIB!, JUESS E 333135 239-343-333 45,733 42,132 2 3 35,332
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
45,723
LAlsD RSSD Residential 2.558 42,128
28143 FITZPATRICX, SOREES M 222187 209-071-000 21,328 29,882 2 2 51,128
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential 21,328
LAKE) RSSD Residential 3.153 23,333
33144 JLASD513, 3MDOJ A 333133 232-313-333 3 3 5,222 3 5,222
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation ; CURR FAR!* "arc Land 15.332 343.33 5,222
33:44 VJSHm, 3ARD01I A 333193 432-213-323 3 3 13,199 3 13,199
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR EARii Ear* Land 3,333 343,33 2,511
CURR FORE Forest Land 52.282 87.22 3,178
CURR FORE Forest Land 49.333 115.33 5,412
vi/atvi am 'i'owr. ci Bosnen face wwtt
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Selected Bin Codes = '" AH Codes/Except 'NONE' •" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: AI! Tax Authorities
Acts Property Owr.er Ser* Kap 4 Lo: Bid; Value Land. Value Cur: Value Exemptions Set Value
008146 FOREST FUTURE CORP. 000192 401-019-000 8 J 4,838 4,838
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURE FORE Fores: Land 75. IN 51.20 4 , S5&
001134 FOFI, DAVID A 808518 209-683-088 23 , 902- 5 , &&& 6 J 33,768
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential 23,986
LAMD RSSD Residential 8.126 9,332
mW JODHISR, DOUGLAS D 388194 221-323-222 151,522 25,522 3 3 187,232
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 151,523
LAND RESD Residential 5.610 35,562
808147 FOUSKSR, DOUGLAS D 266222 204-225-882 2 15,006 1,646 6 15,545
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Fores: Land 12.086 170.02 1,632
CURR UNPR Uproduccive Land 1.232 15.32 14
LAND RESD Residential 1.000 15,622
002143 FOWLER, DENNIS J 260156 204-029-001 46,722 7,702 8 6 54,402
Type use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
46,762
LAND RSSD Residential 3.122 7,732
222143 FOIfLSR, DENNIS J 322197 234-229-322 122 133 3 2 232
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RSSD Residential 132
LAND RSSD Residential 2.132 122
002149 FOX, DAVID L 000198 422-212-802 37,162 28,622 2 2 77,122
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : E-LDG RSSD Residennal 57,102
LAND RESD Residential 1.233 22,332
221232 :0X, LUCIAN « 322347 413-327-223 52,433 25,522 3 2 75,332
Type \:se Description Area Vai/Ac Value
A 3 3 I E V I A ? S D ? R ? s ?. ? y lis:
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Selected 311: Codes = "' All Codes/Except 'SOKE' *** Codes = So Selection Codes Used
ax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Proserty Owr 5?a*3 k Lot Value Land Value Curr Value E-en-jtions lie: Vah
Valuation ; 3LDG iSSD Residential
LASD RESD Residential M 25,680
000150 FP.A2IER, WILLIAM A !155 2'JS-084-&(5C' 18,500 17, E.J?
Type use Desc:





2»2i:- :;::-;::?.3Er;, :y::th:a H3294 235-323-223 8 2MH 2 22,223
Type Use Descr
Valuation : LAID RESD Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
S.MI 22,322
2321 55 3A?:X™, I'iCHAEl 2 2 3225 223-319-233 53,222 22,522 2 7?.,722
Type use mc





&&1202 GAGKO.N", ARLSSE 000547 205-022-000 28,300 23,48 51,700
Type use
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Reside?
LASC RESD Reside:
Desert; tlon Area Val/A: Value
tial 23,300
tial 1.922 23,422
221237 GAG-SOS, PHILLI 322154 229-274-222 17,922 35 ,532 2 54,522





200155 GAGSOS, ROLASU 000208 209-015-020 24,700 13,000 39,700
Type Use Description





232157 GAGSQS, TKOVA.5 :•'. 323239 229-215-321 15,522 15,322 2 43,522





J0158 GALPIX, RALPH it ?2021? 412-010- 40,700 22,300
Area Val/Ac Value
52,502
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Valuation : 3LDG 5.SSD Residential 42,732
LAND RESE Residential 2. 700 22,888
888159 GATES, HSLSE » 888211 201-834-W8 102,288 24,380 4,433 J 1 3- *2> , S 5-
?
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESC Residential 182,288
C'JRR FA5I ?an> Land 4.283 425.32 '.,532
CUSP. DM Fan: Land £.580 348.88 2,881
LAND R3SD Residential 5. 222 24,332
1II1SI GSHLIXGSl, R033RT 3 333212 431-313-333 72,232 21/222 3,343 3 39,342
Type Vse Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
72,222
CUSP. FORE Forest Land 51.888 127.88 6,788
CURR "Oil Forest Land 12.323 173,33 1,532
LAND SESD Residential 2.822 21,282
228152 GILLESPIE, DONALD If 28221! 289-222-882 2 11,622 2 2 11,622
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential 2.222 11,622
821852 GILLESPIE, KATHERINE J 888581 229-121-882 23,522 25,822 2 2 45,582
Type i!se Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
22,582
LAND RESD Residential 5.123 25,322
322154 G03IN, JACK A 333215 424-314-322 55,133 27,733 3 3 93,332
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
' - 55,133
LAND RSSD Residential 2.582 27,782
2212-82 G03IN, LOUIS R 082646 288-831-883 8 2 2,4:4 8 2,454
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FARM Fan Land 2.952 240.22 1,229
CURR FORE Forest Land 11.273 139.53 1,155
331232 303IK, LOUIS R 332547 23 3 -33 1 - 33
2
2 2 932 2 932
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FARK Ears Land 3,212 343.23 °32
;'.; ::.'!!'« a:a :c-wr. pi wsser
A 3 3 a 3 V I A
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233165 GOSTHIER, JUDY 5 333217 235-313-332
Tyse use Descriptor









3 42 , ?&2'
HOI:: GONTHIER, JUDY 5 322213 235-213-221
Type use Description










33113? GOODSPSSD, SCOT? K 333257 235-324-332
Type use Oescript










331352 G05HEW TDK OF 332513 223-231-332
222157 G0S5, STUART 332222 223-225-222
Type Use Descript









L68 GOYETTE, LEO L 233221 412-325-333






22217? GRADER, ELIZABETH : 332223 431-213-322
Type Use Description
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential










222173 GRADER, ELIZABETH 333224 431-217-332 3 4,232
Type Use Description





221133 GRADER, KA7THSW I 222191 431-234-332 32,233 3 124,122
•v. I wiii*. iva". rown or ijOEaen ."age nw:i
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Tax Authority: A!! Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner 5er* «ap & Lot 3!dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 82,000
LAND RESD Residential (.Ml 22,188
HI171 GUESS, RICHASD H HI22S 4I1-I1I-MI 71,211 35,7133 2,525 3 1*33 , 5-J5
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
70,288
CURR FOSE Forest Land 39.000 69-59 2,605
LAND RESD Residential 15 .332 35,733
332173 GRESMLGH, PRI5CILLA L 232152 223-233-333 95,533 22,323 3 2 113,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential 95,522
LASD RESD Residential 2.003 22,880
080173 GREESHAL6H, PRISCILLA L 800577 203-022-001 3 2,393 2 2,292
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORS Forest Land 18.283 125.95 2,253
00817!! GRIMES, BARREN V 382226 202-015-000 1,223 11,322 2 2 12,232
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 1,222
LAUD RESD Residential 2.332 11,322
331:94 GHSKOLD, PAUL 323541 239-313--313 71,588 15,532 1,192 2 33,193
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
71,532
CURR FOSE Forest Land 14.762 64.22 1,192
LASD RESD Residential 1.222 15,522
333175 GRISi'fOLD, RAYMOND 332229 229-235-233 35,333 42,333 2 2 75,332
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 35,332
LASD RESD Residential 2.422 42,222
000176 GSISKOLD, RAYMOND 022232 225-225-222 882 48,022 8 40,8-82
lype use nesc
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000177 GtJERDi, DEBORAH 000231 208-02&-002 54,200 21,400 85,800
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 64,200
LAND RSSD Residential 2.432 21,422
222173 GBILDEttLL SAND 4 GRAVEL, LLC, 322232 433-234-332 3 175,533 2 3 '.75,533
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; LAUD RSSD Residential 44.532 175,533
322173 GUILDHALL SAND fi GRAVEL, LLC. 223233 433-324-221 37,333 71,923 3 2 159,733
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 37,332
LAND COM.M CoatEerciai 23.222 71,922
000178 GUILDHALL SAND k GRAVEL, LLC. 222234 204-215-222 2 48,400 2 48,400
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND COM" Comercia! 24.000 48,420
000179 GUILLSMSTTB, ALFRED I 020225 209-012-022 22,202 15,202 2 2 47,222
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
22,222
LAND RESD Residential 2,333 15,322
231399 GUNDSR50N, ERIC % 333235 234-341-333 53,233 21,133 3 2 39,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 53,233
LAND RESD Residential 2.112 21,120
020181 GUYETTE, HARRY S 220237 424-001-022 99,420 22,220 119,702
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 99,400
LAUD RSSD Residential 1,322 22,333
333527 H.S.SHITH i CHARTER TRUST CO, 333535 412-333-333 3 3 1,435 3 1,435
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR "ORE Forest Land 11,233 135,33 1,435
A 3 3 ?. 3 V I A 7 3 D PROPERTY LIS?
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Act? Property Owner Ser* Map & Lot 3 1 d g Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
m:n eubhstboh, job j mw. m-vi-w m,im 25, 132 a 1 113,233
Type use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG PESO Residential
*
93,122
LUC RESD Residential 0.140 28,100
000182 HADLEY, FRANCES E 988238 204-006-000 S, 600 13,62?' 2 2 22,622
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 5,622
LAND RESD Residential 2.632 13,222
223182 HADLEY, FRANCES S 222239 224-227-222 32,122 11,722 2 2 43,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLOG RESD Residential
"
32,122
LAND RESD Residential 2.642 11,780
222182 HADLEY, FRANCES E 222242 224-228-222 2 18,622 2 2 18,622
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 7.522 18,622
222182 HADLEY, FRANCES E 222241 224-225-222 2 2,922 2 2 2,522
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 2.122 2,922
222182 HADLEY, FRANCES E 222242 224-212-222 2 2 4,422 2 4,422
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
*
26.572 179.22 4,422
222182 HADLEY, FRANCES E 222243 224-912-222 2 2 5,875 2 5,875
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 45.292 126.22 5,875
222183 HALL, BERNARD J 200244 226-928-222 52,222 25,52? 2 2 121,722
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLDG RESD Residential 92,222
LAND RESD Residential 5.533 29,522
222134 HALL, MIS H. JR,, TRUSTEE RE 222245 411-222-922 74,322 21,632 2 3 95,933
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
rowr. or aos.-en
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Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Sers Kap k Lot Bid; Value Land Value Curr Value Sxenptions Set Value
Valuation ; 3L0G SESD Residential 74,33!
LAND RSSD Residential 3.200 21,608
000186 HALL, KEITH R 000247 203-003-000 69, 90& 25,702' 6 2' 95, 603
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : r-LDG SESD Residential 55, 502
LAUD RSSD Residential 5.432 29,733
233137 HALLIDAY, ROBERT G 333243 231-319-333 54,133 23,733 3 2 34,333
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RSSD Residential 54,133
LAND RESD Residential 1.703 20,700
0001S8 KALLOCK, JEAN C 000249 204-027-000 110,300 23,100 2,340 137,740
Type Use Description Area Va!/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDC- RESD Residential 110,303
CURR "ORE Forest Land 17,793 137.33 2,343
LAND RSSD Residential 4.110 25,100
0001S5 KAMSL , PETER J 003253 232-328-012 93,330 32,530 123,200
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 90,382
LAND RESD Residential 14.232 32,932
333192 HAOTON, DAVID R 222251225-225-221 125,132 23,333 1,953 2 147,253
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 125,122
CURR FORE Forest Land 12.002 170.82 1,958
LAND RESD Residential 1,233 23,323
332192 HAMILTON, RICHARD T 322253 222-229-233 54,332 35,532 2 3 93,533
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 54,332
LAND RSSD Residential 8.508 35,580
303193 HAMILTON, ROBERT E 088254 205-015-332 72,508 23,530 8 54,502
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 70,600
LAND RSSD Residential 3.132 23,922
«/_//»/»<! mh rowr. cr yosner. .u age mma
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MI193 HAMILTON, ROBERT S 222255 224-249-822 8 8 6,851 2 6,851
Type Lise Description Area Va!/Ac Value
Valuation : CURE FORE Forest Land 4.000 84.00 323
CUSS F0R5 Forest Land 42.322 172. 20 5,523
333193 mum, Robert e 322255 225-325-212 2 1,923 2 3 1,923
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential 22.522 1,923
232194 HANDLE?, JOHN A 222257 222-217-322 24,523 25,522 1,315 2 52,515
Type Use Description Area Vai/'Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQ6 KBHB HoSile Hone 24,522
CURR FORE Forest Land 12.222 127.1}?' 1,315
LAND RSSD Residential 3.222 25,532
222845 HANSON, ELLENOR A 233253 234-223-332 37,523 13,333 512 2 125,212
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential
*
37,522
CURR FORE Forest Land 5.812 109.55 512
LAND RSSD Residential 2.592 13,222
222345 HANSON, ELLENOR A 223259 224-223-322 4,522 7,222 3,239 2 22,239
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDC- RSSD Residential
'
4,532
CURR FARM Farm Land 4,422 348.00 1,425
CURR -ORE Forest Land 4.423 57,23 234
CURR FORE Forest Land 14,222 129.52 1,473
CURR FORE Forest Land ' 33.332 135,32 5,395
LAND RESD Residential 2.172 7,222
222197 HATCH, LB'DA A 222251 222-225-222 41,322 17,622 2 2 58,922
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 41,222
LAND RSSD Residential 3,552 17,522
323193 HAYBAF.D, P.RK A 232142 237-323-322 2 17,133 3 3 17,1*1
Type Use Description Area Va:/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential 3.123 17,132
Bi/iO/ff5 .::."0 iuw;; i?i uui::e:: .-cue vvvi/c^.
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332193 HAYWAEQ, fill A 1112(2 232-322-033 15,138 23,433 3 2 35,532
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQ3 R3HK Mobile Hone 15,133
LAND RESD Residential 3.433 23,488
202198 HAYW.RD, MARK A 383263 232-323-033 15,43? 23,33® 3 8 39,733
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
*
15,438
LAID RESD Residential 1.333 22,333
333193 HAYHARD, MARK A 333551 W-iU-W, 3 '.7,133 3 3 17,122
Type Use Description Area Vel/Ac Value
Valuation ; LAND RESD Residential 3.122 17,123
222199 HAZSLTON, ROOM S 222254 225-229-222 55,323 22,232 2 3 75,333
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RESD Residential 55,322
LAST RESD Residential 3.533 23,333
338231 HEBE?.?, GEORGE L 233255 282-233-333 57,588 28,222 2 3 87,832
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLD& RESD Residential
'
57,532
LASD RESD Residential 1,152 22,222
222222 iiEHSRT, JOM A 222257 233-217-222 54,922 15,222 2 2 32,922
Type Use Description Area Val/'Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 54,922
LMD RESD Residential 8.532 15,822
383234 HEKINGHAY, P.AYMOSE J 383271 282-339-82? 72,522 24,222 2 3 125,528
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLDG RESD Residential 72,922
LAUD RESD Residential 3,432 34,222
322225 HSHY, CHRISTOPHER M 222272 411-227-221 2 22,722 2 3 23,722
Type \lse Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : LAE RESD Residential 7,222 22,732
A 3 3 I E V I A T E D ? RO ? i R T Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Sane - Range: Firs: to Last, Status = Not Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '*' A!! Codes/Except WE' "" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Sen* Kap
3-33335 KSUUn J. KAYE8 LIVING, HIS? IW69 412-315-303
3Idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
S6.H1 33 ,133 3 3 :U "M
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3L0G RESD Residential
LAND RESD Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
b 5 , 3 3 3
10. 102 38, 100
081275 HERRMAR' JR., EDWARD 5 333368 285-873-088
Type Use Description







321275 mUIASS JR, ED'rfARD 3 333514 239-2:4-232
Type Use Description




22228' HIDEASAY "ARM REALTY TRUST, CA 232274 424-213-222 4,572 2 4,572
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Tores: Land
Area Val/Ac Value
23.322 172.22 4,573
222227 HIDEA1AY EAR!? REALTY TRUST, CA 222275 439-331-322 8 25,7? 2 25,725
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land




888287 RIDSAKAV FARM REALTY TRYST, CA 238277 484-885-82: 2 4,485 8 4,485
iluation : CURR FORE Forest Land
Area Val/Ac Value
27.888 178.28 4,435
322207 HIDEAYA" FARM REALTY TRYST, CA 22217; 424-885-833 2 2,754 2 2,754
Type use Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Lane
Area Val/Ac Value
22.882 173.82 3,754
528'' HIDEAWAY FARM : ~Ai.YY TRUS
n
, 1A 2225:5 424-229-812 2 8
Type 'jse Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
Area Val/Ac Vali
25.583 173.88 I
881185 HIGGHS, DE1;XIS J 883384 432-882-288 22,483 22,523 8 45,522
Vai/Ac Value
i'own ci bDsr.ei,
A 5 3 5. S V I A T 2 Q ? ?. ? i ?. T Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer fee - Range: Firs: tc Las:, Status = Sot Mariced for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = "* All Codes/Except 'SOSS' "* Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Acts Property Owner Sen w.ap S Lot
Tax Authority: Ail Tax Authorities
Bidg Value Land Value Curr Value Sxesptions Set Value




888289 HILL, RICHARD C 888279 288-881-888 29,288 28,888 59,208
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 39,288
LAXO RSSD Residential 2.22? 2 2, i '20
008211 HILL, STS'/SS i 000230 209-090-000 35,503 10,900 2 (8,411
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RSSD Residential 35,500
LA.\
r
D RSSD Residential 0,158 18,908
080212 HINTON, RUSSELL 880282 411-007-002 20,508 20,520
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 9.288 20,500
80821s HOBGDOS, WALTER 088283 205-021-008 28,200 19,788 1,315 8 59,21:
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 28,288
CURR FORE Forest Land 10,002 137,22 1,315
LASD RESD Residential 2.700 19,780
008215 HODGKAS FAMILY TRUST, ROBERT H 008235 285-021-888 25,200 19,880 8 55,280
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Resident :*.,:%:
LAUD RSSD Residential 2,922 19,022
202217 HODGMA'M, 3RUCS 222235 233-211-222 45,222 22,222 2 53,223
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 45,222
LASD RESD Residential 5.000 22,008
088215 KODGMAM, FRANK H 880284 205-811-000 49,808 28,000 5,184 74,18400 0
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuat 'O* : BLDG 5 ESD Residential 49,000
CURR FAR« Fan; Land 7,532 342,22 2,431
CURR FARM Fan Land 2.800 340.08 d'3
CURR FORS Forest Land 19.432 129,52 2,253
LASD RESD Residential 0.928 20,088
rewr 01 liosner.
A3SRSVIAT2Q ? 1 ? S 3 T Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer N'aie - Range: First to Las:, Status - Sot Varied for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Cedes = "' Ail Codes/Except 'ME'
" e
Cedes = Nc Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Property Owner Id: Value Land Value Cur: Value Sxesr.lons He; Value
(31385 HOFFMAN", JOAN E 238398 212-137-Ml
Type Use Description






32221 HOLDSN, CLARA ? 332237 239-337-233
Type Use Description







133224 HOLMES,. KENNETH S 823288 281-325-322 15,432 16, ;:,i2?
Type Use Oesc:







133225 HOOPER, JOHN H 232239 231-339-233
Type Use Description







522225 HOOPER, JOHN" ? 333298 232-321
Type :se Ues







233223 HOOPS?, MICHAEL P. 238291 231-337-322
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3LDC- RESD Residential
LAND RESD Residential





32322.3 HOPKINS, JOHN 822292 28 7 -822-222
Type Use Description
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
CURR PORE "ores: Land
LAND RESD Residential





832232 HOPKINS, JOHN )253 412-221 -2 21 R5S
A. 5 3 ?. S V I A T S D PROPERTY LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Name - Range: First to Last, Status - Not Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included -- VA.L
Selected Bill Codes - '" kll Codes/Except 'ME' '" Codes = SFo Selection Codes Use
Tax Authority: III Tax Authorities







15.980 136.'. 88 1,558
0232 HOB', WILLIAM 08029? 209-095-800 80,000 20,500 8 100,500
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
80,000
LAND RESD Residential 2.33? 23,533
1153 HOWARD, ADAM ? 333315 233-331-331 55,133 22,133 3 3 13,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 55,133
LAND RESD Residential 2,050 22,100
0235 HOWARD, ERIC S 080295 405-085-000 2,582 2,582
Type Use Description. Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CURS FORE Forest Land 25.000 109.50 2,583
0235 HOWARD, ERIC S 800297 405-011-000 8 11,750 11,750
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CUES FARM Farr. Land 25,000 240.00 11,750
0241 HOWARD, ERIC, ALEXANDRA 800258 405-002-000 45,700 15,000 5,228 57,528
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
'
45,708
CURR FARM Farm Land 19.333 343.33 5,223
LAND RESD Residential 0.920 15,000
0241 HOWARD, ERIC, ALEXANDRA 000299 405-008-880 2,500 12,500 4,58? 20,58?
Type Use Description. Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 2,600
CURR FORE Forest Land 23,333 173,33 4,533
LAND RESD Residential 8,928 12,500
0241 HOWARD, ERIC, ALEXANDRA 000300 405-002-000 5,275 8 5,875
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 25.000 170.00 5,875
8224 HOWARD, ERIC, BOLTON, P.? 000295 405-004-038 8,183 8,18?
Type Use Description Area Val/A: Value
row;; el liOEnen
A 3 3 ?. 3 if I ft T I 3 ? ?. ? i a T Y LI:!1
Sequenced by T'sxpayer Same - Range: First to Last, Status = Sot Karxed for Deletion
De-all Lines included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = = ** All Codes/Except 'mi' "' Codes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Property Owner
53243 HOKE, ALL!!.'
3idg Value Land Value Curr Value 3m?;ioas Set Value !
Valuation : CURE "Ml "ores: Land 53,142 173,32 3,133
333321 431-323-332
?ype Use Description
Valuation : 3LDG USED Residential














13245 H'JBSSY, J03ERT 233332 431-335-332 22,532 53,123 3 72,722
Type Use lesc






2- 2 4 7 HUFF, SHAW D 228383 464-616-822
Type Use Desc










H225 HUGHES, PAULA 332323 233-325-233
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3LDG RSSO Residential
LA.TD RESD Residential
3 91,332
'2245 HUGHES, WILLIAM A 228224 22l-26'1 -32l
_esr:Type use
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residenna









i?245 HUGHE3, 'illLIM A !;2: 12l-6C"-22:
Valuation : CURR FARM Ears Land
CURR PORE Fores: Land
CURR FORE Fores: Land




)22:2 HUS70M, MILTON T 382265 422-814-288 71, 122
Type use jescr





vi/mivi urn vow or Bossen ?age ewwev
A 3 3 ?. 2 V I A T E D ? R ? S S T Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer .Vase - Range: First to Last, Status = Sot Haried for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = "" A.!l Codes/Except 'JOSE' '*' Codes - So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act« Property Owner 5er* Map Si Lot Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions He: Value
B010&8 ISIDORE HOLDINGS, LLC BBB0B3 4B1-&26-W 20,500 2*,MB 2,015 J 46,51s
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 20, 500
Cm FOES "ores: Land 25,'«M 84. H 2,315
LAKE RESD Residential 5.IM 24, Nt
&S3256 JANICKE, GARY ?. BB0312 410-005-BBB 46, BBS 27,900 72., 500
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 46,000
LAUD RSSD Residential 5,830 27,900
000253 JAHCIS, 3ARY 1 000313 410-009-000 2,530 2,530
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value-
Valuation : CURE FORE Forest Land 20.000 137,00 2,530
IM2SI J0SIX6S, 5DWH L IM3U 2I4-I17-MI 52,400 20,000 I 72,400
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 52,400
LAND RESD Residential 0,910 20,000
B00252 JILLSTTE, ARTHUR 000215 206-020-000 112,400 21,000 7,290 B 151,690
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 112,400
CURR EARS? Bare Land 11,500 255,25 2,315
CURR FORE Forest Land 42,500 109.60 4,472
LAUD RSSD Residential 3.000 31,000
200254 JOBSW, ARTHUR S 000315 203-014-002 95,700 27,400 123,100
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 95, 700
LAND RESD Residential 5.300 27,400
000266 JOHNSON, DODDRIDGE 000217 411-012-000 B 10,475 10,47:
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURS FORE Fores: Land 45.000 109.60 4,72:
CURR FORE Forest Land 40,000 135. 02 5,222
CURR UNPH Uoroductive Land 45,000 12.00 518
n'i/zo/ss -'y.'ii row:; t»i toos;;e:: rage mm*.
A 3 3 I 3 V I ft 7 i ? 1 ? S ?. T Y L I 5 7
Sequenced by Taxpayer Naie - Range: First :c Las:, Status = Sot Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines included = VAL
Selected Bill Cedes = '*' All Codes/Except 'NONE' '" Cedes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* Kap & Lot Bide Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
22225? JOHNSON, ZRN'SST L 232315 2IH12-MI 7 5 , 5
3
'3 21,532 2 2 97,522
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG JSSD Residential 75,522
LUTD RESD Residential 1.222 21,90(8
IM26S JOHNSON, JOLYON NI321 411-2'14-©0J 2 J 3,155 J 3,155
Type Use Description Area Val/ftc Value
Valuation : CURS FORE Forest Land SOP 189.60 2,155
•M27i jomrsrar, villiar _b 111321 2IM59-im 25,592 22,722 2 2 57,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
*
25,522
LAND RS5D Residential 2.172 32,722
22227: JONES, ANNA 232322 422-235-323 3 3,333 2,525 3 5,425
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR EORS Forest Land 15,332 172.32 2,525
LAND RESD Residential 2.522 2,822
222452 JONES, JOHN 222523 226-224-222 64,422 22,222 2 2 37,422
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
64,422
LAND RESD Residential 5.222 23,232
323272 JONES, JOHN R 323324 421-327-333 32,722 37,322 3,251 3 71,251
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLOG RESD Residential
'
33,733
CURR FORE Forest Land ' 25,222 125.62 3,251
LAND RESD Residential 3,223 37,323
322275 JORDAN, DONALD E 222325 412-211-333 1,322 5,333 12,255 3 23,255
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 1,222
CURR FORE Fores: Land 78.542 126.21 12,255
LAND RESD Residential 2.452 5,222
221151 JOSJ, DAMON J 232172 412-327-323 2 35,132 2 3 25,132
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
«.,' L»yu". .b;«o :wir.': uj. «us.:;tJi; rage im«m
A 3 3 P. 5 V I A T S D ? 5. ? 3 R T Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Naie - Ranee: Firs: to Las:, Status = Not Waned for Deletion
Detail Ltrtes Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = "* Al! Codes/Except 'NONE' '" Codes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act? Property Owner Serf Xap I Lot Sldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
Valuation : LAKD RESD Residential 12.522 35, 111
888452 KELLY, KUY '< '233432 m-324-888 3 2 1,539 I 1,539
Type Use Description Area Va: /Ac Value
Valuation : Z'M FOSE Forest Land 11.781 137,88 1,539
223279 KZ^PTOM, ROMALD A 332327 221-325-322 91,933 21,323 3 3 113,233
Type Use Description Area Va'./Ac Value
Valuation : HLQS RESD Residential
'
91,933
LAND RESD Residential 2.300 21,22?
IM281 imST, VILLUM S 8983-29 286-088-082 20,508 29,488 8 49, 908
Tyje Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG M3HM Mortle Hcire
"
28,583
LAND RESD Residential 5.513 29,132
222233 IILLIOX, PAUL T 332332 412-325-232 33,332 23,533 2 2 52,532
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
33,332
LAND RESD Residential 1,500 22,589
88820? KIMBALL, ROBIN S 000265 289-112-088 61,108 15,988 2 8 82,180
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 67,128
LAND RSSD Residential 3,452 15,332
333235 XORDSR, SALTER 232332 434-315-333 3 2 2,951 3 2,951
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CUP.P. "ORE Forest Land
'
17,838 170, 83 2,774
CURR UNPR Unproductive Land 13.882 15.88 187
802287 KOSCISLNIAK, MICHAEL ? 022233 205-004-008 47,988 23,028 8 8 78,580
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 47,508
LAND RESD Residential 5.322 23,332
332293 I0WALC2YK, CATHERINE J 222335 231-213-232 44,922 22,923 2 3 55,322
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LGG RESD Residential 44,922
u/28/04 16:4« "own ci (josr.er. Page IWIS«3
A 3 3 1 3 V I A 7 3 D ? J ? 3 1 7 1 LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Sane - Range: First to Las:, Status = !fot MarKed for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = V'AL
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Tax Authority: All 7 ax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* Hap & Lot 31dg Value Land Value Curr Value Sxesp: ions He: Value
LAMB SS5D Residential 1.4-3 3 23,322
232292 XRAUSS, PAUL 233337 234-323-222 .29,232 23,332 2 '.32,523
Type Use Desci





000252 LABOSSISRE, STEVES 000238 203-005-000 60,500 10,600 71,100
Type Use Desc





232294 LASOSSISRS, 7RI5HA A 222339 239-113-232 ,730 932 2 32,622
Type Use Descri





002256 LAYERY, 37:73:: J!?-;: 106,560 25,500
Type Use Desc;





231291 LAIORY, KARSi 333241 224-315-333 137,322 13,433 3 122,422
Type Use Desc





16 LAtfTOS, PAULA ¥. 000456 407-002-002 as "i t11,502
Type use uescr
Valuation : LASD RSSD Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
3.200 12,500
000302 1ECLAIR, ZDXARD 5 002345 205-001-002 85,200 27,800 114,000
Type Use Descr










A 3 3 ?.'S V I A T S D ? 3 ? S i T Y LIST
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Acts Proper*.'/ Owner Ser* SCap & Lot Bids Value Land Value Curr Value Sxecpt•ions Set Value




000305 LESLIE, JOHN G IHG3I 201-003-3,5 1S.O00 J J 13,000
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LANE RSSD Residential 5.030 15,080
000307 LESLIE, RICHARD A 000350 406-013-000 £2,300 24,300 86,600
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : E-LDG RSSD Residential 62,300
LAND RSSD Residential 5.333 24,333
030307 LESLIE, RICHARD A 300351 435-312-333 3 3 3,457 3 3,457
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR SORE Sorest Land 54.233 137.33 3,457
331337 LESLIE, TIMOTHY 333332 413-333-333 13,933 21,533 3 3 35,433
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLOG H3HH Mobile Home 13,933
LAND RSSD Residential 4.503 21,500
001087 LESLIE, TIMOTHY 000626 406-012-002 24,300 24,200
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 5.700 24,300
301306 LEWIS, ALAN ? 000200 207-004-000 12,400 12,403
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential 1.434 12,400
301306 LEWIS, ALAN ? 000202 207-004-001 17,300 17,300
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential
'
3.232 17,200
300305 LEWIS, CHARLES A 000252 204-022-000 52,700 22,500 2,672 115,272
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : SLDG RSSD Residential 52,700
CURR »AM Ears Land 5.333 343,33 1,532
CURR FARK Fan Land 5.000 425.00 2,040
LAND RESD Residential 3,933 22,933
>l/2fl/B8 15:45 I'owr. or L-osr.er .uage mns
A 3 3 R S I' I A T S ? 3. ? S S 7 ! LIST
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Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = **' Ml Codes/Except 'NONE' '*' Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Prosertv Owner
Tax Authority: Ail Tax Authorities
Value Land Value Curr Value Sxesptions Set Value
•M311 LI3K, JOHN 000253 203-005-000 53, 400 23,500 56,900
Valua:









-2 LIE', JOHS 2-2-3245 2-34-343-3-22 3 42,533 3 42,5-33
Type I'se Descr
Valuation : LAND RESQ Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
51.133 42,5-3-2
321354 LOCKE, PAUL 33-3143 w-m-m 3 1,933 3 1,933
Type Use Descr
Valuation : CURR EAR?! Ear* Land




001054 LOCKE, PAUL J 000141 207-007-000
Type Use Descr
Valuation : BLOC- RESD Residential
CURR EARS! Ear:: Land








33ll 7 5 LOCKS, RICHARD X 333321 233-313-333 3 12,523 3 12,533
Vsn,?-' >>'-i >l«il 'ilviii i?s l*-< 'v
Area Vei/Ac Value
3.112 12,532






001173 LOCKE, RICHARD N 000022 209-010-000 13,200
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
0.550 15,200
000217 LOCKKOOil, FRANKLIN -00355 201-003-01
Tvoe Use Desc





ABBREVIATED ? 1 ? 3 R T Y LIST
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Act* idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exertions Se: Value
000317 lOCXtfOOI, FRANKLIN 000356 201-903-011 47.000 25,000 7S.01:
Type use uesci
Valuation : ELDG RBSD Residential
tMt "ARK "m*. fifit'.u









!01166 LOCKWOC: , HANNAH ? 000195 201-003-3.2 78- ,800 22,100
Type use uesc:





02031; lorandeau, sfii::-' 000253 204-032-000 4,500 15,530 21,330
;ype use





000319 LOF.ASDEAU, TERRI L 000355 204-033-000 54,800 15,500 70,100
Type Use Desci





003220 LORD, mi S 000350 204-04^-330
Type Use Descr










000323 LUCK, THOMAS ¥. 000362 202-027-000
Type Use Desc











'" '"" 333354 231-320-330
Type Use Descr










A 3 S ?. 3 V I A ? S D ? ?. ? S ?. T Y LIS?
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Detail Lines Included = VAL
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Act* Property Owner Ser? Kap Si Lot BIdg Value Land Value Cur: Value Exemptions Set Value
30I-271 MALCOLK, KATHLSS5 A II933S 218-123-tll 42,332 11,138 I 3 53,932
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3L0G RESD Residential 42,322
LAND RESD Residential S . 2I& 11,100
000331 KALLOCH, JAKES C 000366 209-187-099 E3, 4(50 15,336' 3 3 72,733
Type Use. Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
52,433
LAUD RESD Residential 2.333 19,332
232333 MLEOROGH, GARY F 222357 239-239-233 25,522 12,422 3 3 39,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 25,522
LAID RESD Residential 2.233 12,432
001094 HAE75LL, MICHAEL S 233127 235-327-333 53,122 25,332 2 2 88,123
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 52,132
LAND RESD Residential 7.333 25,332
321145 HAWS, MICHELLE ? 223542 235-235-222 17,523 13,422 2 3 31,332
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
1?,522
LAND RESD Residential 2.252 12,482
2222.35 MCCONOLOGUE, ANTHONY J 222272 412-225-382 55,522 28,482 2,527 8 188,527
Type Use Description' Area Vai/A: Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 55,522
CURR "ORE Forest Land 32.733 34.23 2,537
LAND RESD Residential 2.233 38,482
332225 VCCONOLOGUE, ANTHONY 2' 222271 411-285-333 2 2 2,127 2 2,127
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
'
25.533 84.82 2,127
821195 MCCORMICK, JAMES 222252 422-881-221 2 2 2,112 8 2,112
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FARM Earn Land 2.528 248.83 815
A 3 3 J i V I A T E D ? 2 ? I R ? Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Nate - Range: First to Las:, States = Sot Marked for Deletion
Oe-all Lines Included = VAL
Jiected Bill Codes = "* All Codes/Except 'SOKE' "" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Act' Prcperr/ Owner Sers w 3 p t Lot
Tax Au:hori:y: AH Tax Authorities







222242 KCGHBS. JANET mm 221-211-222
Type Use Description
















;?y, damiel 283276 221-228-222 64,822 19,522 5,225
m use
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
CURR FARM Fars Land
CURR FORE Forest Land








, 422 139,52 553
.228 13.22 12
,153 19,523
232345 VCGUIRE, JAHE1 222377 223-225-232 2 17,233 3 17,233
Type Use Desc
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
Area Val/Ac Value
4,723 17,223
22111: T2V:.Vr., P03Z?.: 223125 425-225-222 2 2,919
t'ype ise Les
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Lan
Irea Val/Ac Value
22,222 135.95 2,319
"JJji 1 VOIULTY IUjITH I 222373 229-252-333
Type Use Desc







247 MESS, DOUGLAS 222282 226-223-222






JI/2B/B4 It! 98 "own e: Gosr.e.-
J ace w«5
A 3 3 J 5 V I A T 3 D ? 1 ? S 1 T Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Sane - Range: First to Las:, Status - Sot Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Cedes = '" All Codes/Except 'SONS' '** Codes = So Selection Codes Used
"ax Authority: Al "ax Authorities
jns Me: Value
J M'.M
Ac:* Property Owner Sers Hap -4 Lot
222343 HEISa-PSTSRSOS, SYLVIA 222379 222-221-222
Value Land Value Curr Value Sseapt
17,922 22,222 2
.ype use





22222. HERRIGAS, KATHLSEM I 125-122-
Type use uesc:









222349 WZRRISAM, PETER H 222332 412-221-222
Type Use Descr













Va!ua:icn : BLDC- RESD Residential








JVC- uryr: rnrm-j j:p y 222527 225-225-222 217 2 217
Valuation : CURR BORE Fores: Land
Area Val/Ac Value
1.552 127.22 217
221121 KILAS , STASLEY, 222422 229-225-222 75,422 15,222 2 91,522







'-225-222 52,522 22,222 2 32,522





S22254 lilTCHSLL, V. PATRICK 222383 225-215-222 ,222 2 22,222
Type Jse Qesc
Valuation : LASD RESD Residential
tea Val/A: Value
E.525 23,222
.-,.., .v«- Ui H'!.;e; feje ISI5TOB
A 5 3 J S V I A T 2 D PROPERTY LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer N'ase - Range: First to Last, Status = Sot Maries for Deletion
03-ai! Ltnes Induced = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '" A!! Codes/Except 'MS' •" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* M.ap i Lot 3 1 i g Value Land Value Curr Value Exeapt-ons Set Value
060355 MOBS, CKSISTOPHB8 ?. 606384 264-042-082 77,960 23,500 2 6 101,460
Type Use Description Area Val/'Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
77,906
LAM RESD Residential 5 . 432 22,533
223351 KOES, DAVID H 333512 239-321-331 59,332 15, 423 1,351 3 35,551
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LD3 RESD Residential 59,323
CURS FORE Forest Land 12.840 135.53 1,351
LAND RESD Residential 1.423 15,432
322353 BOSS, RICHARD B 232335 229-333-332 45,323 39,333 2 2 33,522
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential 43,823
LAND RESD Residential 3.332 39,860
062903 KOEf, SHE?.?.! LYNN 000387 224-342-031 27,222 23,522 2 52,533
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 27,223
LAND RESD Residential 5.432 22,522
322352 HOS5W5, THSRESE C 232333 239-253-222 23,523 15,232 2 2 33,532
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RESD Residential 23,532
LAND RESD Residential 2.522 13,022
221277 MONT-SON , MILEN'A K 220328 229-285-222 24,222 22,832 2 2 54,822
Type Use Description Area Va
I
/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 34,222
LAND RS5D Residential 3.292 23,322
223257 MORE, VIRGINIA K 222311424-213-322 51,222 22,722 2 2 71,933
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential 51,222
LAND RESD Residential 1.702 22,722
021184 KORAN, KATTHEIf 200122 223-024-201 55,222 21,122 1,524 2 78,724
rown c: i-osr.er yace vow:
A 3 3 I S V I A 7 S ? J ? S J 7 ? L I 5 7
Secuenced by Taxpayer Naze - Range: First to Las:, Status = Set Merited for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Sill Cedes = *** All Codes/Except 'TOE' *** Cedes = fie Selection Cedes Used
Tax Authority: A! Tax Authorities
ions Set Value?ro-ertv Owner 31dg Value Land Value Curr Value Sxespi
Valuation : ELDG RSSD Residential





888363 MOUL, GARY D 185 281-041-00?
i ftft 2 t '1 00®
. f 2 £ 186,728
'Type use Descr
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential






0003!: 5 MOUL, JAMES 000390 201-025-080 22,400 14,000 2,127 45,527
I'voe
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential






:9 MOUNT SUNAREE ?.Z£0?l7 000292 411-011-00? 22,200 65 .588 87,300
Type Use D





322357 MOUNTAIN, ARTHUR 222391 424-212-320 i2,522 20,222 2 2 32,922
t'ype use i;es
ELDG RSSD Residents





mv^ fr^tr-ty . --tvo-- ww- mi wn « U,500
.ype use uesc






222373 NAG1Z, LINDA A 232397 239-114-223 13,332 17,922 2 35,222





080274 KELSON, ARTHUR 'i 000358 205-001-001 45,500 55,200 '01 502
Valuation : ELDG RSSD Residen
Area Val/Ac Value
45,500
H33SSVIAT3D ? ?. ? 2 ?. ? V LIS?
Sequenced iy ?sxpeyer Naae - Range: First :c Las:, Status - Not .Maricec for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL




Act- Property Owner 5er« Xtp k Lot 3Idg Value Land Value Curr Value Sxeap ions Met Value
LAND JSSD Resident la! 12.392 55,222
2





222375 NELSON, AUDREY 22242? 23 7 -3l5-33! 57,322 42,222 3 112,355
Type Use Descnpi
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
CURR FORE Forest Land




15. Ml 178.22 2,448
7.542 14.92 123
3.W 48,382
Ml KELSON, LARS 323431 411-223-832 .,222 42,522 2, 104 2 125,724
Type Use Descrip:
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential






3382.7S NEK ENGLAND :ORE:7": FCUNDATli MUM 425-227-222 2 11,852
Type Use Desc:
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
Area Val/Ac Value
''3.222 ''2S. f ' " 892
222;
E
i NEK FDRZS?RY, LLC. 222425 43--221- 2 72,782 88,
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR UN?R Uoroductlve Lan
LAND RESD Residential
Area Val/Ac Valu





322282 NEK FORESTRY, 328426 411-212-882





RY, LLC. 282622 437-228-382 2 1,492
Type Use Descr
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
Area Val/Ac Value
54.882 28.82 1,453
«*/«/»« .c;.'» rowr. ox u-oE-er. Pace 0W53
A. 3 3 5. S V I A T S D ? R ? S R T Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer fee - Ranee: Firs: to Las:, S:a:us = No: Storied for Deletion
Os-atl Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = "' All Codes/Except '.WE' "" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority! All Tax Authorities
Acts Property Owner Ser« Hap & Lo: 31dc Value Land Value Curr Value Exes?-. ions Net Value
mm m forestry, llc. iasm 437-312-222 2 2 1,322 2 1,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; CURE FORE "ores: Land 22,222 23.32 553
CHRP. FOSE Fores: Land 19.960 69.55 1,26-S
6663.83 OTAS, JOHN H. JL 00040? 266-613-660 55,400 20,000 8,442 6 83,8-42
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG P.SSD Residential 55,400
CURS -ARK Fki Land 5.222 425.22 2,242
CURR FORE Fores: Land 33.0e0 84.00 2,6:8
CURR FORE "ores: Land 22,222 172.22 2,592
CURR USPS ^productive Lane 10,000 15.00 144
LAND RESD Residential 0.920 22,322
221251 NEWPORT SAND AND GRAVEL 222223 234-213-232 56,722 35,333 3 2 92,733
Type 'cse Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 55,732
LAID RESD Residential Lm 36,000
000281 NH ELECTRIC COOPERATIVE 000407 000-000-001 227,265 327,265
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAID USLC Utility - Electric 0,000 227,265
001266 SICHOLS, ANDREW J 000539 203-001-002 92,200 22,700 6 6 120,500
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 57,800
LAND RESD Residential 2,733 22,702
222234 NIESSEN, WALTER 232413 229-221-232 41,323 19,722 2 2 52,732
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
*
41,222
LAKE RESD Residential 3.010 15,700
000284 MESSES, SALTER 000412 209-021-002 14,900 14,500
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAliD RESD Residential 0.160 14,900
000285 NIGHTINGALE, KAREN 000412 202-028-002 25,400 25,400
A 3 3 R E V I A T 2 D ? 5 ? S 2 T Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Same - Range: First to Last, Status = Sot Varied for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = ML
Selected 3:11 Codes = "* fill Codes/Except 'MS' "* Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: Ml Tax Authorities
Acts Property Owner =ers Map i Lot 31dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAUD RESD Residential 10.100 25
(
402'
JW385 SIGHTISGALS, KAREX 000414 202-028-002 3&, 20? G 32,222
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : r-LDG RESD Residential 30,200
(22385 MUSES, ARN
T
E R 000415 2 £ 1 - 2' 3- - 2' © ? 90,400 26,000 2 116,400
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 90,400
LAND RESD Residential 4.332 26,000
)-2-2333 NORDSTROM, JOSEPH 332413 239-353-333 24,233 43,533 3 3 34,323
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 310G RESD Residential 24,232
LAND RESD Residential 3.293 42,33?
100389 JfOETH WOODLANDS , ISC, 232415 408-321-022 2 2 52,392 2 52,392
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
'
1,257,222 28.82 37,518
CURR FORE Forest Land 171,323 92,21 15,175
103339 SOirH WOODLANDS, ISC, 333422 423-332-331 3 3 5,232 2 5,232
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
*
132,323 23,32 5,232
i33339 NORTH WOODLANDS, INC, 233422 433-335-223 3 3 147 3 147
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FCRS Forest Land
'
5.332 23,33 147
133339 NORTH JiOQDLANDS, INC. 332423 423-222-322 2 3 1,332 3 1,333
Type ^se Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 53,232 23.32 1,332
132392 NOKSLL, TH0M3 HARRISON TRUST, 333424 333-332-233 3 7,223 2 3 7,232
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 2,222 7,232
A.33B.3VIA7SQ ? I ? S R T Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Jfaae - Range: First to Last, Status - \
T
ot Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = V.A.L
Selected Sill Cedes = •" P.!] Codes/Except 'WE' "" Codes = So Selection Codes Usee
hm Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner
222391 XOYSS, LORRAINE C-
Ssr* Step i Lot
833425 239—324-303
Type Use Descr
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
LftSD P.ESC Residential
















222395 O'CLAIl, DOUGLAS 222213 422-22''-222
Type ]!se Descr
: 3LQG RESD Residential
CURR FORE Forest Land













22239? O'CLAIR, DOUGLAS J 222425 225-227-222
Type use uesc







2333?4 O'CLAIR, FRED J 222423 223-322-222 12,722 22,522 2
Type use i-escr



















': w 2'l u -?22





t^zzi :.':•' 222431 239-125-223






J1/2S/B4 16::? row: c: wsner
A. 3 3 P. E V I A T E D PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Sane - Range: Firs: to Las:, Status = Net Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes - "' A:! Codes/Except 'ME' '** Codes = No Selection Codes Used
lax Authority; A!! Tax Authorities
ions Net ValueProperty Owner Ser* Kap i Lot
INSSLA. J3VI.V C 3*3'2214 412-2l 7 -222
Bid; Value Land Value Curt Value Sxeapt
3 11,532 2 2 11,500
Type use
Valuation : LAND 1SS0 SLesi
Area Val/Ac Value
2S.MI 11,5-32
321252 OSGOOD, CHRISTOPHER 223423 229-299-322 42,722 34,222 2 2 74,922





000299 OSGOOD, MICHAEL K 000432 202-022-022 88,100 15,302- 107,432
Type Use Descr





222425 RAGS, CHAD 232437 412-223-322 53,123 24,222 2 2 32,122





000404 PAGE, ROMEO 00006 201-00G-000
Type Use Desc*








223423 PALYER, RICHARD, JR. 233433 421-224-322
Type Use Desc





2?:hi: :'Apj>alee, ii vv i.; 7 000439 201-028-000








331135 PAROUTO, BARBARA 222344 423-333-222 ,522 13,132
Type Use Descr
Valuation : BLDG !GE "chile Hone
CURE FORE Forest Land
Val/Ac Value
20,412 127.00 2,684
A 3 3 I S V I A T E Q ? 10 ? S S ? Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Saie - Range: First to Last, Status - Sot Maried for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = •" All Codes/Except 'ME' "• Codes = Xo Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: Ail Tax Author
roperty Owner er* w a p & Lot
LAM RSSD Resident!;
Idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
1.IM 13,122
2-23412 PASOUALS, 3SRARDIX0 233442 2 2 7 - 3 2 9 - 3 3
3
74,333 21,333 I 2 93,333
Type Use Descr









3313:3 PATRICIA D MACkLPIYE TRUST, l^A 333391 431-32?
Type Use Description
Va Initio : ELDG RSSD Residential
LAND RSSD Residential
3 123,333
331353 PATRICIA KACALPIH5 TRUST, U 333392 231-331-333
Type Use Descr








3:353 PATRICIA D O.CALPLXI TRUST, U 33339: 231-332-333 3 13,333 3 13,333
:ype :se uesci
Valuation : LAID RESD Residential
Vai/Ac Value
13,333
33341? PAVLIK, DAVI 333443 411-331-333 S3, 933 29,333 3 93,733
Type :se Descr










332422 PECK, JUDITH 333445 229-329-323
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Reside-
LAXD RESD Residen








Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential





A 3 3 ?. S V I A T S D ? 1 ? S i T Y L I 3 7
Sequenced by Taxpayer Nsie - Range: First to Las:, Status = Not Marked for Deletion.
|
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '" All Codes/Except 'MOMS' "" Codes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Aathorit'/i Al! Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser* «ap k Lot 31dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
LAND RESD Residential 3,233 22,323
333422 PSLISJ, 3RLTCS T 222445 223-353-333 13,333 43,232 3 3 53,333
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG ?.2SD Residential 13,332
LAKE HESD Residential 2,460 41, '282'
00042; PSDLLETIER, "REN'S M 000448 225-012-221 32,222 22,702 2 2 54,522
Tyoe use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 32,220
LAUD RESD Residential 3, 7 23 22,732
332425 PSLLSHSR, IRENE * 232449 225-212-322 3 22,132 3 3 23,133
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; LAND RESD Residential 5,222 23,133
232425 PSRRINO, JOSEPH A 323453 412-323-323 11,532 23,133 2 2 21,532
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
*
11,533
LAND RESD Residential 7.022 22,122
000425 PEFII.TO, JOSEPH A 002452 412-225-002 136,722 70,202 2 2 258,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 188,722
LAND RESD Residential 13,733 73,233
332427 PERRY, DAVID 223453 221-223-323 2 2 1,552 3 1,552
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR TORE Tores: Land 12,132 137,25 1,592
233427 PERRY, DAVID 232454 231-224-233 113,933 25,223 1,931 3 145,331
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RESD Residential 113,933
CURR FORE Forest Land 14.582 127.22 1,521
LAND RESD Residential 1,923 29,232
332429 PETERSON, DANIEL ? 322455 225-2:5-223 41,432 22,422 2 2 51,333
Type \ise Description Area Val/Ac Value
5ge nm?
A 3 5 ?. S V I A. T, 5 D PROPERTY LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer N
T
en:e - Range: First to Last, Status - N
T
c: Varied for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Code; = '** A!! Codes/Except WE' '** Cedes - So Selection Codes Used
?ax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Property Owner Value Land Value Curr Value 3seap;ior.s Net Value
valuation : B1DG REST Resider
LAKE RSSD Resider .j.m 2 S , 4 2' 2'
001207 PHELAS', KATHI.EE1" mill 404-009-011 200 15,500 m 35,224
Type Use Desc
Valuation : BLDG REST Residential




3.33 3 137,33 524
1.500 "9 503
00120 1 PHE1A11 "ATHlEEl' 000545 404-018-001
Type use
Valuation : CURR FORE
Area Val/Ac Va!u
6.700 137.00
000435 PHSTTSPLACE, EVERETT J 000458 205-017-000
Type Use Qescr
Valuation : E-LDG RSSE Residential






00107? phillii'S, :ohi: P. 000585 204-044-5 58,700 22,200
Type 'jse jest

















: 3LDG RESD Residential
LA\"D RSSD Residential
2 35,122
J45 1 PICKUL, JOSS? 0004 Ei< 20 c -030-000 ,200 55,200




2,232 3 5 ! 2 -2 3
102435 PIECZARXA, HSLLIS 232452 221-241-222 3 15,12?
Type
Valuation : LAUD RSSD Residential
222442 PIKE, MAS ?.,, DAVID 5i. S, FIX 332451 233-217-232
Area Val/Ac Value
2,122 15,122
73,122 25,322 2 123,422
81/28/04 15:5; 'iwr. or tosrer. ."age vevm
'
A 3 5 1 E V I A T 3 D ? J ? 2 J T I L I S ?
Sequenced by Taxpayer fee - Range: First to Las:, Status = Not Marxec for Deletien
I
Dent I Lines Included = ftL
Selected Bill Codes =
c!
* All Codes/Except 'NOME' *** Codes = No Selection Codes Used
. Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
' Acts Property Owner Sers Map I Lot 3Idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
i Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
I Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 78
1
1S0
LAND RESD Residential 5,123 25,322
J222442 PIKE, A1AXR., DAVIT H. St, ?:K 3 3 5452 223-33
7 -333 3,532 5,532 2 2 14,232
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
'
3,622
LAND RESD Residential 2,282 5,622
022442 PIKE, ALAN R., DAVID K, £, FIX 222462 222-222-022 2 24,122 2 2 24,122
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 21,222 24,122
222442 POCKET?, PAUL K 222464 225-216-222 82,722 21,622 2 2 124,622
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 82,222
LAND RESD Residential 3,343 21,632
222445 POLLOCK, RICHARD E 333457 411-219-233 3 3 1,15? 2 1,137
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land 12.732 34,32 1,224
CURR FORE Forest Land 1.222 172.22 162
2226:5 POLLOCK, SAO.NTHA J 22246: 411-213-222 64,622 15,822 2 2 121,722
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : B-LDG RSSC Residential 84,622
LAND RESD Residential 3,753 15,323
33:233 POPE, R03ERT 323231 235-312-322 13,923 19,732 3 2 33,532
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; 3LDG RESD Residential 13,632
LAND RESD Residential 1.722 16,722
222447 PORTER, RAYMOND L 222467 226-222-222 74,122 15,622 2 2 92,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 74,122
LAND RESD Residential 1,352 15,933
row: o: uosner .-ace 00086
A 3 3 R 3 V I A T 3 D ? ?. ? 3 I ! Y LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Naze - Range: First to Last, Status = Rot KarSed for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAl
Selected 3:11 Code? = "* Ail Cedes/Except 'NONE' **' Cedes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner
388447 PORTS!, SAYRONQ L
5er* «ap t lot
282534 289-218-381
idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
3 25,122 2 2 25,132
Type Use Desc
Valuation : LAUD RESD Residential
Ares Val/Ac Value
3,942 25,123
332443 P0T73L 338438 235-337-333
Type -cse Description







883-45 FOULIOT, PAUL If 282459 489-884-888 ,788 4,217 8,917
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR UN?R "productive Land







332451 P0W31L, DAVID 233472 23 7 -3l5-332 23,922 22,533 3 44,532
Type :se E




7 ica n caft
2??45i - nrii, dc:;\i l 382471 4:1-813-888




382454 POKERS , THOMAS , POKER: PLC TPU 222472 437-225-223
Type Use Description
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
CURR F0R3 Forest Land
CURR UNPR Uproductive Land
CURR US?R Uoroductive Land
4,328 21 , 22? 542







282454 POWER; , THC'iAS, POKERS Til FPU 228471 481-223-8?? 732 28,322
:ype use Descripti
Valusticn i BLDG RESD Residential
CURR FAR!? Pare Land
CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR FORE Forest Land








A 3 3 2 S V I A ? E D PROPERTY L I 5 T
Sequenced by ?sxpayer Naie - Range: First to Last, Sta:*is = Not Marsec for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
fiected 3il! Codes = '** AH Codes/Except 'NONE' '" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Rets Propert y Owner Ser* Map & Lot 3ldg Value Land Value Cur: Value S-eap:lions Net Value
LAID R25D Residential 1,323 23,333
333455 ?RAT
n
, J&ESS D 333474 233-325-333 25,533 35,233 3 3 51,733
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG K3HH Hobiie Hone 25,533
LAUD RESD Residential 5.033 25,23?
•91038 PRIDE, CHARLES K 303417 235-354-333 23,493 41,333 3 • 71,433
Type L
;
se Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 23, 433
LAUD RESD Residential 1,233 41,333
331333 PRIDE, CHARLES I 333544 235-313-311 3 3 331 3 331
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR TORE "crest Land 13,313 34,33 331
333457 PRIOR, J(ARILH T 333475 235-331-333 77,933 35,333 3 3 113, 7 33
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential
"
77,933
hm RESD Residential 4.933 25,833
333458 PROCTOR, COLD' J 333475 208-011-331 22,433 22,533 3 3 57,53?
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 25,436
LAUD RESD Residential 2,453 22,533
333453 PUBLIC SERVICE OF XH 333477 333-333-332 3 171,333 3 3 171,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAUD UELC Utility - Electric 2,333 171,333
333451 PURPORT, RITA E 333473 434-319-333 33,433 27,533 5,143 3 113,143
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; BLUG RESD Residential 33,433
CURR PARK Farsr Lane $.553 425.3? 2,53?
CURR "ORE Forest Land 7,533 173,33 1,243
LMD RESD Residential 1.84? 27,53?
333451 PURPORT, RITA E 393475 235-315-33?
v^iioiv. .bo/ -'cwr. oi i-csn.er. ;j ace WM3
A 3 9 I 5 V I A ? S ? J ? 3 R T I LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Sase - Range: First to Las:, Status = Sot Marked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = *'* All Codes/Except 'ME' '" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: Ail Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser? Map I Lot Bid: Value Land Value Curr value Exemptions Met Value
Type use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CITRR FARM Far: Land l&.MG 425.M 4 , ®8@
C rJS.R ?OJS Forest Land 5,232 173,33 1,317
5-21243 IUIJ, GRSG 222315 413-337-221 35,522 22,222 2 3 59,733
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
"
39,522
LAND RESD Residential 5.222 . 22,22*
801245 S.AKSSY, DAVID H 222272 289-227-222 222 15, JP 2 2 15,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential 222
LAMD RESD Residential 2,322 15,332
•221373 sajiih, DONALD S 323433 233-233-222 11,933 21,233 2 2 33,132
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG M3HM fobils Hone 11,922
LAND RESD Residential 2,222 21,222
222455 REED, ROGER FAMILY TRUST L 2224S2 223-228-221 51,222 22,222 2 2 32,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 5. ,222
LAUD RESD Residential 3,292 22,322
231232 REED, THOMAS 5 322359 22 7 -222-232 35,533 17,532 1,573 2 53,5-78
Type ':se Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG M3HM Mobile Home 39,522
CURR FORE Forest Land ' 15,222 129.52 1,578
LAUD RESD Residential 1,522 17,522
221119 RICH, MICHAEL J 322173 223-222-22 33,223 22,122 2 2 52,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG M3HM Mobile Hose 33,222
LAND RESD Residential 2,742 22,122
222463 RICHMOND REALTY TRUST 222227 223-224-221 2 2 5,598 2 6,558
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
'
75,222 37.22 6,555
»i/2B/»s :t-:J8 'I'cr. cr (-osr.er. •'age wme
ABBREVIATED ? S ? S ?. ? ¥ LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Same - Range: First tc Lss: , Status = So: Saried for Deletion
Detail Lines Induced = VA.L
Selected 3*1; Codes = "*' All Codes/Except 'WW s " Code; = So Selection Codes Used
'Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser? Map k Lot 3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
232453 MCKSOffl 'SALTY TRUST 333434 223-253-232 5,332 3S,«2 2 2 41,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG 1SSD Residential 5,322
LAUD RESD Residential J, 322 25,222
222458 RICHMOND REALTY TRUST W485 225-278-221 11,402 22,782 2 2 34,180
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 11,402
LAND RESD Residential 2.112 22,722
22245? RISSALA, MARK S 222435 222-237-222 55,322 21,122 2 2 77,433
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 55,222
LAND RESD Residential 2,2:2 21,122
221287 ROBERTS, JOHN C 222155 221-225-222 2 15,522 2 2 15,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAMD RESD Residential 1.522 15,522
221287 ROBERTS. JOHN C 222157 221-221-222 2 18 222 2 2 '8 222
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 4,222 18,222
221287 ROBERTS, JOHX C 222158 221-222-222 87,802 22,522 2 2 111,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 87,822
LAND RESD Residential 4.522 23,522
322471 ROBERTS, ROBERTA E 222437 222-233-222 73,422 25,532 3 3 93,332
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 73,433
LAUD RESD Residential 2,522 25,522
222471 ROBERTS, ROBERTA E 222488 222-227-222 22,122 18,322 2 2 42,322
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 22,122
LAND RESD Residential 3,752 13,322
31/28/34 16:55 Town of Gosher.
A 3 3 I I V I A T E ? a ? S 1 ? Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer .Vaie - Range: First to La;:, Status - Sot Varied for Deletion
Detail Line? included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = "* All Codes/Except 'MS' '" Codes = \T o Selection Codes Used
Page 232255
"ay. Author Tax Authorities
ions Het value
2 77,742
Act* Property Owner Sen ft? I Lo:
223472 R03ILLARD, 3RATA11 V 322439 112-121-196
3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Sxai
43,933 32,402 3,441
Type use Descr
Valuation : 3LDG P.SSD Residential











T v.5 5 D, - 3 A
n
A'; V 1H491 412-219-333 3 27,332
Type use Description
Valuation : CURR FAR* Fan Land








2 iOSIHARD, 3EATA\' '! 322491 412-323-323 !32 3 5,932
type use uescnpnor
Valuation : LUED 3.250 Residential
rea Val/Ac Value
2.522 5,923
MW] RCBIi'SOi;, yilCHAH 333522 233-325-222 34,922 22,323 3 55,932
Type use uescnptior










iiAi.T: TRUST DEFCRAr ?AE 333:31 2?3-3r"-233
Valuation : ELDG COMK Conercia:
LAUD COUK CQSsercial
3 422,223
32247-> ROSS, JOSEPH 222495 229-122-333 33,222 23,222 2 53,232






322456 221-315-322 ,722 2 74,732





j :?; 322493 223-229-222 35,332 23,122 3 59,133
Val/Ac Value
35,232
02/82/04 u:48 Town of Goshen ? age 000.301
A 3 B 3 S V I A T S D ? S P B P. T Y LI S T
Sequenced by Taxpayer .fame - Range: RYAN, THOMAS to 2ALEWSKI, Status = Not Harked for Deletion.
Detail Lines Included - VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '** All Codes/Except 'NONE' "* Codes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Serf Map 5 Lot Bide Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
90048: RYAN, THOMAS 000499 209-115-000 12,200 20,500 22,700
Type use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 12,200
LAND RS5D Residential 1,500 20,500
)MW 5AGALYN, JAMES M 000500 401-301-000 3 % 7,3-98 3 7,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR SORE Forest Land
'
77.500 57.23 5,333
CURR FORE Forest Land 17.400 136,00 2,272
CURR UN?R [{productive Land 10,133 12,00 115
100490 5AINDQN, RICHARD B 330501 239-313-303 19,300 13,303 3 3 37,333
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RS3Q Residential 19,300
LAND RESD Residential 2.500 18,000
100128 SAMPSON, HOWARD 000172 206-008-012 50,500 23,400 72,900
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RBHI Mobile Hose 50,500
LAND RESD Residential 5,330 23,403
'00495 SARGENT, LAWRENCE 033504 202-025-003 I 42,930 3 3 42,933
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
i
LANE RESD Residential 41.000 42,900
00495 SARGENT,. MERRILL D 000505 204-034-000 59,500 15,100 75,703
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 59,600
LAND RESD Residential 3,540 15,103
03493 SAVAGE, «OO0RO« I 330535 239-113-333 44,533 15,900 3 2 51,503
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation ; BLDG RESD Residential 44,533
LAND RESD Residential 0.603 16,900
00502 SCHENCLER, SYLVAN 000510 401-012-000 5,262 5,262
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CSRV FORE Forest Land 13.700 28.75 278
02/02/04 11:48 Town of Goshen Page 000002
A. 3 3 R S V I ft T E D ? R ? S S T ! LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Naie - Range: RYAN, THOMAS to ZALEffSKI, Status = Sot Maricec for Deieticr.
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '" All Codes/Except 'JfONE' *** Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Sere Map I Lot 31dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
CS1V FORE Forest Land 20.503 59.55 1,377
CSP.V FORE Forest Land 39.700 92.03 3,507
000502 SCHEtBLER, SYLVAN 000511 401-011-000 2,549 2,549
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURE FARM Fans Land 5.500 425.00 2,244
CURR FORE Forest Land 3,100 135.00 405
000532 3CKSNDLSR, 5'fLVAM 303512 431-014-030 3 5,593 i 5,593
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CSRV FORE Forest Land 33.303 23.80 912
CSRV FORE Forest Land 55.500 59.51 4,377
CSRV FORE Forest Land 3.503 92.30 309
030532 SCHSHQLSR, SYLVAN 303513 401-015-003 3 152 152
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CSRV FORE Forest Land 5.500 28.30 152
330977 3CKSNDLSR, VIRGINIA 303509 401-322-003 175,233 43,303 3,453 3 213,550
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3L0G RESD Residential
'
175,200
CSRV FARM Fart: Land 5.000 240.00 1,532
CSRV FORE Forest Land 22.530 23,33 522
CSRV FORE Forest Lane 7.700 59.55 515
CSRV FORE Forest Land 7,700 92,10 581
LAND RESD Residential 2,000 40,000
300977 SCHENDLER, VIRGINIA 000514 402-004-000 3,137 2,137
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
'
13.400 57.21 855
CURR FORE Forest Land 21.533 139,59 2,272
333977 SCtiSNDLER, VIRGINIA 333515 431-323-333 3 3 10,277 3 1 3 , 2 T
7
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation ; CSRV EA5K Discretionary Easesent 5,333 343,30 1,953
CSRV FORE Forest Land 17,200 28,75 475
CSRV FORE Forest Land 132,533 59,53 5,355
CSRV FORE Forest Land 11.203 92,03 989
003504 SCHISRLOH, MARIANNE X 000515 410-312-000 40,500 40,500
rcwr. 01 bpsner
ABBREVIATED ? R ? S ?. T Y LIST
Sequenced by Taxpayer Saie - Range: RYAN, THOMAS to 2ALEWSKI, Status = Sot Karsec for Deletion
"Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Cedes - '" fill Codes/Except 'TONE' '** Codes = !fo Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority; AI! Tax Authorities
3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Valueroperty Owner wap I Lot
Type use Descr





mw scimem:, davi 000519 208-025-000
Type Else Desc








331263 5C0TT-«AC!iS:L, LISA C 333537 412-323-333
Type Use Descr








M1263 SCOTT-MACNEIL, LISA C 300536 412-024-000 8,330
rype use uesc;






Valuation BLDG RESD Residential
CURR ?kM :ai Land
CURS FORE forest Land
CURR FORE Forest Land












033509 SCRANTON, JOHN 033521 238-323-
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR MPR Uprcductive Land
Area Val/Ac Value
3.633 15.33 52
33253° SCHAIfTOJt". JOHN 330522 208-321-300
Type use Description
Valuation : CURR UNPR [/productive Land
Area Val/Ac Value
2.533 15.33
333539 SCRANT'ON, JOHN 000:2: 235-014- 3 854
Type Use Description
Valuation : CURR UNPR Uproductive Land
Area Vai/Ac Value
63,003 15.03 854
vijwiin il:4B Town of Goshen Page 222224
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'Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '** All Codes/Except 'SOKE' "" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Ser# Map k Lot 31dg value Land Value Cur: Value Exemptions Set Value
3 3 1 3 4 4 SSSRSSTISO, DAVID ? '228343 433-323-221 53,223 16,423 1,525 3 7 6 , : 2
9
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3LGC- 1SSJ) Residential
C'J.'.R FORE Forest Land
LAND RSSD Residential
301212 SHAUGiiNSSSY, JOHN J 332125 413-235-323
Type Use Description










022511 SHSPARD, MADELINE 202524 222-212-222 8,222 11,422 2 2 15,422
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RSSD Residential 8,222
LAND RSSD Residential 2.322 11,433
323512 SHSPARD, RICH V 232525 411-327-232 55,722 22,533 2 3 119,533
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3L0G RSSD Residential
'
55,733
LAND RSSD Residential 7.622 22,522
222514 SHERMAN, THOMAS M 222526 226-232-222 74,122 29,522 2 2 123,632
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential
'
74,122
LAND RSSD Residential 5.533 25,533
333515 5HINNSR3, PSTSR H 323527 235-312-331 54,733 22,333 3 3 34,733
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RSSD Residential 54,733
LAND RESD Residential 2.552 22,222
221151 SILVA, ROBERT T 222568 226-228-211 45,322 32,522 2,236 2 75,226
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 45,222
CURR FARM Far": Land 3.333 425,23 1,224
CUER FORE Forest Land 15.222 127.22 2,212
LAND RSSD Residential 3.333 33,523
233513 SILVSR, RANDALL H 333523 434-333-233 2 21,933 3 3 21,932
22/82/84 11:46 Town of Goshen Rage 333385
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Sequenced by Taxpayer gaze - Range: RYAK, THOMAS to 2ALEWSKI, Status = Sot Harked for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes = '" All Codes/Except 'NONE' *" Codes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: Ail "ax Authorities
ftct* Property Owner Ser* «Cap S Lot 3Idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
*
28. 000 21,58*
000519 SIHONEAU, RONALD A 000529 284-811-008 42,780 17,108 8 8 59,8.00
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 42,708
LAND RSSD Residential 3,522 17,133
233523 SJISSSS, R03SRT A 333532 411-322-323 71,400 23,233 2 2 91,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 71,432
LAND RSSD Residential 2.500 23,23?
800521 SMITH, CONSTANCE C 383531 285-834-033 21,403 48,303 3 3 61,432
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 21,430
LAND RESD Residential 3.322 43,233
321231 SMITH, DA1!A J 222494 223-224-322 72,400 22,233 3 3 94,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG M3HM Mobile Home 72,432
LAND RESD Residential 5.123 22,288
333522 SMITH, FREDEIC M 323522 434-223-321 75,833 23,303 2,357 ' 2 131,357
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 75,000
Cj'RR FARM Fare Land 4,333 153,22 722
CURR FORE Forest Land 5,383 28.25 117
CUES FOES Forest Land 9.353 52,35 472
CURR FORE Forest Land 15.322 71.23 1,325
CURE UU?R '.'productive Land 2,222 12,32 23
LAND RESD Residential 1.322 22,838
833522 SMITH, FREDRIC M 323532 285-331-338 2 12,333 3 2 12,323
Type Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential 2.158 13,232
888522 SMITH, FREDRIC M 888625 434-322-283 21,932 13,382 1,623 2 34,823
n
v:e Use Description Area Vai/Ac Value
niviiu 11:48 Town of Goshen Page 002226
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Sequenced by Taxpayer fee - Range: 3YAK, THOMAS to ZALEWSKI, Status = Nrot Parsed for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = m
Selected Bill Codes = *"" All Codes/Except 'ME 1 '"* Codes - So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner 3er* tfap & Lot 31dg Value Land Value Cu'rr Value Exemptions Set Value
Valuation ; 3LDG 5CBHM Mobile Home 21,988
CURR FORE Forest Land 2 4 . 6 & 65.52' 1,547
CM U!i?R productive Land 5,388 15.32 35
LAIfD RSSD Residential 2.422 10 , 503
000526 SMITH, LISA M ^00534 209-094-000 30,900 12,700 2 43,6 00
Type Us? Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential
'
30,900
LAUD RSSD Residential 3.218 12,788
3-23523 SHTK, JKMAN V 33353b 229-117-333 59,923 25,332 3 3 95,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 59,933
LAND RSSD Residential 5.738 25,238
031259 SMITH, STEVEN" F 003650 404-320-003 15,930 15,500 1,376 3 32,776
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential 15,930
CHR FGRS Forest Land 13.752 52,45 592
CURR FORE Forest Land 12.302 71.25 684
LAND RESD Residential 3.532 15,532
333532 SSITH, TERESA A 223537 223-325-233 37,133 27,433 2 2 114,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLQG RSSD Residential
'
37,122
LANE RSSD Residential 5.402 27,422
00033.2 SMITH, WILLIAM X 302528 429-305-002 2 3,917 2 2,917
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
'
24,202 172,20 3,517
200532 SMITH, WILLIAM X 800539 429-023-002 32,808 4,300 7,348 2 65,442
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RSSD Residential 53,302
CURR FORE Forest Land 57,523 139.52 5,352
CURR FORE Forest Land 22.223 67.22 1,298
LAND RESD Residential 3.253 4,322
321157 S0RS1IT0, QOSUQ J 333529 221-333-3,4 93,323 21,323 2 2 114,323
Tvoe Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
iu.min ll:«B 'I'ctr. c: tcsr.er.
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Sequenced by Taxpayer Naie - Range: RYAN, THOMAS to 2ALEKSKI, Status = N'ot Marked for Deietior
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selectee Bill Codes - "" All Codes/Except 'NONE' **" Cedes = So Selection Codes ^Isei
Tan Authority: All Tax Authorities
Acts Property Owner Sers Kip t Lot 3idg Value Land Value Curr Value EKeaptlons let Value






1233 STAMMERS, RICHARD 888155 289-119-888 4S, 4©& 22,988 1,388
Type Use Description







Z-38535 STAliSFIELD, GARY 8M542 411-888-080 19,611 21,9(8 '2,413
3LDG 3.53D Residential
CURR FARM Pant Land







8(8525 S7AHSFIE1D, GARY (88543 411-8(5-881
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
CURR US?R Uproductlve Land
Area Vai/Ac Value
18.238 57.28 55(
2. Hi 12,33 23
333535 STAllSFIZLD, GAR: 3-38544 411-3-39-332 335
Type use Description
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land




888525 STA.'ISFIELD, GARY 58545 411-885-883 2(2
Type -jse inscription
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land




323:31 STARCHY?., CHRISi'O?^?. I 38(545 2(1-317-833 '1,531 Mi 8 94,533
Type Use Desc





»(.'' ' :"'li -™'.. ^:'.iZ-' (((555 4(7-(83
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Tax Authority: AI! Tax Authorities









^ATRICIA S, ^x^ 002548 204-013-000 L17,3M 37,680 2 154, 902'
Type use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RESD Residential L17.3M
LASD RESD Residentiai 9,532 37 ,522
223543 STSVESS, 30SSIE J 323258 235-315-332 25,133 15,533 745 3 41,343
Type Use Description Area l'ai/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG M3HM Mobile Kose 25,122
CURR FORE Forest Land 11.560 57. 20 748
LASD RESD Residential 1.522 15,532
321192 STEVES;, 3RADLSY 323553 235-325-322 2,233 13,932 2 3 22,923
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 2,333
LASD RESD Residential 1.122 13,920
202542 STEVENS, KERRY A 200523 205-015-000 52,000 28,200 2 91,200
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 53,000
LASD RESD Residential 5,252 33,223
222544 STEVESS, KLLIM S 222552 235-213-221 7i,433 25,233 1,737 3 131,137
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential
*
74,423
CURR FARM ram Lane 4.000 340.00 1,205
CURR FORE Fores: Land 5.213 57,23 42l
LASD RESD Residential 0.920 25,020
000544 STEVENS, KILLDJ K 000554 207-015-030 2 775 775
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Lane
'
12.020 57.25 775
000545 STEVENS, WILLIAM S 000555 205-0:5-000 24,400 33,500 58,000
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG MEKK Mobile Ho.e
'
24,400
LASD RESD Residential 3,423 33,533
:vw: ci ucsner
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Sequenced by Taxpayer Same - Range: RYAN, THOMAS to ZALEKSKI, Status = Not Raned for Deletion
'Detail Line; Included = VAL
Selectee Siii Codes = ** All Codes/Except 'NONE' "" Cedes = No Selection Cedes Usee
Tax Authority; AI! Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Serf »!ap & Lot
2-21 23. STOTT, RONALD AND LESLIE 1 203032 225-332-332
3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exempt tons Met Value














J-5 4S STRAK, MURIEL X 2'&2-5 5 7 205-045-005 56,900 40,000
Type Use Desc







'2 5 4 3 STRA*, MURIEL M 333558 239-345-333
Type use Description
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential
LAND RESD Residential





001157 STRICH, JOBS 003402 205-102-000
.ype use Jescriptior








221131 :;?.km i:::imZZ, LLC 333342 411-315-223 2 29,722
Type use description
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential
Va:/Ac Value
i23 29,732
231132 SlillAH: DISEiRSNCE, 223441 411-224-222 3 57,933 2 2 57,932
Type Use Description
Valuation ; LAND RSSD Residential
Area Vai/Ac Value
95.223 57,933
321122 SUNAPSS DIFFERENCE, 222442 411-225-222 2 35,222 2 2
Type Use Description
Valuation : LAND RSSD Residential
Area Vai/Ac Value
5,322 35,232
3325 52 TA'/ARS:, GEORGE 332552 422-223-33A ,222
Type Use Description
Valuation : 3LDG TM Mobile H»e
Val/Ac Value
.,222
222551 TAYLOR, SARIN 322551 229-359-332 15,923 23,132 3 44,332
m
o(r cf Gfs'ir Pace mM
A 3 S I I V I A T 2 D ? i ? E R 7 V LIS?
Secuenced by Taxpayer fee - Range: F.YAN, THOMAS to iALEKSXI, Status = Sot ^sriec for Deienor
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bi!! Code? = "* All Codes/Except 'TON'S' '*" Cede? = So Selection Codes Used
"ax Au-.ioriiv: ?aK Authorities
3ns Set ValueProperty Own idg Value Land Value Curr Value 2X32?:
Area Val/Ac Value
1.141




35-2552 DIUDl, JO u l !' MI5S2 235-323-333 5S.9M 23,391 1 33,2-33
Type Use Descr








Valuation : 5LDG MBHM Mobile Hone
LAND COP. Coiiercial






23113? TiiRSLSALL, yiCHASl nu.ii 412-311-330 95,334 21,333 3 115,330
Type Use Desc
Valuation i 3LDG RSSD Residential




02:125 "oraIfogiio, Patrick v 00062b 201-001-








221225 TRA.CY, DAL"S1 if 033353 235-215-300 15,503 23,333





002:5 2 TRG TRSUHANI-UNI 000555 404-005-000 2,274
Valuation : CURR FORE Fores: Land
Area Val/Ac Value
45,000 55.50 1,274
00255. TR0'(!>3D0RFF, FR5 00055" 204-01-000





221231 TURGSOi;, '27501: 323431 412-312-330 ,333
»£ /» i./ v<i ..:*b -fwi. ei ws::e!: .'age »w..
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Sequenced by ?aypayer fee - Range: RYAN* , THOMAS to EALEWSKI, Status = Net Ksrled for Deletion
'Detail Lines Included = VA1
Selected Bill Cedes = •** ".!! Codes/Except ' KONS ' "" Cedes = .\'c Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner 5er« !>ap ' Lot Bldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RESD Residential 64,688
LAUD R3SC Residential 5.333 24,133
331391 VAILLANCOURT, ROLAND R 333415 (135-331-333 3 3 4,373 3 4,373
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR 30R3 Forest Land
'
13,333 34,33 335
CURR ?0R3 Forest Land 26. IN 17J.M 3,254
338553 VAN DE.\' BERG
;
JOHN J 338353 231-388-333' 51, 288 13,833 8 8 73,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG R3SD Residential 31,233
LAND RESD Residential 1,133 13,333
331213 VAN TOSRKOK, JACK A 333131412-315-333 224,333 53,333 3,322 3 331,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG R3SD Residential
'
224,333
CURS FAR! Fan: Land 11.833 243.38 2,538
CURR F0R3 Fores: Land 15.333 34.33 1,293
CURR FORE Forest Land 5.333 127.83 .,134
CURR FORE Forest Land 12.333 173,33 1,933
LAND RESD Residential 12.333 53,838
333358 VITALS, HENRY" F 3333": 233-847-383 24,233 23,838 8 3 52,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential
'
24,233
LAND R3SD Residential 3.333 33,333
331252 VOLKERS, J3FF3RY R 333531 231-333-3,1 3 17,333 3 3 17,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LANG R33D Residential
*
3,313 17,333
33123: "fALLA.CS, JOSEPH A 333:17 233-327-332 91,333 23,433 3 3 111,433
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential
"
91,333
LAND RESD Residential 2.813 28,483
336371 SALTER, JAMES ? 883574 236-362-833 88,263 22,233 6 6 111,833
Tvue Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
U7.IJS2JM ' .' LflR
Town, of Gosr.er ?eoe 222J12
ABS3tSVIA?SD PROPERTY LIS?
lecuenced by Taxpayer Naze - Ranee: RYAN, THOMAS to ZALWSSI, Status = Not MarRed for Deleticr
Detail Lines Included = VAL
Selected Bill Codes =
, = t
Ail Codes/Except 'NONE' "" Codes = So Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Act* Proper-. y Owner Sers Kap i Lot Eldg Value Land Value Curr Value Exesp- ;;;; Me*'j^r






WVJi KAMSLEY, JOAN W118 219-Mt-Ht • 15, 1M » 15, 1M
Valuation : LAND RES" Re:
Val/Ac Value
15,111






! 2-257 3 JIAR31RT0N, HAIR? A 322515 222-213-222 13,222 24,222 2 77,222
rype use inscription









8M575 fc'AREUR'TON, KENNETH A &0&S7? 282-81L-W
Type Use Desc:
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential
LAND RESD Residential
\,m
221153 »iA7S0::, NATHAN ? 322431 239-213-322
Type use Description
Valuation : 2LDG RESD Residential
LAND RESD Residential











23123- JiEllKAN RAYI10ND 232345 425-212-331
Valuation : 3L0G RESD Reside
LAND RESD Reside





»ME6i KHETL, RICHARD A 121,121 2 155,222
vi.ivi.jvt i..«; si'w:. i'i wist!. .»age »ro.:
ABBREVIATED ? 2 ? 3 2 T V LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Saie - Range: RYAN, THOMAS to ZALBWSKI, Status = Not varied for Deletion
Detail Lines Included = VAL
:'e:ected Bill Codes - "" All Codes/Sxcept 'ME' '*" Codes = So Seiectio.n Codes Used-
Tax Authority: All Tax Authorities
Acts Property Owner Ser± Map k Lot 3!dg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Set Value
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 102,200
LAUD RESD Residential 7.7-3 -2 52,33-2
mm m a.i, richard a 332533 221-3:3-333 3 2,233 3 3 2,233
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 3,253 2,233
331297 KIDEBSRG, CARL S 332543 239-313-312 52,532 15,233 314 3 53,4:4
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 52,522
CURR FOSE Fores: Land 10.MB 34.2*2 SL4
LAND RESD Residential 1.323 15,222
232533 IflGOIH, FRANK E 333535 424-224-322 3 3 7,334 3 7,334
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Forest Land
*
43,232 172,23 7,334
222591 WILCOX, HEIDI L 323537 233-322-331 51,533 25,133 3 3 35,532
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RE3D Residential
'
51,522
LAND RESD Residential 3.132 25,122
202592 KI1LETT, ANDREA L 222538 223-222-222 72,222 22,222 2 2 92,222
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential "2,222
LAND RESD Residential 2,333 23,333
323592 KILLETT, ANDREA L 233539 233-323-233 3 14,333 3 3 14,333
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential 1,533 14,332
232593 OLE?, 311 333593 225-339-322 2 25,533 3 3 25,533
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : LAND RESD Residential
7
.932 25,533
321351 KLLIMJ5, KATHLEEN F 333592 239-352-333 25,523 33,333 3 2 59,432
Type Use Description Ares Val/Ac Value
Valuation : BLDG RESD Residential 25,523
62/62/64 11:45 Town, of Goshen Page 666614
AB3J2VIA.T2D ? ?. ? .S S ? Y LIS?
Sequenced by Tsxpayer fee - P.snger RTAJf, THOMAS to 2ALBWSKI, Starts = No: Mariec for Deisticn
Detail Lvnes Included = VAL
Selected Bili Codes - "* All Codes/Except 'NONE' "" Code? - No Selection Code? Used
Tax Autnomy: A!! Tax Authorities
Act* Property Owner Sera »ap i Lot 3idg Value Land Value Curr Value Exemptions Net Value
LAND PESO Residential 2.213 33 ,32-2
23-2594 KILLIMS, MICHAEL ! 232591 225-231-222 $4, 563 2 5 , ? 2 2 2 2 92,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG RSSD Residential 54,523
LAKE RSSD Residential 2.188 25,921
860597 WILLIAMSON, LEIGH H 686552 412-Ml-Ml 7 1 , 4 & & 21,666 3,582 6 96,252
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG P.55D Residential 71,466
CUPP "OPS Forest Land 23.322 137, 22 3,533
LA\T RSSD Residential 3.666 21,666
686557 WILLIAMSON, LEIGH H 662594 464-615-662 8,962 15,626 2,499 2 27,399
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 5LDG RSSD Residential 5,966
CUPP FOP: Forest Land 19,222 137,22 2,499
LAND RESD Residential 2.622 15,622
666598 VINXLSR, ELLEN D 662555 411-217-226 47,566 26,162 6 6 57,722
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : ELDG RESD Residential 47,522
LAND PESD Residential 1,132 22,122
222599 OTSPHOLSP, BRYANT L 223595 221-342-232 7 3,522 33,122 3 2 111,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LDG PESD Residential . 73,5M
LAND RESD Residential 5.762 2S,162
666521 OKKALA, JOHN C 262:97 412-612-626 96,562 13,662 2,223 2 127,622
Tvpe Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuator : 5LDG RSSD Residential 96,566
CURP FARM Far* Land 3,523 425,33 1,423
CURR FORE Forest Land 2.666 54.66 151
CUPP FOPS Forest Land 5.333 137.23 739
CURR FORE Forest Land 5.626 176,62 815
CUPP UNPP ^productive Land 2.223 15,33 23
LAND RSSD Res'dent's' 2.262 33 622
666563 KOOD, FREDERIC 626558 221-614-626 81,562 27,662 2 2 129,222
A 3 3 ?. 2 V I A T E 3 PROPERTY LIS?
Sequenced by Taxpayer Xase - Range: RYA!\, THOMAS to ZALSIfSKI , Status = Sot Marked for Deletion
"Ds-ai! Lines Included = VA.L




Codes = No Selection Codes Used
Tax Authority; MI Tax Authorities
Property Owner Ser* ?.ap & Lot 3 1 d g Value Land Value Curr Value Exertions 5!e: Value
w3B ./A: Val
Valuation : SLDG RES: Residential 81,600
LAXQ RESD Residential 2 . 4-3-2 l? 522
ir.:a mmi:, :h?:s:::;e : 233155 224-333-333 7-2,1-23 12
y
5-2-2 3 2 32,532
080605 WRIGHT, RICHARD P 0025?? 205-008-000 88, 302- 25,28® US, 502-
?ype use uesc:
Valuation : SLDG RESD Residential
LAUD RESD Residential
Area Val /Ac Vaiu.e
73,122
0.213 12,58?






223533 MLI3, JA«SS R 332531 413-314-332 2 3 5,251 2 5,251
Tyre Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Eorest Land
'
42 .333 137.32 5,251
33352? YAS10U, EDWARD 'i 323532 423-221-222 2 2 1,322 2 1,322
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : CURR FORE Eorest Land 73,233 25.22 1,322
222511 MOTS, DOSXA J 222525 229-231-223 27,232 13,522 2 2 37,722
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LD3 RESD Residential 27,223
LAlfO RESD Residential 0. 140 10,500
322515 JALiJi'Si'I, : rM 222539 239-355-223 55,323 33.523 3 2 93,522
Type Use Description Area Val/Ac Value
Valuation : 3LQG RESD Residential 55,222
LAKE RESD Residential 0.250 38,600
02/02/04 16:36 Town cf Goshen Page 000001
VETERAN'S EXEMPTION
LISTING
Taxpayer's receiving $100.00 deduction on
property taxes. Duplicate names indicate
qualified spouse.
VETREG - Veterans Regular
Act* Owner Same
Authority: Consolidated




































330019 ASH, ALBERT ?
000034 BARRETT, PAUL A
320043 3EAUDRY, HENRY G
001110 BELDEN, STEPHEN D
000043 BELLINGER, LAWRENCE L
001114 BROW, ROY
200375 CARSICK, JAMES I
001175 COOMBS, KENNETH I
000251 DANIEL & HAZEL HUNTER
000112 DENNIS, ERNEST G
230111 DENNIS, JR, ERNEST G
000114 DESCHAMPS, BRIAN L
003119 DICIEUAI, GERALD H
000121 DIXON, THOMAS I MARGARET
000018 L/B .69 AC. 31 BROOK ROAD 203-010-000
033025 L/S 13 AC. 1449 WASHINGTON RD 407-035-300
000043 L/E 85 AC. 823 CENTER ROAD 410-004-000
302051 L/S 4.2 AC. 35 KILL VILLAGE RD 234-335-003
000310 L/B .49 AC. 86 RAND POND ROAD 205-075-000
303355 L/S 5,8 AC. 1353 PROVINCE RD 412-311-233
000131 L/B 4.1 AC. 1022 WASHINGTON RD 401-008-000
303103 L/S 5.3 AC, 1593 WASHINGTON RD 407-238-332
000186 L/B 5 AC. 25 MOUNTAIN ROAD 201-033-000
?aUST, H 003303 L/B 1 AC. 145 BROOK ROAD 233-313-302
000150 L/B 2.2 AC. 1061 BROOK ROAD 208-025-000
022149 L/S 53 AC. 1040 BROOK ROAD 237-314-033
000152 L/E 2.5 AC. 1666 BROOK ROAD 205-112-000
032159 L/S 11.4 AC. 903 WASHINGTON RD 432-301-033
000163 L/B 15 AC. 336 CENTER ROAD 206-036-000
300121 DIXON, THOMAS & MARGARET
000125 DORR, GEORGE A. JR. TRUST
233029 EDWIN 3AKER LIVING TRUST,
000149 FOX, DAVID L
300155 GONTHISR, JUDY 3
000179 GUILLEMETTE, ALFRED K
333194 HANDLSY, JOHN A
000845 HANSON, SLLENOR A
300239 HILL, RICHARD C
000215 HODGMAN, FRANK H
333232 HORN, WILLIAM.
000245 HUGHES, WILLIAM A
233258 JANICKS, GARY 1
000275 KEMPTON, RONALD A
320292 KRAiiSI, PAUL G
000331 MALLOCH, JAMES C
230339 KCCONOLOGUS, ANTHONY I
000348 MEIER-PETERSON, SYLVIA
300358 MOSN, RICHARD H
000362 MOUL, GARY D
200153 L/3 15 AC, 336 CENTER ROAD 206-035-302
000167 L/E 23 AC, 231 PROVINCE RD, 412-031-000
333337 L/3 123 AC. 332 3ALL PARK ROAD 422-211-000
000158 L/E 1 AC. 526 BALL PARK ROAD 402-010-000
330217 L/3 3.31 AC. 739 CROSS ROAD 205-013-222
000235 L/5.38 AC. 121 RAND POND ROAD 209-013-000
332257 L/3 13 AC, FORKSR MASON PLACE 222-017-222
000258 L/B 6.5 AC. MILL VILL RD N 204-020-000
322279 L/3 2 AC. 554 PROVINCE ROAD 228-221-022
600284 L/E 20 AC. 635 CROSS ROAD 205-011-000
200294 L/3 2 AC. 1221 BROOK ROAD 209-095-220
000304 L/B 20.47 AC. 163 BALL PARK RD 201-007-001
302312 L/3 5.3 AC, 313 CENTER ROAD 413-005-303
000327 L/E 2.3 AC. 80 FOUR CORNERS RD 201-025-000
333337 L/S 6,5 AC, MILL VILLAGE RD, 234-323-233
000366 L/E .80 AC. 1803 BROOK ROAD 205-107-000
333372 L/3 35 AC. 1161 PROVINCE RD, 412-335-333
000379 L/B 1.4 AC. 534 MILL VILLAGE 202-021-000
300385 L/3 .3 AC, 516 RAND POND ROAD 209-333-330
000289 L/B 13.2 AC. 117 LEMPSTER COAC 201-242-000
22/22/84 16:36 Town of Page 882232
VETERAN'S EXEMPTION
LISTING
Taxpayer's receiving $100.00 deduction on
property taxes. Duplicate names indicate
qualified spouse.
VST9.EG - Veterans Regular Authority Consolidated
Act* Owner Name Ser* Property Description Map Si Lot Granted valuation Exemption
222395 O'CLAIR, DOUGLAS J 382213 L/B 16 AC, 357 BALL PARK ROAD 482-327-338
888443 POCKET? , PAUL K 888464 L/B 3.84 AC. 156 PROVISOS ROAD 228-816-282
222454 POWERS, TH0KAS, POWERS TiC TRU 222472 L/B 47.4 AC, 1375 WASHINGTON P.Q 427-225-222
208457 PRIOR, MARILYN
7
7 282475 L/B 4.9 AC. 478 CENTER ROAD 226-231-222
222461 P'JRKORT, RITA E 222478 L/3 19 AC, 491 3R00K ROAD 424-219-322
222461 PURKORT, RITA S
323472 R03ILLARD, 3RATAN V
222483 RUSSELL, GEORGE S
238977 5CHSSQLSR, VIRGISIA
221844 SSRRSN'TINO, DAVID ?
221212 SKAU9KHSSSY, JOB' J
082528 SKINNER, ROBERT A
222522 5KITH, PREDRIC H
888544 STEVEN'S, WILLIAM H
221157 5TRICK, JOHN' G
228478 L/B 15 AC. 491 BROOK ROAD 484-215-882
238489 L/3 51 AC. 2528 3R00K ROAD 412-221-333
888498 L/B 5.1 AC. 916 CROSS ROAD 288-885-222
238589 L/3 44.9 AC, LSKPSTSR COACH RD 431-322-288
888343 L/3 13 AC. 385 LEAR HILL RD. 423-883-381
233129 L/B 6,2 AC. 351 CENTER ROAD 418-325-333
888538 L/B 2.5 AC. 2132 BROOK ROAD 411-828-888
333532 L/3 37.35 AC, LOT 1A PROVINCE 424-323-321
228552 L/B 11.13 AC, 648 CENTER ROAD 286-818-821
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Marianne Dennis, Vice Chairperson Term expires 2004
Erik Walker, Chairperson Term ires 2005
LHyan Wnght Term expires 2006
Carol Whitman Term expires 2007
John Hopkins Term expires 2008
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To the inhabitants of the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District in the towns of Goshen
and Lempster, in the County of Sullivan, in the State of New Hampshire, qualified to vote in
District affairs.
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School gymnasium in
Lempster on the 6
th
day of March, 2004, at seven o'clock PM to act upon the articles set forth
in the Warrant. Articles 1 & 2 of the Warrant covering the election of Moderator and Member of
the School Board from Lempster will be acted upon at three o'clock PM., and voting will be by
official ballot and checklist. The polls will remain open for this purpose from three o'clock
(3:00) PM until seven thirty (7:30) PM.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the School Board from Lempster for a five year term.
ARTICLE 3.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass any vote relating
thereto.
ARTICLE 4.
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THREE MILLION
TWO HUNDRED SIXTY-ONE THOUSAND NINETY-SEVEN DOLLARS ($3,261,097.00)
for the support of the school, for the payment of salaries of School District officials and agents,
and for the payment for the statutory obligations of the district. This article does not include
appropriations voted in other warrant articles. The School Board recommends this appropriation.
(Majority Vote required)
Note: The Board anticipates that $1,605,214.00 from sources other than general taxation will be
available to apply towards these expenditures.
ARTICLE 5.
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TEN THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($10,000.00) for the purpose of sealing the gym wall exterior. The School Board
recommends this article. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the School District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE THOUSAND
DOLLARS ($5,000.00) to be added to the School District gym floor replacement Capital
Reserve Fund previously established. The School Board recommends this appropriation.
(Majority vote required)
Page 2 of the 2004-2005 Warrant Articles
ARTICLE 7.
To see if the school district will vote to create an expendable trust fund under the provisions of
RSA 198:20-c, to be known as the Roof Repair Fund for the purpose of repairing and
maintaining the school's roof. Furthermore to raise and appropriate the sum of FIFTEEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($15,000.00) towards this purpose. Furthermore to designate the
School Board as agents to expend from this fund. The School Board recommends this
appropriation. (Majority vote required)
ARTICLE 8.
To see if the school district will vote to create an expendable trust fund under the provisions of
RSA 198:20-c, to be known as the School Flooring Fund for the purpose of replacing flooring in
the school. Furthermore to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS
($5,000.00) towards this purpose. Furthermore to designate the School Board as agents to
expend from this fund. The School Board recommends this appropriation. (Majority vote
required)
ARTICLE 9.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate a supplemental appropriation of
TWENTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS ($25,000.00) for unanticipated special education
costs for the current school year. The School Board recommends this appropriation. (Majority
vote required)
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 13
th
day of February 2004:
Erik Walker, Chairperson
HkiFa a Audi \)IaaamA




























































2002-2003 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 PERCENT
BUDGET ACTUAL CURRENT YEAR PROPOSED INC/DEC
EXPENDITURES BUDGET BUDGET
474,532.00 450,553.64 514,357.00 497,597.00 -3.26%
0.00 0.00 0.00%
8,880.00 8,149.63 8,880.00 8,880.00 0.00%
92,753.00 92,303.44 96,792.00 102,638.00 6.04%
7,262.00 7,643.90 5,807.00 7,773.00 33.86%
4,431.00 5,034.70 5,079.00 4,020.00 -20.85%
36,981.00 35,258.21 40,027.00 38,746.00 -3.20%
10,783.00 11,646.69 11,804.00 1 1 ,967.00 1 .38%
750.00 455.00 750.00 750.00 0.00%
1,789.00 1,765.19 1,936.00 1,874.00 -3.20%
10,985.00 11,135.44 20,328.00 21,468.00 5.61%
750.00 119.95 750.00 750.00 0.00%
898,454.00 850,222.86 896,182.00 964,207.00 7.59%
35,225.00 28,408.05 30,395.00 29,796.00 -1.97%
2,337.00 1,306.25 3,625.00 5,874.00 62.04%
1,530.00 340.79 4,307.00 1,320.00 -69.35%
1,853.00 1,429.66 110.00 44.00 -60.00%
1,870.00 276.75 696.00 3,526.00 406.61%
1,541.00 886.59 2,726.00 3,154.00 15.70%
,592,706.00 1 ,506,936.74 1,644,551.00 1 ,704,384.00 3.64%
SPECIAL EDUCATION 1200
Salary - Teachers 129,955.00 145,057.73 107,902.00 77,871.00 -27.83%
Salary - Aide 167,164.00 183,526.75 190,239.00 225,533.00 18.55%
Health Insurance 28,113.00 35,014.43 28,567.00 22,752.00 -20.36%
Dental Insurance 2,010.00 . 2,624.78 2,024.00 1,767.00 -12.70%
Life & LTD Insurance 1,220.00 1 ,474.90 1,024.00 643.00 -37.21%
Social Security 22,729.00 25,094.38 22,808.00 23,210.00 1 .76%
Retirement 8,887.00 10,295.24 13,128.00 14,473.00 10.25%
Worker's Compensation 1,099.00 916.00 1,104.00 1,123.00 1 .72%
Tuition 257,851.00 297,469.04 351,691.00 269,872.00 -23.26%
Preschool tuition 18,700.00 43,373.19 58,000.00 36,000.00 -37.93%
Summer tuition 2,400.00 832.50 2,400.00 2,400.00 0.00%
Supplies & Materials 4,707.00 2,878.76 2,141.00 1,956.00 -8.64%
Textbooks 0.00 266.00 0.00 -100.00%
New Equipment 380.00 101.99 0.00 75.00 100.00%
TOTAL SPECIAL EDUCATION 645,215.00 748,659.69 781,294.00 677,675.00 -13.26%
Gifted and talented 1270 7,500.00 4,667.76 4,000.00 7,500.00 87.50%
DESCRIPTION
2002-2003 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 PERCENT







2,600.00 850.00 2,600.00 2,600.00 0.00%
24.84 69.00 69.00 0.00%
63.94 199.00 199.00 0.00%






































TOTAL GUIDANCE SERVICES 23,719.00 23,118.43 1,278.00 1,373.00 7.43%
HEALTH SERVICES 2130







Supplies and Materials 489.00
New Equipment
Professional Dues 194.00
TOTAL HEALTH SERVICES 17,887.00
PSYCHOLOGIST SERVICES 2140
Salary - Psychologist 3,387.00

























TOTAL PSYCHOLOGIST SERVIC 3,646.00 3,646.00 0.00 0.00%
2002-2003 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 PERCENT
DESCRIPTION BUDGET ACTUAL CURRENT YEAR BUDGET INC/DEC
SPEECH SERVICES 2150
Speech Assistant - salary 6,697.00 3,603.25 6,895.00 7,054.00 2.31%
Speech - social security 512.00 275.67 527.00 540.00 2.47%
Speech Pathologist contracted ser 11,566.00 11,732.58 1 1 ,990.00 12,750.00 6.34%
TOTAL Speech Services 18,775.00 15,611.50 19,412.00 20,344.00 4.80%
PHYSICAL THERAPY 2162
Physical Therapy contracted 7,631.00 7,588.91 9,552.00 10,500.00 9.92%
TOTAL Physical Therapy 7,631.00 7,588.91 9,552.00 10,500.00 9.92%
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 2163
OT Contracted Services 11,984.00 30,663.62 21,690.00 18,500.00 -14.71%
OT Salary 0.00 7,700.00 100.00%
OT Social Security 0.00 589.00 100.00%
OT Workers Comp 0.00 29.00 100.00%
TOTAL Occupational Therapy 11,984.00 30,663.62 21,690.00 26,818.00 23.64%
SUPPORT SERVICES 2213
Tuition Reimbursement 4,050.00 2,593.00 4,400.00 3,662.00 -16.77%
Conference 2,700.00 2,425.00 3,700.00 2,725.00 -26.35%
TOTAL SUPPORT SERVICES 6,750.00 5,018.00 8,100.00 6,387.00 -21.15%
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICES 2222
Salary - Librarian 12,995.00 11,994.40 13,382.00 35,141.00 162.60%
Health Insurance 0.00 12,537.00 100.00%
Dental Insurance 0.00 1,088.00 100.00%
Social Security 994.00 917.57 1,023.00 2,688.00 162.76%
Retirement 538.00 496.60 789.00 928.00 17.62%
Workers Comp. 48.00 45.00 50.00 130.00 160.00%
Conferences 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00%
Supplies and Materials 1,100.00 1',047.56 1,100.00 1,100.00 0.00%
Technology Supplies 0.00 572.00 100.00%
Books 2,750.00 2,711.18 1,650.00 1,650.00 0.00%
TOTAL MEDIA SERVICES 18,425.00 17,212.31 17,994.00 55,834.00 210.29%
p-
2003 - 2004 2004 - 2005 PERCENT
DESCRIPTION BUD CURRENT YEAR BUDGET INC/DEC
BOARD OF EDUCATION 2310








Dues/fees and medicaid expenses 6,345.14 3,000.00
TOTAL BOARD OF EDUCATION 4,924.00 10,323.32 4,325.28 7,393.28 70.93%


















School Board Clerk 2312
Salary - Clerk 500.00 540.00 500.00 500.00 0.00%
Social Security 0.00 41.32 38.25 38.25 0.00%
TOTAL School Board Clerk 500.00
School Board Treasurer 2313
Salary - Treasurer 425.00 425.00 425.00 425.00 0.00%
Social Security - Treasurer 32.51 32.51 32.51 0.00%
TOTAL Treasurer 425.00 457.51 457.51 457.51 0.00%
School Board Ballot Clerks 2314
Salary - Ballot Clerk 378.00 360.00 378.00 378.00 0.00%
Social Security Ballot Clerk 27.52 28.92 28.92 0.00%
TOTAL Ballot Clerks 378.00 387.52 406.92 406.92 0.00%
School Board - Auditor 2317
Salary - Auditor 3,500.00 3,150.00 3,500.00 8,000.00 128.57%
School Board - legal 2318
Legal Fees 1,500.00 3,001.25 1,500.00 1,500.00 0.00%
DESCRIPTION















TOTAL OFFICE OF SAU














TOTAL OFFICE OF PRINCIPAL
SCHOOL LUNCH 2560

































2003 - 2004 2004 - 2005 PERCENT











1 ,200.00 1,200.00 0.00%
450.00 450.00 0.00%
1 ,600.00 1 ,600.00 0.00%
0.00 0.00
80,184.00 122,759.00 53.10%
46,745.00 52,000.00 1 1 .24%
20,640.00 21,672.00 5.00%
17,055.00 18,573.00 8.90%













2002-2003 2002-2003 2003-2004 2004-2005 PERCENT




Salary - Custodians 38,121.00 34,772.41 39,081.00 41,025.00 4.97%
Health Insurance 4,634.42 11,512.00 12,537.00 8.90%
Social Security 2,916.00 2,602.81 2,990.00 3,138.00 4.95%
Retirement 846.00 939.25 1,242.00 1,304.00 4.99%
Worker's Compensation 804.00 355.37 825.00 865.00 4.85%
Contracted Services 4,995.00 9,184.60 5,520.00 6,780.00 22.83%
Snow Removal 4,000.00 6,680.00 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00%
Repairs to Equipment 4,000.00 11,174.48 4,000.00 4,000.00 0.00%
Repairs to Building 4,800.00 5,424.47 3,000.00 10,150.00 238.33%
Insurance 5,840.00 6,700.01 6,700.00 6,700.00 0.00%
Supplies and Materials 10,500.00 11,961.87 10.500.00 11,872.00 13.07%
Electricity 24,102.00 23,525.97 24,000.00 24,000.00 0.00%
Fuel -Oil/Gas 5,850.00 5,850.00 5,850.00 0.00%
Propane 16,875.00 15,257.81 16,875.00 16,875.00 0.00%
New Equipment 244.00 244.00 0.00 7,759.00 100.00%
Replacement Equipment 3,000.00 0.00 -100.00%
TOTAL OPERATION AND MAINT 123,893.00 133,457.47 139,095.00 156,855.00 12.77%
PUPIL TRANSPORTATION 2700
Bus Transportation 2721 118,541.00 102,687.92
Totals 118,541.00 102,687.92
Transportation 2722
Special Education transportation 66,527.86 49,455.00
TOTAL SPEC. ED Transportation 66,527.86 49,455.00
Transportation 2725
Field Trips 5,000.00 365.40
TOTAL FIELD TRIP TRANSPORT 5,000.00 365.40
Transportation 2730
Feeder Routes 11,310.00 0.00
TOTAL FEEDER ROUTES 11,310.00 0.00
TOTAL BUDGET 2,869,833.86 2,855,805.33 3,010,953.96 3,110,096.96 3.29%
Food Service in/out 36,000.00 36,000.00 36,000.00 36,000.00
Federal Projects in/out 115,000.00 115,000.00 115,000.00 115,000.00











A. Way & Hurd School Fund
Principal Beginning Balance 614.16
Interest Beginning Balance 178.58
Interest Income for 2003 6.10
Total Principal and Interest 798.84
Goshen-Lempster Special Education Capital Reserve
Beginning Balance 01-01-03 2,136.74
Interest Income for 2003 17.20
Ending Balance 12-31-03 2,153.94
Goshen-Lempster Replacement or Repair of Existing Equipment Capital Reserve
Beginning Balance 01-01-03 918.65
Interest Income for 2003 7.53
Ending Balance 12-31-03 926.18
Goshen-Lempster Capital Reserve for Boiler Replacement
Beginning Balance 01-01-03 11,018.46
Interest Income for 2003 88.97
Ending Balance 12-31-03 11,107.43
Goshen-Lempster Gym Floor Capital Reserve
Beginning Balance 01-01-03 21,258.72
Interest Income for 2003 171.68
Ending Balance 12-31-03 21,430.40
All of these funds are currently invested in the NH Public Deposit Investment Pool with an average yield of .70%.
- /;
2001 - 2002 Special Education cost for the school year
Instruction Related Services Transportation Totals
Elementary $414,655.91 $67,718.02 $35,750.85 $518,124.78
Middle School
High School $165,254.00 $165,254.00
$683,378.78
Revenues received to offset special education costs $99,81 0.53 catastrophic Aid
$38,304.05 Medicaid Revenue
2002 - 2003 Special Education cost for the year.
Instruction Related Services Transportation Totals
Elementary $581,609.10 $57,510.03 $49,455.00 $688,574.13
Middle School
High School $205,255.68 $205,255.68
Totals $893,829.81
Revenues received to offset special education costs $139,763.51 Catastrophic Aid
$46,348.89 Medicaid Revenue
Superintendent's Report
Five years ago I had the distinct pleasure of being selected to serve the Goshen-Lempster School
District as its Superintendent. Since then, I have seen many positive accomplishments occur that
have allowed us to move to a new level of service to the students and citizens of the Goshen-
Lempster community. This past year our school has continued its efforts to provide quality
educational services in a fiscally prudent manner as evidenced by the following:
• NH Assessment Analysis Training with Kathe Symonds
• Our in-school "Get Caught Reading Program"
• Personal safety and awareness program for Healthy and Safe Student Behavior.
• The TIGER program from Plymouth State University, which involved the entire school.
• The Language Arts Curriculum Renewal effort using a federal grant.
As many of you may recall, last year's Annual Meeting saw a significant reduction in the
School Board's proposed 2003 - 2004 budget approved by a majority of voters present. Indeed,
the overall reduction amounted to a 10% cut. This year the School Board is bringing forward a
proposed 2004 - 2005 budget that is less than it proposed at this time last year. Certain actions
have allowed for this proposal to occur, most significantly long term savings achieved in special
education obligations, a reduction in the number of professional staff, and the creation of a high
school tuition cap.
In light of the above, I believe the school district is poised to continue its efforts to be a
district that its citizens have great pride in and who are strongly committed to provide the support






The impact of a community (through citizen involvement
and political support) on its school's environment influences
the social, emotional, physical and cognitive factors which
affect the hearts and minds of the students. Community
involvement combined with the careful planning of the
Goshen-Lempster School program, through the efforts of an
outstanding school staff and a very diligent School Board,
have resulted in a productive and exciting school experience
for the children of the community. While it is beyond the
scope of this report to outline all of the events of the past
year, several of the highlights of the year 2003 are:
JANUARY
Bob O'Dell, New Hampshire State Representative from
Lempster, was instrumental in obtaining a new New Hampshire
State Flag and a new American Flag (through Senator Gregg's
office) for the Goshen-Lempster School. A Flag Raising
ceremony was conducted at the school with a school assembly
at the flag pole.
School Nurse Rhonda Colcord arranged for a health
presentation to students in grades four through eight on the
prevention of injuries to the brain and the spinal chord.
The THINK FIRST PROGRAM focused on the awareness of the
potential dangers of "risky" behavior.
Donna Hatch, special educational assistant, implemented
two reading programs. In the first program, AFTER SCHOOL
READING CLUB, Ms. Hatch volunteered her time to conduct a
reading program that focused on the joy of reading. The
other program, GET CAUGHT READING, involved photographing
several students each week who were "caught reading" for
pleasure during school. Each month, the students received a
treat and their pictures were posted on a bulletin board
reading display.
Snow Sports Industries America sponsored a cross-country
ski program for students in grades four, five and six. The
students received an introduction to the program which
included safety tips and fittings for equipment. The rest
of the day was spent on skis in the school yard.
Jodi Mileti was the winner of the local National
Geographic Spelling Bee. Her name was added to an official
National Geographic plaque which is posted in the main foyer
for school year 2002 - 2003. Other student on the plaque
are Helen Powell (2001 - 2002), Hilary Porter (2000 - 2001),
and Megan Williamson (1999 - 2000.
- /s-
FEBRUARY
Vicky Goss organized a series of computer skills
workshops for the parents and grandparents of students.
Several of Ms. Goss' students assisted her in the skills
training sessions.
The Goshen-Lempster School Math Team participated in
the annual MATH COUNTS competition at Keene State College.
It was an exciting day of meeting other students and teachers
from around New Hampshire. The members of the Math Team
were eighth grade students Ira Fellows, Christopher Halamoutis
Honi Heino, Angela Jones, Jennifer Luppold, Tania Ross,
Rachel Shklar, and Alyssa Wilcox.
The students were treated to a performance of the TIGER
Program ( A Bully Isn't Your Friend Yet! ) by Plymouth
State College. TIGER is an acronym for Theatre Integrating
Guidance, Education and Responsibility. The focus of the
program was to provide an entertaining presentation with
actors, puppets, theatre, movement and music to enable
children to step back from the trauma of bullying to find
peaceful and effective solutions.
MARCH
March is always a month of much trepidation in terms of
monitoring the status of the current operating budget and
anticipating the public reaction to the proposed budget for
the next school year at the School District Meeting. Due
to unforeseen special education costs, which created a
potential short fall in our current budget, a necessary
"freeze" of discretionary spending was enforced. The effect
was the cancelling of many student activities. At School
District Meeting, $.150,000.00 was cut from the proposed
budget for 2003 - 2004; that resulted in the cutting of
programs, supplies and student activities.
This year's Project Fair was a Science Fair. On the
evening of March 27, many parents and guests viewed a
variety of outstanding projects and activities presented by
the students. Prior to the Fair, Ms. Tirrell's Third Grade
Class prdvided a spectacular meal with its traditional
annual Cheap Night Out dinner.
APRIL
At strategic points throughout the school year, the
school administration arranges for consultants to come to
the Goshen-Lempster School to conduct workshops as
professional development activities for our staff. The
focus for staff development in April was on Differentiated
Instruction , led by nationally renowned Susie Girardin. The
reality of a classroom setting is that the student group is
heterogeneous with students who struggle academically and
others who are advanced beyond their peers. Differentiated
classroom instructional strategies insure that the needs of




Tuesday, May 6 was declared as National Teacher Day.
As a celebration for teacher appreciation, the P.T.C. (under
the direction of Debra Dustin) provided a spectacular
luncheon for the staff. The faculty room was set-up in
style with a delicious buffet that was prepared by parents of
students
.
Dr. Lilyan Wright (Goshen-Lempster School's Super
Volunteer ) , who created the district's Field Hockey Program
years ago, initiated a Lacrosse Program for our students.
The students were very excited about this new program.
Dr. Wright is an amazing person; not only does she volunteer
an enormous amount of time to work with children, she also
is a member of the School Board (not to mention numerous
other community organizations).
The Childrens' Literacy Foundation (CLiF) made a grant
award to the Goshen Public Library. There was an assembly
at school to celebrate the grant award and to showcase the
Goshen Library's book purchases. Duncan McDougall of the
Literacy Foundation presented the books to the students and
read them a story. Goshen Librarian Ethel Nilsen made the
books available for check-out to all of the students.
JUNE
Eighth Grade Graduation Exercises were held on the
evening of June 18. Class Co-Salutatorians Alyssa Wilcox
and Laura Groat welcomed parents and guests, and Co-Third
Honors students Tania Ross and Ira Fellows introduced the
graduates. Class Valedictorian Honi Heino bid farewell to
the Goshen-Lempster School on behalf of her classmates.
Ms. Chadwick and Mr. Bonfiglio presented awards to the
graduating students, and School Board Chairman Eric Walker
issued the diplomas. The P.T.C. and parents of the seventh
grade students sponsored the graduation reception.
JULY
The Goshen-Lempster Curriculum Team (comprised of
classroom teachers Beth Titlon-Wahlert , Frances "Kitty" Davis,
Janis Bellavance, Sue Roberts, Sandra Lord, Rachel Tirrell,
and Christine Santerre) revised the Language Arts Curriculum
across the developmental span of kindergarten through eighth
grade in accordance with Federal and New Hampshire standards
for Literacy. This cohesive teaching instrument enables the
classroom teachers to have a common foundation for instruction,
providing reading and writing rubrics for consistent assessment
throughout the grade levels. The curriculum also includes a
"traveling writing portfolio" system from kindergarten through
eighth grade. Reviewing and updating each student's portfolio




The staff returned to school to begin a new school
year on August 21. Prior to the students arrival,
professional and paraprofessional staff members engaged in a
series of workshops and staff development activities.
Dr. Kathe Simons led a workshop, entitled Harvesting the
NHEIAP , in which the common test items of the New Hampshire
Assessment were examined and explored to develop improved
teaching strategies. As part of the Professional Development
Academy with S.A.U. #43, our staff participated in a session
on Thinking Strategies to teach students to ask poignant
guestions of reading material for the improvement of
comprehension. In addition, the staff participated in the
workshop Determining Importance which focused on skill
development for students as they sift through a multitude of
information
.
The P.T.C. under the direction of Debra Dustin,
sponsored the "Ice Cream Sunday" Social as an opening event
for the new school year. Students, parents and staff
members came together in a social setting to make
acguaintances and to discuss the upcoming year while
enjoying an ice cream sundae.
SEPTEMBER
The new school year opened with a welcome back
assembly to introduce new staff and students and to kick-off
the year on the theme ...."Anything you can conceive and
believe - you can achieve" . There were some changes in
staffing and in the building arrangement. The fourth grade
class was moved from the primary educational team to the
middle level educational team, and the special educational
facilities were relocated to be closer to the school office.
During the summer, School Nurse Rhonda Colcord relocated to
Florida, and registered nurse Heidi Wilcox of Goshen was
hired as our new school nurse. With the resignation of
Librarian Tanna Cota, the School Board made the decision to
transform Vicky Goss ' position of Technology Facilitator
into Media Generalist. As a result, Ms. Goss is in charge
of the operation of our Media- Center (with a newly created




On October 10, the Lempster Fire Department conducted
a Fire Safety Program for our students which consisted of
two presentations. One presentation was entitled How Flames
Grow ; the other presentation, Midnight Fire Alarm , included
a relay race of putting on fire eguipment. The Fire/Rescue
Team members who presented the programs were Lempster Fire
Chief Phillip Tirrell, Captain David Loring, Lieutenant
Barbara Chadwick, Firefighter Mark Magoon, and Fire Rescue
Personnel Loretta Hull.
Iit"
Our Physical Education Teacher, Christine Williams,
received a PEP Grant as part of the Physical Best Project.
The focus of the grant was to train schools in a wide
research effort to measure the effectiveness of strategies
that are being utilized to assist our youth to compensate
for sedentary lifestyles. The grant provides training in
data collection, laptop computers, and eguipment such as
pedometers. The grant also provides assistance with the
implementation of new Physical Education Programming.
NOVEMBER
The Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District
continued its project with Women's Supportive Services of
Sulliavan County to provide age appropriate training for our
students in Conflict Resolution, Bully Proofing, and
Personal Safety & Awareness. The students, depending on
the grade level, deal with such issues as peer pressure,
harassment, bullying, sexuality and substance abuse. A
special fourteen week program is implemented for our eighth
grade students. The primary focus of these programs is to




On the evening of Thursday, December 18, the students
delighted parents and guests with a Holiday Concert. Under
the direction of Music Teacher Patricia Waltzer, the students
assembled in tiers for choral presentations of a variety of
festive selections. The school band also performed a
number of instrumentals . Cindy Phillips and Eric Walker
volunteered their talents for guitar accompaniment. Seventh
grade student Stephanie Bagnall announced the performances,
and there were solo singing presentations (Caitlin Robinson and
Joshua Jude) and solo instrumental performances (Doug Fellows
and Abe Shklar )
.
Each year, all grades, with the exception of kindergarten
and first grade, participate in achievement testing. Grades 3
and 6 receive the New Hampshire Assessment while grades 2, 4,
5, 7 and 8 take the Terra Nova Battery. The New Hampshire
Assessment classifies results into proficiency levels through
the use of mean scaled scores ; NOVICE (200 - 239), BASIC
(240 - 259). PROFICIENT (260 - 279), ADVANCED (280 - 300).
Our grade 3 results were far tetter than any results in the
past with an English score of 257 (very nearly into the
Proficient Range) and a Mathematics score of 266 (well into
the Proficient Range). The grade 6 Assessment scores also
improved over last year (5 points higher in English at 243
and 2 points higher in math at 243). Although the scores
did improve, there certainly is room for improvement.
- /9 -
The Terra Nova Battery uses proficiency levels that
closely align with those of the New Hampshire Assessment. There
are five levels: Step 1 (ie. NOVICE), Progressing (lower
BASIC), Nearing Proficiency (upper BASIC), Proficient, and
Advanced. The following is an account of the results by class




R A S S
E N C S T
A G I U
D U M E C D
I A A N I I
N G T C A E
G E H E L S
Advanced 23 31 15 23 15
Proficient 46 46 38 54 23
Nearing
Proficiency- 23 15 31 23 62




R A S S
E N C S T
A G I U
D U M E C D
I A A N I I
N G T C A E
G E H E L S
Advanced 6 12 6 12 12
Proficient 24 12 12 18 24
Nearing
Proficiency 47 53 41 53 53
Proqressing 18 18 29 18 12
Step 1 6 6 12
GRADE 5
L
R A S S
E N C S T
A G I U
D U M E C D
I A A N I I
N G T C A E
G E H E L S
Advanced 19 25 6 31 19
Proficient 50 19 56 31 38
Nearing






R A S S
E N C S T
A G I U
D U M E C D
I A A N I I
N G T C A E
G E H E L S
Advanced 4 4 8 8
Proficient 27 27 23 31 12
Nearing
Proficiency 46 31 38 27 50
Progressing 8 27 23 27 19
Step 1 15 15 12 8 12
GRADE 8
L
R A S S
E N C S T
A G I U
D U M E C D
I A A N I I
N G T C A E
G E H E L S
Advanced 16 5 16 16 11
Proficient 21 37 21 32 21
Nearing
Proficiency 26 37 42 11 47
Progressing 37 21 16 26 21
Step 1 5 16
Many of us recall a time when schools were the
central focus of community pride. A community was often
judged by its school system. Today, the school and the
community have drifted apart, each struggling to adjust to
tremendous socioeconomic and demographic changes. The issue
is complex, involving local zoning laws, property tax
structures, housing, and employment patterns. We always
assumed that public support would be there; however, lack of
financial support means fewer educational resources. Today's
schools are producing remarkable achievements in the education
of a student population with an ever growing diversification
of needs. The challenge upon us is to strengthen the
school/community partnership and to ensure that the school




AivTNUAL MEETING 01 THE G-OSHEH-LEMPSTiiR SCHOOL DISTRICT
for PISGAL YEAR JULY 1 2uu3 •- JUNE 3^, 2U04
Meeting Held March 6, 2ue3
Polls opened at 3:Ou icr ballet voting on Articles I and £ #
Voting was by ciiicial ballet and check list.
Article I. Tc cheese a mod crater icr the ensuing year.
Michael SliKlar was elected.
Article 2. Tc choose a member ci the School board ircm beshen icr a
live year term beginning March y, 2003.
John P. Hopkins was electee.
The business meetiuB was called tc crder at 7:ubP.M. by the Mcderatcr.
G-rcund rules Icr conduct and voting were reviewed. The warning icr the
Meeting was read cut leud. Articles 1 and 2 were read alcud.
Artie ie 3 was read:
"Tc near reports ci agents, auditors, committees, cr officers
chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto."
The article was moved, seconded, and passed.
Article 4 was then read
:
"whereas b h School Districts lace ever tightening budgets;
and Whereas ]\| H School Districts are linding it increasingly difficult
tc raise and appropriate sufficient dollars en tlte local level tc pro-
vide their students a quality education; and 'whereas newly enacted and
existing led era 1 mandates have placed an undue and heavy burden on lo-
cal school district budgets:
Be It Therefore Resolved: That the voters cf the District vigorously
oppose any and all unfunded and underfunded federal educational man-
dates, including but net limited tc , these contained in the recently
enacted No Child Left behind Law as well as those mandates historically
unfunded within the IDEA/Special Education Laws."
Mcticn made by Mr. Robinson; second by Phyllis Clark.
Discussion followed ; opened by Lilyan Wright who gave background ex-
planation cf the laws. A greater definition cf unfunded and under-
funded was asked icr, and State Rep. John Cloutier was allowed tc speak
tc update this. A citizen commented following which Doris Adler gave
further explanation of the NCLB law.. .Next Erik walker made points also
on N6LB. bud Newton spoke with examples about money from Washington
going fcr perk and other private projects rather than tc needy districts
District Meeting March 08, 2003
The Moderator then called fcr a voice vote. Article 4 passed nearly
unanirac usly
.
The Moderator then asked if anyone in the rcciu was net a registered
voter. These lew were asKed net to vote and neighboring parties to
Keep watch.
Article 3 was then read. "To see il the School District will vote to
raise and appropriate the sum cl THREE MILLION THREE HUNDRED ELEVEN—
THOUSAND NINE HUNDRED SIXTY-NINE DOLLARS U<3 , 31 1 , 3c'j . ouj i'cr support
of the school, for the payment cl salaries oi School District clli-
cials and agents, and fcr the payment i'cr statutory obligations of
'ne district. This article dees net include appropriations voted in
er warrant articles. The School Board recommends this appropriation.
(Majority vote required) Note: The Board anticipates that
,1:1,829,201.00 from sources ether than general taxation will be avail-
able to apply towards these expenditures."
The Moderator called fcr a motion en this article.
Chmn. Erik Walker made the motion; seconded by Marianne Dennis.
Mr. Walker began the Dudget presentation by explaining the budget
process dene by the Board anu expressing the frustration shared by
the Beard ever rising costs. Particular reference was made to the
tuiticn cap, tough teacher negotiations, and technology items. The
fact that every line item had been reviewed and scrutinized was
stressed. At the Moderator's call i'cr anyone tc be heard on the article
Levin Onnela made a motion tc amend the article tc ;||.3 ,Q2d, 833 (level
funding). This was seconded. There seemed tc be nc discussion, then
Mr. Bred Smith moved tc call the question. This was seconded. The
Moderator called for mere discussion, allowing M. Dermis tc speak
tc explain what a cut would mean to the school. Mr. Smith renewed
his motion tc cease debate. A shew of hands passed this motion. The
action moved tc a vote en the amendment. There were 33 vctes
c
and ;J1
against this amendment. The amendment was defeated. Discussion re-
turned tc the main article. A number of questions were asKed such as
the savings realised by the tuition cap, the per cent increase oi
the budget, hew a previous year's surplus was treated, etc.
District meeting March U8, 2uu3
Carla LaBcunty addressed the effect en regular ed . students vs. re-
quired expenditures fcr ether cbiigatiens. MiKe Newtcn s^cKe en
transportation issues.
Deris Adler made a motion to reduce the budget figure tc ^3, 161,9^9.
This was seconded by &crrie Goods peed . bxplanaticn was offered that
due tc reduced numbers ci students, there could be a reduction in
staff, both professional and paraprcfessional. Reference was also made
tc the technology position. There were further questions, statements
from the Chair, and clarification by Ms. Adler. Then the motion 'was
called. That passed en a vcice vote. Moving tc the amendment, the
Moderator called fcr a vote by shew of hands. On count, there ap-
peared tc be 83 for the amendment and o-j against. Tnis count was con-
tested by Kevin Onnela who asked fcr a ballet vote, which was joined
by many ethers. A vote by .paper ballet and checklist ensued. At the
close of voting and counting of votes, there were 99 .yes fcr the
amendment and 95 no against tne amendment. The main motion as amen-
ded on Article 5 was then called and it passed with a show of hands.
Article 6 was then read: "Tc see if the School District will vcte tc
raise and appropriate the sum cl MIND THOUSAND DOLLARS ($ 9, OOu) Per the
purpose cl repairing the reel ever the library. The School Beard
recommends this appropriation. (Majority vcte required)."
This article was moved by Janet Gibson ana secended by John fabrycky.
Short discussion followed, including the point made that this should
gc cut tc bid. Article b passed with a show of hands.
Article 7.: "Tc see if the School District will vcte tc raise and ap-
propria te the sum ci PiVD THOUSAND (lb , uuu.Ouj tc be added tc
the School District gym fleer Capital Reserve* fund previously estab-
lished. The School Beard recommends this appropriation. (Majority
vcte required)." The article was moved by Lilyan Wright and seconded
by Janet Gibson. Discussion followed. This is essentially a savings
account for the eventual replacement ci the gym fleer. There is still
a moisture problem net fully solved. Point was made that the problem
should be solved before any mere money set aside. The article was
defeated by a shew or hands.
District Meeting March 08, i_uu3
ARTIOLii 8. : "Tc see il" the belied District 'will vote tc raise and
appropriate the sum cl FObRT.eJLJN! THOUSAND DOLLARS (ft. 14 ,UUu.l)u) for the
purpose ci implementing Phase II ci' the School District's three year
technology plan. The School Board recommends this a^pr^riaticn.
(Majority vote required).' 1 read by Moderator. The article was moved
by Marianne Dennis and seconded by Carol whitman. Ms. Dennis outlined
the purposes icr the money: changing the library into a media center,
netwcrKing all computers, purchase of 8 new computers. A grant will
help il' the school receives it. There was an extended Question and
answer period, also with commentary from various citizens1 . The Ques-
tion was called by Paul Barrett, with second by Everett Iburber. This
passed by voice vote. The main motion was then Drought up icr vote
and appeared tc pass, but was questioned by Kevin Onnela. A specific
hand count shewed 94 icr this article and bb against. The article
passed
.
Article 3. : Tc transact any ether business that may legally come
before this meeting.
There seemed tc be no other business and sc a motion tc adjourn was
made. At the moment ci tne second the Moderator was led tc observe
that a citizen was attempting tc make a motion. G-ary Dennis was then
recognized and he moved to reconsider Article 5. This was seconded,
but on a voice vote this motion was defeated. The motion tc adjourn
was then accepted and the meeting adjourned on a voice vote*
Re sj_.ee tf u lly submitted,
J c hn 1 . he pkins , 1 e r k.
,2.5
PUPIL STATISTICS








































































































































































































2003 Eighth grade graduates
Row 1 (L to R): Marshal - Allyson Gibson, Graduates - Renee Tremblay,
Nichole Morron, Rachel Shklar, Belisa Gorey, Kaulana (Tia) Simino, Sonny Armstrong,
Marshal - Josh Boone, Graduate - Karissa Krause.
Row 2 (L to R): Graduates - Ira Fellows, Angela Jones, Tania Ross, Malarie LaBounty,
Phillip Rosen, Sandra Egbert, Jennifer Luppold, Cynthia Mehlman, Laura Groat,
Alyssa Wilcox, Jodi Mileti, Ashley Norris. Missing from photo Graduate - Honi Heino.
Grzelak & Company, PC, CPA's
P.O. Box 8 - Laconia, NH 03247 1 Tel 524-6734 Fax 524-6071
American Institute of CPA's (A1CPA) ^fj'.j^'!., NH Society of CPA's (NHSCPA)
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR'S REPORT
To the School Board
Goshen-Lempster School District
Lempster, New Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the Goshen-Lempster School District as of
and for the year ended June 30, 2003, as listed in the table of contents. These general purpose financial statements are
the responsibility of the Goshen-Lempster School District's management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on
these general purpose financial statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the general
purpose financial statements are free of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the general purpose financial statements. An audit also includes assessing the
accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall general
purpose financial statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The general purpose financial statements referred to above do not include the General Fixed Assets Account Group,
which should be included in order to conform with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America. The amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Assets Account Group is not known.
In our opinion, except for the effect on the general purpose financial statements of the omission described in the
preceding paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects,
the financial position of the Goshen-Lempster School District as of June 30, 2003, and the results of its operations and
cash flows of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United -States of America.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of forming an opinion on the general purpose financial statements taken as a
whole. The individual and combining fund financial statements and schedules listed in the table of contents are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the general purpose financial statements of
the Goshen-Lempster School District. Such information has been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the
audit of the general purpose financial statements and, in our opinion, is fairly stated in all material respects in relation to
the general purpose financial statements taken as a whole.
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